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ABSTRACT
The semi-annual Educational Marathon sponsored by
the University of Massachusetts School of Education is an

innovative program designed to provide in-service as well as

pre-service to large numbers of educators.

Twice a year,

during Marathon week, the School of Education excuses nearly
all of its regularly scheduled classes and sponsors a variety
of events in the form of workshops, lectures, seminars, films,
etc.

The Marathon is designed to provide a platform for dis-

cussing and exchanging new, pertinent, and innovative ideas,
and the basic objective of the program is to promote rapid,

responsible, and comprehensive educational change within the

existing system.

Eight to twenty different, experiences are

scheduled at any one time with the program beginning in the

morning and running into the late evening.
Purpose and Problem

Although the Marathon has proven itself to be successful,

facilitator has
its utilization as an educational change

V

been limited almost entirely to the University of Massachusetts School of Education.

Having access to a detailed

description of the Marathon, an analysis of the various components of the program, and a listing and description of the
activities, responsibilities, and methods necessary to produce
the program, should facilitate the planning and implementation
of similar programs should educators or educational organiza-

tions wish to adopt or adapt the Marathon format.

The same

document will also aid in the smooth transition from one

University of Massachusetts School of Education Marathon

Director to his or her successor.
Description of Procedures
The author of this study gained an experiential base

for describing and analyzing the University of Massachusetts
School of Education Marathon program by serving as the Coor-

dinator of the 1972 Fall and the 1973 Spring Marathons.

Nothing other than what had been communicated by newsDaper or periodical had been written about the marathon and
method
little concerning the origin, description, history, or
of implementation were available in print.

It was therefore

study from
necessary to gather most of the information in the

with the proaudio taped interviews with persons familiar
the writer as
gram from its inception, 2) the experiences of
participanx regisMarathon Coordinator, 3) data gathered from

1)

written evaluations,
trations, presenter participation forms,
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and schedules of events, and 4) the limited files that existed

concerning the Marathon.

Although the history of the Marathon traces the program
from its inception (October 1968 ), the description, analysis,
and method of implementation are primarily based upon the Mara-

thon in its present state (i.e., the Spring 1973 Marathon).
Conclusions
The Marathon is a large, popular, and innovative

in-service and pre-service program that was born as a result
of an organization which encouraged educational change, and

consisted of members willing to explore the unknown.

Par-

ticipants view the Marathon as a program that provides an

atmosphere highly conducive to learning and one that presents
relevant information and experiences that help to facilitate

educational change.
A thorough study of the Marathon substantiates the

claim that it is not an expensive program and that it is
relatively simple to plan and implement.

The study also

makes it obvious that administering, coordinating, and

implementing the program is quite time consuming.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

The semi-annual Educational Marathon sponsored by
the University of Massachusetts School of Education is a

unique program designed to provide in-service as well as

pre-service education to large numbers of educators.

Twice

a year, during Marathon week, the University of Massachusetts

School of Education excuses nearly all of its regularly
scheduled classes and sponsors a variety of events in the
form of workshops, lectures, seminars, films, projects, or
whatever.

The Marathon is designed to provide a platform

for discussing and exchanging new, pertinent, and innovative
ideas *

Eight to twenty different experiences are scheduled

at any one time with the program beginning in the morning

and running into the late evening (i.e.,

8

A.M. to 10 P.M.).

all
The Marathon, has brought presenters and participants from
to
over the United States as well as from foreign countries

the University of Massachusetts campus in Amherst.
time a
The first Marathon was held in 1968 at which

The
prevailed.
carnival" or "country fair" atmosphere
atmosphere has,
relaxed, informal, and excitement-generating
program has grown from a
to a large degree, continued as the
M

one day event to its present size.

The 1973 Spring Marathon

daily average of 1600
was a one week program attended by a

2

participants.

More than 600 events were offered at the
1973
Spring Marathon during the week of April - 1
9
,-

Although the Marathon is designed basically as a
vehicle of dissemination, it has many recognized side
effects
and benefits which make it possible for participants to
meet
a number of varied needs or objectives.

The Marathon pro-

vides prospective students and faculty members with the

opportunity to view much of the School's philosophy, objectives, programs, resources, and modes of operation as they

appear in abbreviated form during Marathon week? it provides
any interested person with a platform from which he or she
may introduce and gather reactions concerning untried and

untested educational concepts or designs; it allows for

brief exposure to faculty members in action from which
students may evaluate the feasibility of registering for
and completing more extensive experiences scheduled to occur

during the regular school year.
The Marathon program is also a visible show of the

obligation and commitment that the School of Education
recognizes toward the larger educational community.

This

community has come to include not only the University of
Massachusetts, but also the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
the United States, and to a limited degree, the world.

3

Statement of the Problem

Most educators and a large percentage of the American

society would agree that education must change if it is to

keep pace with the demands being placed upon it by our contemporary society.

Much of the criticism which has been

directed toward the schooling process as we know it today is

based upon the assumption that our schools are not adequately
preparing students to function in the world in which they

will live.

One has only to glance at a "best seller" list

to recognize that most educational books listed are rough

and tough criticisms of how educators and schools are now
functioning.

Silberman, Holt, Glasser, Weingartner, Postman,

Rogers, and Ginott are names familiar to most educators and
the titles of their books have worked their way into the

vocabulary of nearly all educators who are dissatisfied with

present school systems.
That many educators and parents desire education

reform and change is a basic assumption of this study.

The

question then becomes: What can educational institutions or
organizations do to facilitate the change process?

Although

there are already a number of avenues open to communicate
and disseminate educational information (e.g., educational
books, journals, conferences, visitations), the need still

exists for more and more adequate methods.

The Marathon

program sponsored by the University of Massachusetts School

4

of Education is recognized as yet another, and possibly a

more efficient, vehicle for acquainting educators and the

public with the latest in educational thought, research, and
practice.

Proof of the success of the Marathon program is

available in the form of interest, attendance, cooperation,
and the involvement of thousands of students, teachers, and

administrators.

Although the success of the Marathon as

measured by the aforementioned criteria is widely known and
generally agreed upon, similar programs have seldom been
implemented by other educational organizations having
resources similar to those of the University of Massachusetts

School of Education.

A number of factors may be responsible

for this lack of horizontal growth.

Educational organiza-

tions may have philosophical bases that are not congruent

with the program; they may not wish to allocate their
resources to this type of program; the services may already
be provided by other organizations; or they may feel that

although the program would be productive and indeed necessary,
it is not their role or function to provide such services.

This list would no doubt be substantially increased if

additional organizations were questioned as to the reasons
for the lack of horizontal growth of the program.

However,

or organby far the most common reasons given by individuals

of in-service
izations for not adopting the Marathon type

and implemenformat have been a fear that the organization
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tation of the program are too complex, too time
consuming,
and/or too expensive for their organization to
implement.

Up to now, nothing has been written about the

Marathon in sufficient detail to make the program trans-

ferable.

The largest problem caused by the unavailability

of this information is that it limits those interested
in

adopting or adapting the Marathon program.

However, another

problem exists inasmuch as the Marathon is coordinated by
doctoral students in the School of Education who usually have
a short tenure.

At the end of the 1973-1974 school year,

three different doctoral students will have had the respon-

sibility of coordinating the Marathon over a three -year
period.

Those new to the responsibility must gather infor-

mation about the program from a number of sources.

The

sources range from a conversation with the outgoing coordin-

ator if that person is available, checking files, asking
questions, etc.

A large amount of energy is wasted because

of the need of each new coordinator to gather all relevant

planning and implementation information as it is not available in a concise, organized form.

This situation also

leaves the success of the Marathon almost entirely in the
hands of the new coordinator.

He or she does not have the

total base of information readily available on which to
build, but must "reinvent the wheel" in many cases.

Briefly then, the problem is that although the

Marathon has proven itself to be successful, its utilization
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as an educational change facilitator has been limited

almost entirely to the University of Massachusetts School of
Education.

Also, the School of Education has not organized

the program in such a way as to make the transition from one

Marathon Director to another as smooth and complete as
possible.

Purpose of the Study

Having access to a detailed description of the
Marathon, along with an analysis of the various components
of the program, would facilitate the planning and implemen-

tation of similar programs should educators or educational
organizations wish to adopt or adapt the pre-service or
in-service education format of the Marathon.

The same

document would also aid in the smooth transition from one

University of Massachusetts School of Education Marathon

Coordinator to his or her successor.

More specifically, the

purpose of the study is as follows:
1.

To write a brief history of the Marathon program

making it possible to

(a)

view the program in its

brief historical context, and

(b)

view the

program in its broader context (i.e., the University of Massachusetts School of Education)
2.

To analyze the various components of the Marathon

program in order to present helpful information
to persons or organizations who are debating the
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merits and feasibility of the program in relation
to their peculiar goals and resources.
3.

To describe the Marathon program to the degree

that it can be duplicated by organizations that
have the desire and the necessary resources for
its duplication.
4.

To describe the Marathon program to the degree

that it will be possible for the University of

Massachusetts School of Education Marathon

Director to continue the program with a minimum
amount of wasted time and energy caused by poorly

defined goals, mechanisms, and procedures.
5.

To demonstrate, by an in-depth description of

the Marathon program, that large-scale, intensive

in-service programs need not be complex in design,
time consuming, or costly.

Significance of the Study
The significance of this study is broadened if one

views its entire range of implications.

In one sense, the

Marathon can be viewed basically as a means

.

That is, a

vehicle for accomplishing a variety of objectives.

When the

objectives are determined, the program content and presenters
format,
are selected, and both are inserted into the Marathon

objectives
one might expect that a variety of predetermined

could be met.

a
In this sense, the Marathon is viewed as
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means or as a vehicle for accomplishing objectives.

Stated

another way, the Marathon program format becomes the process
rather than the objective.

Uses of this study when viewed

as a means might include 1) state departments of education

and other professional education groups using it as a means
of dissemination, in-service, and/or communication, 2) organ-

izations with basic objectives other than those of formal

education (e.g., lawyers, businessmen, farm and ranch groups)
using the Marathon format for the same purposes as stated in

number one,

3)

high schools using it as a means of intro-

ducing flexibility into their curriculum, utilizing human
teaching resources other than regular teachers (e.g., parents,
students, businessmen) and/or generating enthusiasm, and of
course, 4) other colleges or universities using it much as
the University of Massachusetts School of Education.
it to say, when viewed as a means

,

Suffice

the Marathon program could

well meet the process or vehicular needs of many individuals
or organizations.
In another sense, when seen from a different per-

spective, the Marathon can be viewed as being the end

component of the frequently discussed means vs ends relationship.

That is, the Marathon program itself meets certain

School of Education objectives.

One end result accomplished

by the Marathon is that an innovative program has been

successfully planned and implemented in a higher education
setting.

The innovation has been partially responsible for
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legitimizing

1)

informal education, 2) the utilization of

student resources,

3)

student choice and decision-making,

and 4) a flexible credit system.

Another result of the

Marathon is that by presenting the program, the School of

Education is partially meeting its perceived responsibility
to the larger community.

The program allows for and seeks

the participation of anyone interested in presenting or

Partici-

receiving educational information or experiences.

pants and presenters have ranged from elementary students
to university presidents and from ten-year-olds to senior

citizens.

A third result is that the Marathon has been

institutionalized to the point that area schools are utilizing
it as part of their planned in-service programs.

Area school

systems rely on the Marathon as a means of keeping their

organizations up to date as to research, programs, and
practices.
The differentiation between ends and means is usually
one of perspective and perception.

What is an

person is often a means to an end to another.

end,

to one

Most ends tend

to become means when viewed in a broader context.

The writer

like to
does not mean to debate the topic but instead would

study is
communicate the fact that the significance of this

met a
enhanced when it is viewed both as having already

Education
number of University of Massachusetts School of
yet to be
objectives and as a process by which objectives,

determined, may be met.
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Assumptions
The worth of a description and analysis of the

University of Massachusetts School of Education Marathon is
based upon five basic assumptions.

Although the following

list must be stated as assumptions, one could expect a large

percentage of educators and organizational theorists to

concur on their validity.

The assumptions applicable to this

study are as follows*
1.

That educational goals and practices are in
need of revision or change.

2.

That many educators view education as in need of
change but are not fully aware of what changes

should or must be made.

Educators are therefore

in need of exposure to the many alternatives

which are available.

Too few opportunities for

this exposure now exist.
3.

That educators frequently need assistance in
order to efficiently and effectively implement

new programs or strategies.
4.

That educational change can be more readily
realized when multiple entry points are made into
organizations, groups, or individuals.

5.

That individuals differ as to learning styles.

Assumptions number four and number five may need
explanation.

The following examples and explanations are an
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attempt to clarify the two assumptions in question.
The Marathon, as well as similar programs, is not
to be viewed as a complete in-service program.

They should

be viewed only as a component of a complete program which

might also include readings, college or university classes,
educational conferences and workshops, school visitations,
etc.

The probability of choosing and implementing an educa-

tional change may be effected by multiple forces acting
simultaneously.

If parents are asking for a change, and a

visit is made to a school that has successfully implemented
the change, chances of that change being implemented into
the system being affected are greated than if only one of
the three forces were active.

The Marathon is designed to

help provide the force necessary to effect change whether
it be an individual force or one of many forces acting

simultaneously
Individuals differ not only as to levels of development, capacity to learn, and areas of interest, but also

differ as to how they learn more efficiently.

For some, a

new program or strategy in question would be best learned
by visiting a school with a similar program; another individual may learn best by reading and creative planning; still

another may learn best by quickly beginning a program with
little or no planning and by making changes if and when they
are dictated by actual experience.

The Marathon presents

educators with another in-service alternative which fits one
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of the learning styles of a large number of students, teachers, and administrators.

Chapter Outline
This document consists of five chapters followed by
a rather lengthy appendix.

Basically, Chapter

I

is an intro-

duction to the Marathon program and an introduction to this
document.

Chapter II presents a history of the Marathon in

an attempt to supply readers with a knowledge of the origin,
background, and growth of the Marathon concept at the

University of Massachusetts School of Education.

It also

attempts to place the Marathon in perspective when viewed as
one part of the total School of Education program.

An in-

depth description and analysis of the Marathon program as it

now exists (i.e., 1973 Spring Marathon)
Chapter III.

is the content of

The chapter provides the reader with an in-

depth look at what the Marathon

is,

factors which make the

program possible, and the effects of the program.

Chapter IV

interested
is designed to provide a practical guide to those
a program
in planning and implementing a Marathon program or

similar to the Marathon.

The final chapter includes sug-

the program
gestions or recommendations for the improvement of

favoring ohe
and a short summary in the form of a rationale
organizations other
adoption or adaption of the program by
of Education.
than the University of Massachusetts School
Marathon
The appendix includes* 1) copies of all
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forms, form letters, and announcements, 2) samples of the

1973 Spring Preliminary and Final Marathon Schedules, and
3)

a transcription of twenty-one evaluative interviews which

were conducted with Marathon participants during the week of

April 9-13. 1973.
Procedures
The author of this document has a sound experiential

base for describing and analyzing the University of Massa-

chusetts School of Education Marathon program.

He served as

the coordinator of the 1972 Fall and the 1973 Spring Marathons.

As a coordinator in a ESEA Title III Center and later

as a member of the South Dakota State Department of Public

Instruction, he was instrumental in planning, organizing,
and implementing a similar program which has received lavish

praise from those familiar with it.

The program which io

similar to the Marathon is entitled "Current Trends in

Education" and is an annual affair held in South Dakota
during the first two weeks of August.

Nothing other than what is communicated by newspaper
Marathon, and
or periodical has been written about the
of the Marathon is
little concerning the origin and history
It was therefore necessary to gather
available in print.
a Marathon history
most of the information required to write
familiar with the
from audio taped interviews with those
familiar with the
program from its inception. Persons
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origin of the Marathon were available on campus and consented
to interviews.

The interviews conducted by the writer were

somewhat structured but allowed for the inclusion of all
pertinent data as perceived by the interviewee.

Interviews

were also conducted with selected persons on topics other
than the history of the Marathon.

Persons were asked for

their candid remarks on topics having to do with the worth of
the program, the design of the program, the objectives of the

program, etc.

The history of the Marathon is written in

chronological order from a compilation of the data gathered
in interviews and from records available in the Marathon

office.

Chapter III (i.e., Marathon Analysis) is based upon
the experiences of this writer as Marathon Director, audio

taped interviews, and the data gathered from participant
registrations, completed presenter participation forms, and

written Marathon evaluations.

The fourth chapter, designed

to make the Marathon program transferable

,

is based almost

entirely on the experiences of this writer as Marathon
Director.

The description and analysis of each program

separately,
component in Chapters III and IV are discussed
to an underbut each is related to the others when crucial

standing of the total program.
the
Although the history of the Marathon traces
and analysis
program from its inception, the description

present state.
are based upon the Marathon in its

More
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specifically, heaviest emphasis of the description and

analysis is placed upon the data generated by the Spring

1973 Marathon, April 9 - 1

.

Definition of Terms
The following definitions are intended to be accurate
onl y

they pertain to this study

•

They are not intended to

be global definitions.

In-service Education

Those experiences designed

s

to promote the educational and professional growth of

educators actively involved in educational institutions.

Educators

t

Teachers, administrators, and auxiliary

or support personnel actively involved in educational

institutions.

This writer is well aware of the important

educational roles played by parents, peers, etc., but will

limit the definition of educator to the aforementioned

categories for the purpose of clarity.
Marathon Participant

t

A person who participated in

a minimum of one event scheduled as part of the semi-annual

University of Massachusetts School of Education Marathon
program
Presenter!

A person who conducted an event scheduled

as part of the Marathon program.

This writer is aware of the

fact that many of the events conducted were not in the form
of presentations but also included discussions, films, work-

shops, etc.

However, for purposes of simplification, all
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persons conducting events will be referred to as presenters.

CHAPTER

II

HISTORY OF THE MARATHON PROGRAM
The history of the University of Massachusetts

School of Education Marathon program is interesting in the
fact that a program which has proven itself to he very
successful, and one which has grown to the point that it is

attended by educators from throughout the United States, was

actually very organic in its origin and growth.

Very little

organized
of what now appears to be a well planned and
planning.
operation was the result of systematic, calculated

and were
Instead, innovative alternatives were attempted

successful.
retained and enlarged if and when they proved

history also indiA thorough study of the short Marathon
changed very little from
cates that the Marathon concept has
The
in the fall of 1968
its relatively moderate beginning
dimensions have been added
program has grown in size and new
.

a platform for exchanging
but the program basically remains

innovative ideas and practices.
short description of the
This chapter begins with a
when the Marathon began
School of Education as it existed
to
and growth of the program up
and traces the continuation

Marathon.
and including the 1973 Spring
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School of Education in 1968
To fully appreciate the origin and growth of the

Marathon program, it must be viewed in its larger context.
There are obvious reasons why the program was initiated at
the University of Massachusetts School of Education rather

than at another educational institution.

The atmosphere,

objectives, and structure of the School were largely responsible for the educational innovation known as the Marathon.
Dr. Dwight Allen, formally named Dean of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts School of Education in May 1967

,

arrived

at the School in January 1968 armed with a strong mandate

from Provost Dr. Oswald Tippo to bring about substantial
change at the School.

Before Dean Allen's appointment and

arrival, the School was nearly universally viewed as being

dull and non-progressive.

Provost Tippo thought the School

to be even less than second-rate, one of the poorest parts

of the University, and one of the poorest schools of education
in the country.

1

Armed with a "change mandate" and resources with

which to attract and hire new faculty, Dean Allen proceeded
to bring about numerous and rapid changes at the School.

In

the time period between his formal appointment in May 1967,

Lyman B. Brainerd, Jr., "Radical Change in a School
A Study of
of Education, September 196? - November 1969
Leader-Dominated Change in a University Subcomponent
P*
(dissertation. University of Massachusetts, 1973/
1

s

»
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and September 1968, Dean Allen persuaded
thirty-four new
faculty members to join the twenty-eight
faculty members who
remained from the previous administration. With
the help of
faculty members, he was also able to recruit
eighty-five

doctoral students to aid in the planning and
implementation
of new programs, structures, and procedures. 2

All eighty-

five planning doctoral students were financially supported

with an average stipend of $3000.
In another very significant move, Dean Allen declared

the school year of 1968-1969 to be a year of planning and

also declared all existing programs, courses, requirements,
and degrees discontinued as of September 1969.

Understand-

ably, one of the basic tasks to be accomplished during the

planning year was to create new educational programs and
policies to govern those programs.

The content of the new

programs was to be more relevant to the needs of students
and the needs of society than they had been in the past 3

and were to be designed so as to provide for diversity,

alternatives, and experimentation.

4

The options and oppor-

tunity for innovation were thereby made practically limit-

less.^

The hiring of a new Dean, the mandate for change,

the addition of new faculty and doctoral students committed
to change, and the elimination of existing programs and
2

^

Ibid

.

.

p.

127.

3 Ibid

.

,

p.

204.

Ibid

.

,

p.

239.

3 Ibid

. ,

p.

1

65
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requirements were all significant events which led to the
atmosphere and structure that existed at the School of

Education during the 1968-1969 school year.
The fact that members of the School of Education

community were given the freedom to fail fostered a norm of

risk-taking which in turn led to an atmosphere of excitement,
inquiry, innovation, and discovery.

A structure designed to

allow for diversity, alternatives, adequate resources, and

participation led to self-motivated faculty members and
students.

This atmosphere and structure were to be the

breeding grounds of the Marathon as well as the many other
innovative programs that grew out of the planning year.

Marathon

I

The Marathon as originally planned was very different

from the program that was implemented.

The first Marathon

was to be nothing more than an alternative for the students
of one course being offered at the School.

Courses and programs that existed before the arrival
the end of the
of Dean Allen were not to be discarded until

planning year which was to end in September 1969.

In the

courses
meantime, during the planning year, the traditional

registered in
remained on the schedule for those students
such course
programs prior to Dean Allen's arrival. One
Society". The
was entitled "Secondary Schools in American
working toward
course was required of all senior students
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degrees in secondary education and was known by everyone to
be the "world's worst course".^

Approximately 225 students

had registered for the course that was to become the genesis
of the Marathon.

7

An assumption held by Dean Allen becomes an important
consideration when one studies the reasons for selecting Dr.

Tom Clark and Dr. Robert Woodbury to teach the course titled
"Secondary Schools in American Society", the course from

which the Marathon program was to originate.

Dean Allen

frequently advises that students "take instructors or
teachers and not courses".

In other words, the important

learnings that generate from a course are usually not from
the course content, but are instead generated from the

philosophical stance, the mode of operation, and the personality of the teacher.

Another factor more potent than the

content of a course is the relationship that exists between
Dean Allen would argue that if teacher

teacher and student.

A and teacher B were to teach the same course in title and

content, and were also to each teach a second course different

from that taught by the other, the difference between the
courses similar in title and content would be greater than
of
the difference between the first and second offering

^From interviews with Dwight W. Allen, Amherst, MA.
April and May, 1973*
'Brainerd,

p.

215*
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either teacher A or teacher

B.

Stated in another way, taking

two different classes from the same teacher wQuld usually be

more repetitive than taking the same course from two different

teachers

8
.

Neither Dr. Clark nor Dr. V/oodbury had taught the
"Secondary Schools in American Society" course or even a

similar course before and neither had taken a course in
secondary education in fulfillment of their degree programs.

Their only secondary educational experience had been gathered
by having been secondary education students at one time.

o

Instead, Dr. Clark and Dr. Woodbury were selected to teach
the course because "the course couldn't be hurt and it could

possibly be helped, and both Tom and Bob were known and

respected as outstanding teachers."

10

Faced with the prospect of teaching a semester-long
lecture course for which they were not experientially qualified, Dr. Clark and Dr. Woodbury asked for help at an educa-

tional assembly meeting.

The educational assembly at which

they made their request was made up of graduate students and

faculty members.

^

Although all planning doctoral students

8

From audio tape of Dwight Allen's speech given at
Current Trends in Education workshop in Rapid City, S.D.,
August, 1971.
^Interview, Dr. Robert Woodbury, Amherst,
April, 1973*
10

Allen interviews.

11

Woodbury interview.

b\A.

,
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taking part in the planning year were supported by a stipend,
none were artbitrarily assigned tasks.

The decisions as to

what to get involved in and what projects to work on were
left to the discretion of the doctoral students.

The

structure being utilized called for anyone needing help to
"throw up a flag" for assistance.

1

The atmosphere at the

School at that time as described by Dr. Clark was one of
excitement and motivation.

People were ready to try anything

and found it easy to secure any necessary help for the plan-

ning and implementation of their projects.

Many new projects

were quickly abandoned but some such as the Marathon proved
successful and were continued.

Risk-taking became the norm.

1

Because of the conducive atmosphere of the School and

because of the highly regarded reputations of Dr. Clark and
Dr. Woodbury, twenty-two doctoral students eagerly offered

their assistance to the "Secondary Education in American
Society" course, its teachers, and its students.

1

The

course began with a structure of two large group, one-hour
sessions each week, to be planned and presented by Dr. Clark
and Dr. Woodbury.

In addition, each volunteer doctoral

Dean Allen recalls this informal
everything
and flexible structure as working fairly well for
it
where
teachers
student
of
except for the supervision
proved to be a disaster.

^Allen interviews.

^interview, Dr. Tom Clark, Amherst, MA.
'Allen interviews.

,

April, 1973*
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student would meet for one hour per week with ten or eleven

assigned class members.

Decisions as to the form and content

of the small, group meetings were left entirely to the doctoral

students and their groups.

Dr. Tom Clark recalls that the

initial general course content was to basically include

applied psychology, sociology, and history.

The structure of

the course was to model and demonstrate alternatives, innova-

tions, and creativity.

1

^

From the beginning the lecture

meetings were quite different from the traditional lectures.
They included on-campus panels, films, multi-media presentations, a wandering microphone in the audience, and anything

else that could be related to and utilized by the class.

The class was organized so as to present a message by its

design as well as with its content.
Sometime during September, early in the course, Bill
Kraft, one of the doctoral students, suggested that as long
as one of the course objectives was to provide and demonstrate

educational alternatives, why not provide the opportunity of

fulfilling the twenty-four hours of class participation
required (twelve weeks multiplied by two hours per week) by
rather than
holding the class for twenty-four straight hours
at the rate of two hours per week.

By so doing, a student

course in one
could meet the total time requirement of the
offered two
twenty-four hour time block. Mr. Kraft also

^Clark interview.
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twelve-hour days as another alternative.

If a class member

chose to attend this alternative, he would be free to
dis-

continue attendance at the regularly scheduled lectures.
If he chose not to attend the lengthy sessions, he
could

continue regular class attendance. 1 ^
The idea did not immediately catch on and was dropped

for a time.

The concept was again introduced at a dinner

gathering at the residence of Tom Clark.

Dr. Clark recalls

there being "literally hundreds of ideas floating around
the School of Education during that first exciting year.

The

idea sounded like fun but still a fantasy kind of idea."
Dr. Clark and Dr. Woodbury held another discussion on the

topic while traveling to Bradley Airport.

They got serious

about the idea and decided to plan one twelve-hour day of

back-to-back activities.

The guiding theme of the program

was to be alternatives, innovations, and creativity, which

were similar to those of the original class for which the
program was being organized.
One of the basic reasons for offering the program

was the feeling on the part of the teachers and graduate

students that there was a large quantity of fantastic human

resources around the School that the seniors were not inter-

acting

v/ith.

This type of program could do much to famil-

iarize them with available resources.
l6

Ibid.
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The idea of a Marathon actually originated and was

formulated as the result of a number of informal conversations.^-7

Planning for this first Marathon was done at a time

when the School was in a physically chaotic state.

Neither

Dr. Clark nor Dr. Woodbury had an office as there were not

enough to go around

,

walls were being added or changed, and

neither had a secretary or a telephone.
The program planned was to be twelve hours in length,

beginning at noon on Thursday, October
midnight.

and running until

3,

If providing alternatives for the class of 225

was a major objective, offering twelve one-hour events to
run sequentially would not allow for hourly options.

In

order to provide numerous options it was decided to set a
goal of five events per hour.

Events offered at any one

hour would allow for as much diversity as to form and content
as possible.

message.
-

Again, both form and content were to carry a

Students would then be able to use their time in

a different way.

They would be able to satisfy one-half of

their class time commitment if they chose to attend the

program for twelve straight hours.

1

Presenters contacted and secured for the first

Marathon included School of Education faculty members,
from
doctoral students, cross-campus faculty, and educators

outside the University of Massachusetts.
17 Ibid.

l8

There was to be

Ibid.

2?

one major session to be scheduled in the Mark's Meadow

Auditorium each hour with four smaller events scheduled to
meet simultaneously in classrooms within the School of

Education. 1 ^
News of the Marathon plans quickly spread from the
"Secondary Schools in American Society" class to the entire
School.

Faculty members were asking if it would be permis-

sible for them to bring their classes. 20

At an informal

meeting between Dean Allen, Dr. Clark, and Dr. Woodbury
before the first Marathon, the idea of the Marathon and the

excitement it had generated were discussed.

Dean Allen

suggested that they add to their attendance by opening the

program up to participants other than their class of 225
A small advertisement was inserted in the daily

students.

college newspaper (i.e., Massachusetts Daily Collegian

)

and

invitations to attend were sent to all School of Education
staff members and students, other departments of the University, and surrounding public and private schools.

The first

Marathon schedule containing fifty events was typed by Dr.

Tom Clark and run on a mimeograph copier to be given to
participants on their arrival at the School.

21

The following event titles which give an indication
of the educational concerns discussed at the first Marathon
the
in 1968 are a sample of the fifty events scheduled during

^ibid.
21

Clark interview.

20

Woodbury interview.
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first program*

V/

hat's Micro-Teaching?

A Demonstration",

"The Draft and How to Stay in the Classroom", "The
Peace

Corps and Education", "Termites in the Cellar of the Tra-

ditional School", "Computer Assisted Instruction", "What

About Sensitivity Training", "Black-White Encounter and
Education" 22

With little on which to base attendance expectations,
Dr. Clark, Dr. Woodbury, and the twenty-two doctoral stu-

dents could only wait to see what would happen.

They were

more than pleasantly surprised when in excess of 1000 arrived
to attend a class which only one month before had been

labeled the "world's worst course".
The 1000 participants were treated to more than the

classroom.

A carnival atmosphere was created by the choices

available on the program, but the carnival atmosphere was
also created in a more real sense.

Hallways were filled

with people; venders were selling sandwiches and beverages;
a folk band toured the halls;

the parking lot was over-

flowing and people were parked on the lawn and sidewalks;
and a Laurel and Hardy film was shown as the finale.

The

auditorium was filled every hour as were most of the classrooms.

2 -^

In a front page story, Richard W. Story, the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian editor, reported the Marathon
2

^From the first Marathon Schedule, October

23’Clark interview.

3*

1968.
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in part as follows

t

—

The Marathon cannot but be considered a success for
its planning alone to have reached the relative perfection which it did is a sign of success. But then,
for the Marathon to come off as it did--filled lecture
halls and auditorium, jammed hallways, excited reactions
and all cannot help but say that there is a powerful
new spirit in the School of Education that will be
doing wonders for the campus, the community, and the
nation.

—

The success of the first Marathon is even more amazing

when one considers the fact that it was transformed from a
fantasy to a reality in less than one month.

Most of the 225 students had fulfilled one-half of

their course obligation by attending the first Marathon, but

nearly 100$ of them continued to attend the two weekly
25
scheduled lectures and the weekly discussion group.

Continuation and Growth
By all available measures the first Marathon had

proven to be a huge success.

Attendance was greater than

anyone had expected, presenters and participants were very

pleased with their educational experiences, and everyone
seemed to enjoy themselves.

A project designed to provide

had more
educational alternatives to a class of 225 students

than accomplished its objective.

This fact, in and of

program's
itself, would have no doubt warranted the

^Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

25'Clark interview.

,

October 4, 1968.
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continuation.

However, the Marathon staff and the School of

Education community were beginning to realize the many
potential "spin-off" benefits of the Marathon. 2 ^’

2?

That

the School of Education should plan and present another

Marathon was a decision which was not actually officially
made.

Rather, it seemed to be an automatic consequence

stemming from the initial Marathon success.

?8

Dr. Tom Clark and Dr. Robert Woodbury,

in a conver-

sation with Dean Dwight Allen, decided that the second

Marathon could and should be more ambitious considering the
success of what came to be known as Marathon

I.

Armed with

more accurate expectations as to available resources and

public acceptance, Dr. Clark and Dr. Woodbury, in conjunction

with their class and doctoral student volunteers, began
planning bigger things for Marathon II.
It may be well to point out at this time that the

Marathon changed very little as a concept from 1968 to 1973*
Although it is larger, more organized, and probably more
sophisticated, its basic design at present remains very

similar to that of Marathon

I.

The trend for this change in

Allen interviews.
^The realization of additional benefits will only
in detail
be mentioned at this time but will be discussed
is
point
this
at
later in this chapter. Their mention
for
responsible
appropriate, however, as they were no doubt
enlarge
and
the high motivation and commitment to continue
the program.
2

2

^Woodbury interview.
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growth but not in concept or design began with the
planning
and implementation of Marathon II. Rather than one day,

Marathon II was to be three days (December 17# 18, and
19,
1968 » Rather than fifty events, the schedule for Marathon
)

H

contained 135 events.

Rather than five events scheduled

each hour, Marathon II often had seven or eight.

Rather

than a schedule run from a mimeograph copier, the Marathon II

schedule was professionally done, printed in red, and had a
double fold rather than a staple.

The change in Marathon

size and sophistication did not change the design, the

concept, or the intent.

It would remain a platform for

exchanging ideas, multiple events would be scheduled simultaneously, participants would choose what they wished to
attend, and the atmosphere would be relaxed and informal.
The one attempt to significantly alter the program

format for Marathon II met with failure.

As planned, Marathon

II was to run for three days with the first two scheduled

very similarly to the successful Marathon

I

format.

The

third day was to be reserved for unstructured conferences
and discussions between the staff of the School of Education

and the personnel of the other educational organizations.
The Marathon II schedule communicated the intent of the

third day as follows

1

The School of Education cannot succeed in isolation.
Relevant and significant programs depend upon a vital
interplay with superintendents, principals, teachers,
students, government, foundations, and community people.
Our hope for the third day of Marathon II is to facilitate

32

exchanges between personnel in the schools of Massachusetts and the staff of the School of Education.
A central clearing-house will be established from
9*00 A.M. to 5*00 P.M. to help arrange conferences and
discussions. Although the procedures will inevitably
be frustrating, we hope you will accost anyone in sight.

Few educators other than the faculty of the School
of Education availed themselves of the loosely structured

discussion opportunity, with the result being a day of con-

versation and discussion between the various centers that
had formed within the School of Education.

However, reactions generated by Marathon II were

generally as favorable if not more so than those received
as a result of Marathon I.

Attendance was again overflowing

for the first two days, participants thought the Marathon to
be a good learning experience both in content and design, and

the "county fair" atmosphere again prevailed, was accepted

and enjoyed.

The overwhelming success of the first two

Marathon programs made the institutionalization of the
program nearly inevitable.
The institutionalization of the Marathon program was

further facilitated by the daily campus newspaper, the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian

.

By publishing the full

Marathon schedule for the first time and by covering the
program with extensive articles throughout the three days,
the Massachusetts Daily Collegian had begun to become the

publicity organ for the Marathon.
2
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^From Marathon II schedule.

^°Allen interviews.
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Although the success of the first two Marathons was
unquestionable, there remained doubt as to whether or not
the program should be expanded.

Two opposing opinions

existed within the planning group, one advocating expansion
to a five day program and the other advocating a two or three

day program.

Two or three days of such an intensive exper-

ience were considered by some to be the maximum time allot-

Dean

ment if the School were not to "overdo a good thing".

Allen was able to convince Dr. Robert Woodbury, the person
who was to have primary responsibility for the 1969-1970
Marathons, that a one week Marathon was feasible and may even
be more successful than those of shorter duration.

^

The

concept of the more lengthy program was accepted by the
School of Education community and it

v/as

agreed to make the

Marathon part of the Interim Catalogue which was in preparation at the time.

The catalogue which included the establish-

approved by the
ment of two one-week Marathons annually was
the University
School of Education on April 11 1969 and by
The Marathon
Faculty Senate on May 29 of the same year.
»

implementation of the rail
became a one-week event with the

1969 Marathon.

32

Marathon had outWith this significant event, the

American Society" course.
grown the "Secondary Schools in
the total program of the
It was now an important part of

^Allen interviews.

^Brainerd,

p.

218.
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School of Education.

Dr. Robert Woodbury's office became

responsible for the expanded program with Dr. Tom Clark
only as a consultant when needed.

Dr. Woodbury gives

Pat Crosson, his secretary, and Robert Moore, a doctoral
student, credit for most of the technical planning and "leg

work" necessary to implement the Marathons under his direc-

tion from the fall of 1969 through the spring of 1971,-^
The Marathon had outgrown its original planning context and

was now the responsibility of the office of Dr. Robert
Woodbury.

Many of the planners and School of Education commu-

nity members remained apprehensive about the week long

Marathon as it was being planned in the fall of 1969.

Again,

they had little on which to base expectations as the longest

Marathon up to that point had actually been only two days.
Nearly 300 events were included on the 1969 Fall

Final Schedule and the average daily attendance for the five
days proved to be very similar to the shorter programs of the
previous year.
day.

Attendance was again approximately 1000 per

The success of Marathon III in the fall of 1969 legiti-

mized the program as a one-week event.

The Marathon has

continued to be a one-week program throughout its short
history.

Although the Marathon did not change significantly

-^^Woodbury interview.
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in form, content, or size while under the direction of Dr.

Woodbury's office, it did begin to take on a national flavor.
A computerized mailing list consisting of 1500 names was

compiled and utilized to inform educators throughout the
country of the semi-annual Marathon program; Dean Dwight
Allen, through his many consultant trips, was "selling" the

Marathon and inviting anyone interested to attend; participants who had attended a Marathon were telling their associates about the program; and the staff and student body of
the School of Education were talking of and advertising the

program when opportunities presented themselves.

Accurate

records are not available, but Dr. Woodbury and Dean Allen
agree that the number and the percentage of out-of-state

presenters and participants rose sharply during the tenure
of Dr. Woodbury.

34

The program scheduled for the fall of 1970 contained
332 events and was the largest up to that time.

This fact,

coupled with the loss of classrooms in the School due to
renovation, made it necessary for the first time to schedule
other than the
a substantial number of events in buildings

School of Education.

Dorm lounges were used extensively

carpeted
for events which necessitated open areas and/or
rooms.

as to
These events were carefully scheduled so

interest to
provide the type of program that would be of

^Allen and Woodbury interviews.
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the undergraduate student of most disciplines
as well as
the students of the School of Education and
educational

practitioners.-^

The need to secure facilities outside of

the School of Education building continued to increase
as

the program became larger and as more classrooms at the

School were converted to offices.

Following the 1970-1971 school year, Dr. Robert

Woodbury accepted the position of Associate Provost and moved
across campus to the Whitmore Administration Building.

After

three years and six very successful Marathon programs, it was

now necessary to secure a new program director if the program
were to continue.

Transition to New Marathon Director
Tom Paquin, a graduate student beginning his doctoral

program in September 1971» was selected by Dean Allen to

direct the 1971 Fall and 1972 Spring Marathons.

Mr. Paquin'

selection is of significance as he was the first graduate

assistant to have sole responsibility for the program.

Prior

to his selection, the program had been the responsibility of
a faculty member although both Dr. Clark and Dr. Woodbury

are quick to point out that they would not have been able to

accomplish the origin and growth of the program had it not

been for the tremendous amount of assistance from doctoral
-^From the Fall 1970 Marathon Schedule.
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5

students.

^

The feasibility and wisdom of the decision to place
a program of this magnitude under the direction of a doctoral

student was no doubt made possible by the nature of the

School of Education.

The distinction between doctoral

students and faculty members at the University of Massachusetts School of Education was and continues to be less of a

distinction than one would ordinarily expect.

Students are

known to have, and are accepted as having, a greater voice
in the planning and operation of programs than is usually
the case in doctoral programs.

Without this prevailing

atmosphere of acceptance and cooperation, it would have been

difficult for Mr. Paquin to exert enough influence on the
system to efficiently plan and implement the program.

The

necessity of position power would have been more crucial
in a more traditional organization.

37

The transition from one director to another was made

somewhat difficult by the lack of any written planning or

implementation procedures.

Preparing for the Fall 1971

Marathon proved to be a hectic and trying experience for Mr.
Paquin.

The lack of a strictly written set of rules and

procedures receives much of the credit for the freedom,
spontaneity, and flexibility that exists within the School

^Clark and Woodbury interviews.
-^Interview, Tom Paquin, Amherst, MA., April 30. 1973-
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of Education, but it can also cause a degree of confusion

and frustration.

On his arrival in September, Mr. Paquin

found that he did not have an office assigned to him and did

not acquire quarters for another three weeks.

In the mean-

time, planning had to be initiated as the Fall Marathon had

been scheduled and announced to take place during the week
of November 8-12.

Mr. Paquin "worked from his briefcase"

until the last week of September when he was allocated an
office with a telephone.

To add to the problem, Bill Heward,

another doctoral student who had been chosen to assist Mr.
Paquin, was not able to begin employment before October
due to previous commitments.

1

When one considers the nec-

essary and arbitrary planning time-frames,-^ it is amazing

that Mr. Paquin and Mr. Heward were able to present a program
of great size and quality in such a short time.
Mr. Paquin found the job of Marathon Director to be

more than he had anticipated.

He had not expected the pro-

gram to be as large as it was and he did not expect it to be
such a central and important component of the School of

Education program.

The lack of written procedures for

implementation, the lack of adequate physical and human
resources, and his inaccurate expectations were all responsible for his temporary feelings of frustration and confusion.
3 8 Paquin

interview.

^The time-frames will
Chapter IV.

be discussed in detail in
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To get organized, Mr. Paquin called upon the assistance
of

Dean Allen, studied past Marathon schedules and forms,
perused the limited files which existed concerning the
Marathon, and talked with and questioned those responsible
for the previous Marathons.
hectic, Mr. Paquin'

s

Although the planning was

past administrative experience proved

valuable and the 1971 Fall Marathon continued the successful

Marathon tradition.

Nearly 300 events were offered to an

estimated average daily attendance of 1000 participants,
evaluations were positive, and the Marathon was again described in the Massachusetts Daily Collegian as being "part
carnival, part county fair, and part happening".^ 0
The 1971 Fall Marathon directed by Tom Paquin was

similar in most respects to the previous Marathons directed
by Dr. Woodbury.

The final schedule of events and the

number of participants were nearly equal in quantity, the
relaxed and informal atmosphere had continued, and the titles
and content of the presentations had changed very little.

The transition from one director to another, although not

very smooth, had been quite complete.
One addition to the 1971 Fall program, however, was

significant.

For the first time University credit was

available to any University of Massachusetts student who
2+0

Paquin interview

4o

wished to receive credit for attending Marathon events. 41
Having concluded the hectic planning and successful
implementation of their first Marathon, Tom Paquin and Bill

Heward looked forward to the 1972 Spring Marathon with
feelings of relief.

April and the 19?2 Spring Marathon were

a long way off and they would have adequate time to plan for
42
the program.

1972 Spring Marathon Cancellation

Because the 1972 Spring Marathon was scheduled for
the week of April 17

»

a week that began with Patriots Day, a

state holiday in Massachusetts, the program as planned was

limited to four days.

The program was not to be curtailed

as to size, however, as 44l events appeared on the final

schedule, an increase of more than 100 over the previous
high.

The Marathon week of April 17 also coincided with the

week-long Spring Vacation scheduled for the Amherst Public
Schools and schools of the surrounding area.

The parallel

scheduling of the Marathon and Spring Vacation was intentional as it would free more educators from the Amherst area
to attend the Marathon, while at the same time much of the

classroom space at the Mark's Meadow Laboratory School
could be utilized.
4l

42

Expectations had generated predictions

From 1971 Spring and 1971 Fall Final Schedules.
Paquin interview.

4l

of a record Marathon attendance.

The program was never implemented, however, as a

confrontation between a group called the Third World Caucus
and the administration of the School of Education resulted
in the cancellation of the 1972 Spring Marathon.

The Third

World group contended that the School of Education and the

Marathon program exploited Third World people.^

The group

disseminated a mimeographed article to communicate their
concerns and demands which read in part as follows:
The Marathon represents the clearest possible example
of the use of Third World people for commercial purposes.
For this reason, the Marathon's existence, symbolically
and substantively, negates the purposes of the Third
World Caucus and represents that negation to the broader
community.
The Marathon, if the Caucus is to have any meaning,
must not be allowed to take place.
Its closing should
not be viewed as an instrument for achieving demands,
but as a separate act of preventing the exploitation of
we must make it clear that
the Third World Peoples
we will not be exploited anymore in the interest of
public relations of this school. We have talked about
the way in which the School's phony liberal image is used
as a way of securing funds that are used for purposes not
defined by the Third World People. This is an example of
that kind of effort. We are all aware of the duplicity
and deceit and false promises that have marked the history
This is an example of that
of exploited peoples.
duplicity and deceit. 5

^From

1972 Spring Schedule.

to reach closure as to
issue of the concentral
the
was
whether or not the Marathon
or not^
whether
determine
frontation nor does it attempt to
of EdSchool
the
Third World People were being exploited by
presented
being
is
ucation. Rather, the available information
primarily to explain the cancellation of the 1972 Spring
Marathon.

^This study does not attempt

^From mimeographed
Caucus, April, 1972.

sheet circulated by Third

,/orld
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Much of the friction that existed between the Third V/orld
Caucus and the administration concerning the Marathon seems
to have stemmed from the confusion as to the theme of the

scheduled Marathon and how the Marathon was being adverThe Marathon originated as the result of a course in

tised.

secondary education and for the first two programs used the
theme of secondary education in its broadest and most liberal

After the Marathon outgrew the "Secondary Schools in

sense.

American Society" course, it became nonthematic in nature
and was instead simply intended as a vehicle for exchanging

or introducing educational ideas, innovations, strategies,

techniques, etc.

An article appeared in the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian stating that the theme of the upcoming Marathon
would be "Combating Institutionalized Racism"

46

and a news

release issued by the University News Bureau, University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, began with the following paragraph:

Blacks and whites will be invited to discuss
attitudes on racism this month at the School
Marathon at the University of Massachusetts,
The^Marathon will be Tuesday through Friday,
21

their
of Education
Amherst.
April 18-

.

Both Dean Allen and Marathon Director, Tom Paquin,

insist that the "Combating Institutionalized Racism" theme
reporter
was generated by the Massachusetts Daily Collegiari

^ Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

^University News Bureau, April

,

April 18, 1972.
10,

1972.
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and that the subsequent news release by the University News

Bureau was an outgrowth of the article written and published
by the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

48
.

The initial Marathon

announcement which was sent to everyone on the mailing list
and distributed to School of Education students and faculty

members made no mention of a racism theme.

The preliminary

Marathon schedule, mailed two or three weeks prior to the
scheduled start of the program, included an article by Dean

Allen that highlighted institutionalized racism but fell
short of declaring "Combating Institutionalized Racism" as
the Marathon theme.

In full, the article by Dean Allen was

as follows:

Here's a sneak preview of our Seventh Consecutive
Educational Marathon. Marathons over the past three
years have shown that solid learning can take place
outside the context of the normal classroom schedule.
This week is a continuation of the expression of our
commitment towards extended experimentation and search
for useful educational alternatives.
The School of Education has dedicated itself to
combating institutional racism. We hold that racism
the world
is one of the most devasating problems facing
center
will
Many events and presentations
today.
issue during Marathon Week.
this
around
be
Running throughout the entire Marathon willAlteras
such
oresentations on educational concepts
Modular
native Schools, Micro-Teaching, Completely
special
Curriculums Integrated Day, Global Survival, and many
Education, Media and Technology of Education,
,

° the

Marathon
As'in the past, the School of Education in many
ideas
new
expressing
will bj^a platform for
areas

^Allen

^From

and Paquin interviews.
Schedule.
1972 Spring Marathon Preliminary
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The article by Dean Allen was one of nine articles
included in the Preliminary Marathon Schedule.

Other

articles were on the topics of Teacher Education Day, Vision
and School Achievement, Bilingual-Bicultural Education, and

Community Involvement. 50

The Final Marathon Schedule did

not highlight the racism issue but did include it as one of

thirteen randomly placed education slogans on the Marathon
schedule cover.

Evidence as well as widespread opinion tends to
indicate that the Marathon itself was not the real central
issue of the confrontation but instead served only as the

"vehicle" or "lightning rod" through which grievances could
be aired, through which demands could be made, and through

which power could be demonstrated.

Dean Allen and Tom

Paquin, Marathon Director at the time, both think that the

real issue was the decision-making power of Dean Allen as it

related to the School of Education, its programs, its faculty,
and the students.
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Paquin states that the Third World

and that he
Caucus thought that Dean Allen had too much power
the needs and
was exercising it in a way which did not meet
,
desires of the Third World People.

52

5 °Ibid.

5* Alien and Paquin interviews.

52Paquin interview.
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The School of Education faculty and administration

held a lengthy emergency meeting on the night of Monday,

April 17, at which time they voted to cancel the first day
of the Marathon in light of the threatened confrontation

by the Third World Caucus and their supporters.

The form

the threatened protest and confrontation would take was not

known by the administration and faculty when they debated
and reached the decision to cancel Tuesday's events

.

By Tuesday morning at 7i00 A.M. the Third World

Caucus had established a picket line around the School of

Education and would not allow anyone to enter the building
or the parking lot.

Nearly all of the participants and

presenters from outside the School of Education were unaware
of the events at the School prior to their arrival and

expected the Marathon to go on as scheduled.

Tom Paquin

asked permission of the Third World Caucus to enter the

building in order to secure the names and telephone numbers
of the people he knew would be coming from a distance so

that he could call them and save them the useless expenditure
of time and money.

His request was refused and people

continued to arrive from places as distant as Minnesota,

South Dakota, and California.
ful, however.

Not all visitors were resent-

Many thought that the experience of attending

^Massachusetts Daily Collegian, April

18,

1972.
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meetings and listening to discussions concerning the
confrontation was in and of itself a tremendous learning

experience J54
.

The Third World Caucus allowed the Mark's Meadow

Auditorium to be used for another emergency meeting of the
administration, faculty, and interested students on Tuesday
evening.

At that meeting the Third World Caucus stated that

they would block entrance to the building again on Wednesday
if the total Marathon were not cancelled.

With no solution

in sight and with the threat of violence present, the faculty

voted and Dean Allen agreed to cancel the remainder of the
1972 Spring Marathon.

On April 19, Dean Allen circulated

a memorandum to the School of Education community which read

as follows:

The Marathon is cancelled.
Last night the School of Education Council and I
agreed to cancel the Marathon for the balance of the

week.

Negotiations will now presumably begin with the
Steering Committee of the Minority Caucus so that the
School can find ways to make more effective its efforts
to combat institutional racism.
The cooperation of all members of the community in
observing the spirit of this action will be appreciated.
Teacher Education
The School of Education is open.
advisement sessions have been scheduled for the Campus
The community will be informed of ways in which
Center.
5°
it can cooperate with the development of negotiations.

-^Paquin interview.

-^ Ibid

.

-^Memorandum from Dean Allen to School of Education
community, April 19 1972.
»
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Whatever the cause or justification, the Third World
Caucus had been successful in closing the Marathon.

Members

of the School community were apprehensive about its revival
in the fall and some thought that the program should be

discontinued rather than risk another confrontation.
1972 Fall and 1973 Soring Marathon Programs

School of Education Dean, Dwight Allen, had confidence
that the Marathon could and would be in operation again in
the fall of 1972, and demonstrated his confidence by contact-

ing Charles Schwahn in August 1972 and asking him to plan and

implement the Marathon programs for the 1972-1973 school
year.

Mr. Schwahn, a doctoral student on sabbatical leave

from the South Dakota Department of Public Instruction,
agreed to direct the Marathons as a graduate assistant and

arrived on the University of Massachusetts Campus in Amherst
on September 1, 1972.

That the Marathon would be held was still not definite.

Dean Allen v/anted to have the faculty involved in the decision
and waited until the second week of September and a scheduled

meeting of the faculty and administration to bring the Marathon

continuation issue up for discussion and a vote.

Allen made

he wished to have
it obvious to the group at the meeting that
.

his decision
the program continued and the faculty supported

overwhelmingly.

be
It was decided that the Marathon would

scheduled for the week of November 13-17

that the Marathon
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would not be advertised as having a theme.

Jerald Tomas had been selected by Dean Allen as the

Assistant Marathon Director before Mr. Schwahn's arrival on
Although they had an office, a part-time secre-

campus.

tary, and a telephone, they found many problems similar to

those experienced by Tom Paquin the previous year.

There

were still no written procedures available to aid in planning.

To get organized and to begin planning, Mr. Schwahn

and Mr. Tomas were forced, as was Tom Paquin the previous
year, to study past Marathon schedules, to study the incom-

plete Marathon office files, to make numerous inquiries,
and to seek help from Tom Paquin who luckily was still on
campus.

The Marathon plans proceeded on schedule although
the urgency
the planning was often hectic and rushed due to

of meeting deadlines.

The only hint of unrest carried over

Marathon was six
from the cancellation of the 1972 Spring
received in reply to
very negative and unsigned responses
for and the dates of
the initial announcement of the plans
the 1972 Fall Marathon.
also included a
The initial Marathon announcement
The overall
program.
request for presenters for the upcoming
In excess of 500 events
response to that request was great.

presenters coming from
appeared on the final schedule with
the distant states of
across the United States including
and Washington. A Marathon
Florida, Mississippi. California,
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job placement service was added and potential employers

were able to peruse vita sheets of doctoral students seeking

employment and interview those students in whom they were
interested.

The Marathon continued to become more widely

known and respected by educators throughout the United
States.
Mr. Schwahn and Mr. Tomas, as well as the admini-

stration and faculty of the School, were relieved when the
1972 Fall Marathon was implemented without incident.

The

largest Marathon yet had drawn approximately 1200 participants per day and the Marathon was again an integral part of
the School of Education.

Knowing that neither he nor Jerald Tomas would be
available to coordinate the Marathons of the 1973-1974
school year and knowing the rough transition period from one

director to another, Mr. Schwahn made a request to Dean Allen
asking him to consider the possibility of selecting the next

Marathon Coordinator early enough to allow him or her the
experience of helping plan and implement the upcoming 1973
and Sheila
Spring program. Dean Allen honored that request
a significant
Inderlied was selected. Mrs. Inderlied played
implementation after her
role in the Marathon planning and
in January.
appointment as a half-time graduate assistant
director of the 1973
Mrs. Inderlied was subsequently named

Fall Marathon.
Fall Marathon,
The experience of coordinating the
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together with a very adequate four month planning period,
allowed for the implementation of a number of additional
•

services at the 1973 Spring Marathon.

Through a coopera-

tive effort between the Marathon Office and the Office of

Continuing Education, university credit was made available
to any participant who desired credit for having attended

Marathon events.

Prior to the 1973 Fall Marathon, only

those enrolled at the University of Massachusetts or those

enrolled at one of the cooperating Five-College Area colleges
were eligible for university credit.

Arrangements were made

for a pre -Marathon potluck dinner and amateur talent show

which was attended by over 100 members of the School of

Education community.

A child-care center was established

during Marathon week at the persuasion of the Women's Caucus.
Sherry Flashman, a graduate student at the School of Education, supplemented a small $200 child-care budget with the

volunteer help of ten students and several parents to provide
services from 8:45 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Monday through Friday.
The credit granting innovation, the social gathering, and the

child-care center were all well received and feedback to the

Marathon Office petitioned for their continuation.
Advertising and scheduling procedures also became
Tasks
experience.
more efficient with the additional time and
last-minute rush
that were accomplished in the fall with a

month
were now done systematically throughout the four
work hours
planning period and the long night and weekend
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were eliminated.

Preparation of the preliminary and final

schedules was organized in such a way that events could be
added as they arrived at the Marathon Office rather than to
be scheduled all at once and only after the deadline for

submission was passed.
The additional time also allowed for the planning of
a more systematic evaluation of the Marathon program.

A

twelve item questionnaire was included in the final schedule
and additional copies were distributed at the registration
table.

The evaluation process also included twenty-one

somewhat structured interviews which were conducted with

Marathon participants.

The evaluations and interviews

were designed to gather the reactions and perceptions of the

participants toward the Marathon and were to be utilized as
a data base from v/hich future Marathon decisions could be

made.
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The 1973 Spring Marathon was advertised more than
any of the past Marathon programs.

The permanent mailing

list more than doubled and included in excess of 3400

addresses.

Ten thousand Marathon announcements which in-

cluded an invitation not only to attend but also to present
were distributed throughout the School community and the

United States.

Ten thousand preliminary schedules were

-^The results of the written evaluations are disintercussed in detail in.Chapter IV and the transcribed
views are included in Appendix B.
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distributed in the same manner; advertisements were purchased
in state and national magazines and newsletters; many news-

letters included the Marathon announcement at their own

desire and expense; and the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

wrote and published a number of articles focusing on the

upcoming Marathon.

Dean Dwight Allen and Associate Provost

David Bischoff signalled the start of the Marathon by taking
a balloon ride which originated from the athletic field

adjacent to the School of Education.

The event was covered

by a minimum of ten newspapers including the Boston Globe

,

and most articles pictured Allen and Bischoff high in the

air holding a sign reading "Quality Education or Bust".
With the additional advertising, the success of the
previous Marathon, and the enlarged schedule, expectations

were set for another record Marathon attendance.

The

Marathon
expectations were realized when the 1973 Spring
8000
drew a combined daily attendance of approximately

participants.

an
Two thousand attended the first day and

participants per night
average attendance in excess of 500
evening sessions.
took part in the usually lightly attended
"the best Marathon
Dean Allen described the program as

^ 8 Allen interviews.
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Summary
The Marathon concept was very organic in its origin

and growth.

A good idea which surfaced as a result of in-

formal discussions between a doctoral student and a faculty

member grew into a successful, nationally recognized program.
The birth and growth of the Marathon can be largely attrib-

uted to the innovative nature of the University of Massachusetts School of Education.

Although the Marathon has grown from a one day,
fifty event program drawing 1000 participants to a five day,
600 event program drawing 8000 participants, the basic

Marathon concept has changed very little.

It remains a

platform for exchanging the latest in educational thought
and practice, it continues to provide options to its participants, it continues to produce a relaxed, informal, almost

carnival-like atmosphere, and it continues to produce the
unexpected.
The Marathon has become quite institutionalized.

It

in the University
is conducted twice a year and is included

calendar.

Schools in the immediate Amherst, Massachusetts

total in-serarea plan for the Marathon to be part of their

administrators to
vice package and release teachers and
is further
The institutionalization of the program
attend.
complete Marathon was
proven by the fact that although one
the continuation of
forcibly cancelled, it did not prevent
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the program.

The Marathon actually grew faster in the year

following the cancellation than it had the two years prior
to the forced closing.

CHAPTER III
MARATHON ANALYSIS
A basic purpose of this study is to provide indi-

viduals or organizations with sufficient information to
allow them to decide if a program such as the Marathon will

efficiently and effectively meet their desired objectives.
More than a casual study of the program is advised before

that decision is made.

At first glance, the Marathon appears to be a pro-

gram that is fun and exciting, a program that serves as an
excellent public relations device for the University of

Massachusetts School of Education, and a program tnat is
apart and quite different from the normal operation of the
School.

The appearance is not deceiving.

possess these qualities.

The Marathon does

However, a more thorough under-

necessary
standing and a close analysis of the Marathon is
the program and its
to appreciate the scope and depth of

relationship to the School of education.
of Education
The University of Massachusetts School
is a unique organization.

It is doubtful that another

will possess
organization implementing a Marathon program
For this reason,
identical or even similar characteristics.
to a new environment
the program will usually be adapted
as to what parts of
rather than adopted in total. Decisions
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the program, are to be utilized, what parts are to be deleted,

and what new components are to be added, are decisions best

made by persons who are totally familiar with the Marathon,
(e.g., Granting university credit for Marathon attendance has

been facilitated by the implementation of a flexible curriculum at the School of Education.

Most organizations are not

structured in a way that allows for duplication of this
aspect of the program and it may have to be deleted or changed.)

Chapter III is designed to give the reader an indepth
look at 1) what the Marathon is, 2) the factors that make the

program possible, and

the effects of the program.

3)

The

chapter divides the Marathon into seven different but
closely related components.

The components discussed

include 1) the objectives of the program,

qualities of the program,

thon resources,

5)

3)

2)

the innovative

the Marathon atmosphere, 4) Mara-

presenters and their programs,

Marathon audience, and

7)

6)

the

an evaluation of the program.

Each of the seven components is described and discussed in
detail sufficient to facilitate sound decision-making should
an individual or organization wish to study, adopt, and/or

adapt the total Marathon or only certain aspects of the
program.

Marathon Objectives
Marathon
Although the nature and design of the
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program have changed only slightly, the objectives of the
program have changed significantly since the fall of 1968.
A program that began with the objective of providing learning

alternatives to one class at the School of Education now
attempts to accomplish the objective of facilitating responsible educational change throughout the education community.

Little evidence of systematic planning is available to
account for the change in program objectives.

It appears

that serendipity may well have been responsible for most
changes with a subsequent analysis and evaluation providing
the base for the institutionalization of new objectives.
This organic planning premise is congruent with a

theory espoused by the Dean of the University of I^assachuse*tts

School of Education, Dwight Allen.

In part, the

theory attempts to explain why individuals or groups remain
and
open and flexible to new and sometimes conflicting data,

others
why some groups have energy to implement plans while

do not.

Dean Allen argues that two negative forces can

group if too
easily surface and control an individual or
before implemuch time and effort are expended on planning

mentation of the plan begins.

The first negative aspect

the well outlined
has to do with the commitment felt toward
in a corresponding
plan. Energy expended in planning results
and difficulty of the
commitment to that plan. As the length
to that plan also
planning period increases, commitment

increases.

implemented
As a result, the plan is

and
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followed irregardless of new data that may contradict the
plan.

Individuals or groups, either consciously or sub-

consciously, shut out data that does not support their plan.

Overcommitment to the plan has in effect limited their
flexibility in dealing with unforeseen and sometimes powerful
forces.
A second negative aspect of overplanning concerns
the utilization of energy.

Individuals or groups that

expend a great deal of energy planning may have little
energy remaining with which to implement.

Satisfaction

gained from having worked long and hard to produce a "tremendous plan" may also satisfy to the point that the implemen-

tation of the plan becomes secondary and unimportant.
The alternative planning mode proposed by Dean Allen

would attempt to negate the negative forces inherent in
overplanning.

Allen suggests that we begin implementation

with a minimum of planning.

When data presents itself as a

evaluated, and
result of the implementation, it is analyzed,
"Mid-course corrections" rather than well outacted upon.
the flexibility necessary
lined, comprehensive plans allow for
and effective programs.
to establish and maintain relevant
subof the first Marathon in 1968 are

1

Objectives

the course from which
stantial when viewed in the context of

during Current
From a speech given by Dwight AllenSouth Dakota, in
Rapid City,
Trends in Education workshop in
August, 1971*
1
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the program originated but they are relatively limited when

viewed in the context of the Marathon as it exists in 1973.

Changes and additions have been initiated and accomplished

throughout the history of the Marathon that began as a result
of two creative faculty members seeking ways and means to

provide educational alternatives for a class of 225 secondary

education students.

A number of "in-flight corrections" and

additions are evident.
Objectives as of 1973
The University of Massachusetts School of Education
has committed itself to rapid, thorough, comprehensive, and

responsible educational change and improvement within the

existing educational system.

The School is not satisfied

with the pace of evolution nor is it satisfied with the
destructiveness of revolution.

The present goals and object

on a smaller
ives of the Marathon parallel that commitment

scale

.

and
Rapid, responsible change is usually initiated

realized by change agents who are

1)

knowledgeable as to the

knowledgeable as to the
existing situation in need of change,
to sound change strategies,
change desired, and knowledgeable as
desires and potential behaviors
2) perceptive of the needs,

2

Marathon presentation.
From Dean Allen's 1972 Fall
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of those they were working with or for, and 3) in possession
of the skills necessary to initiate and implement change.

In short, an effective change agent is knowledgeable,

perceptive, and skillful.

The basic Marathon goal, then, is

to facilitate responsible educational change by providing

potential and practicing change agents with the tools, both

theoretical and practical, necessary to successfully initiate
change or reform.
A secondary, yet basic objective of the Marathon is
to demonstrate or model an educational innovation.

Credi-

bility is established between the School and the larger
educational community when the School not only rhetorically
espouses innovation but demonstrates and models innovative

practices as well.

The Marathon has become a symbol of the

School and its commitment to creativity, alternatives, and
flexibility.

The Marathon program demonstrates, models, and

has been
symbolizes comprehensive, responsible change that

revolutionary
initiated in neither an evolutionary nor a
manner.

Subobjectives
objectives are very
The two aforementioned Marathon
be broken down into
global in nature. They can. however,
in order to establish
smaller segments (i.e., subobjectives)
Marathon activities and the
a closer relationship between
Subobjectives can be
objective of educational change.
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further reduced to the point that obvious action alternatives
present themselves.

Chapter IV is designed to demonstrate

how the following subobjectives manifest themselves in

planning and implementation activities.

Communication

.

The initiation of educational change is quite

dependent upon communication and cooperation between practitioners and theorists, between those who have implemented
change and those who have not but wish to, between university
schools of education and public schools, between individuals
or groups with similar needs and desires, and/cr between

professional educators and the public.

Two-way rather than

one-way communication is necessitated if the problem

solutions proposed by the change agent are to be, and to
remain, relevant and practical.

A basic subobjective of the

Marathon is to provide this two-way communication between
divided.
the numerous categories into which educators are

The program provides an opportunity for the School

educators and to
of Education to "show its wares" to other
educators an opportuthe public, and it also provides other
of Education as
nity to "show their wares" to the School
The two-way commuwell as to other Marathon participants.
on which changes
nication provides feedback to both groups

can be partially based.
in programs and/or procedures
demonstrates a team effort as an

The

Marathon, therefore,

effective change strategy.

Rather than to remain in isolated

ills of education on
camps, placing the blame for the
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"opposing" educational groups, educators come together to

collaborate and cooperate on problem identification and
problem solutions.

Communication and cooperative problem-

solving between public schools and teacher preparation
programs is nearly nonexistent in the traditional setting

which instead tends to foster isolation and "blaming"
behaviors
In-service Education

.

A second and related subobjective is

to meet the School of Education's commitment to the larger

educational community by providing in-service opportunities
to practicing professional and non-professional educators.

If local programs are to remain relevant, local educators

must be kept abreast of the latest research, theories, programs, and techniques.

Quality decisions are more assured

when decision-makers are aware of all possible alternative
solutions.

Participants at the Marathon can learn of the

learn of
latest thoughts and happenings in education and can
as well.
practical implementation techniques and practices
The Marathon program provides a
-for Students

Alternative

.

the School of Education
myriad of experiences to students in

The concenthe School.
as well as to students from outside
students and practitration on programs of interest to both
that fifty-six percent
tioners is necessitated by the fact
are students attending
of those attending the Marathon
provides students
colleges or universities. The program

which they can partially
with an alternative means through
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meet university degree program requirements.

Students

frequently find themselves lacking a few university credits

necessary in order to meet their educational objectives.

It

is possible to supplement a regular course load with one or

possibly two university credits while attending the Marathon.
In some cases, one or two university credits can mean the

difference between graduating or returning for another
semester, between being eligible or ineligible for subsequent
programs, or between being employable or unemployable.

What-

ever the need or motivation, the Marathon provides students

with the flexibility necessary to pick up one or two credits
while participating in a program that allows them to attend
those experiences which they themselves consider relevant.

Open Podium

.

The objective of offering a podium to anyone

who would choose to be a presenter is similar to the objective
of initiating communication, but it differs in one important

aspect.

Communication, by design, can be limited to those

chosen to communicate.

By advertising the Marathon as being

open to all presenters and participants and by adhering to
is met.
that commitment, the objective of open communication

communiMeeting this objective offers some assurance that we

similar to ours,
cate not only with those persons with biases
different or contrabut also with persons who may espouse

dictory viewpoints.
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Enabling Objectives
Subobjectives (i.e., what is to be accomplished)
are realized by initiating and completing enabling objec-

tives (i.e., activities designed to accomplish objectives).
In general, the enabling objectives of the Marathon are

twofold and totally dependent upon one another.

First, a

program must be presented which is sufficient in size, diversity, depth, and quality to meet the program objectives and

thereby justify its existence.

Second, the program must

attract participants and meet the needs of those participants
if the objectives of the Marathon are to be realized.

Mara-

thon subobjectives, although they do indicate or point to

certain enabling objectives or action alternatives, could be
met by any one of a number of alternatives.

The enabling

objectives chosen to meet the basic and subobjectives of the

Marathon along with how they are accomplished are discussed
in detail in Chapter IV.

Spin-off Benefits
Education and
The Marathon has provided the School of
unforeseen, spin-off
its members with a number of additional,
increases as the
benefits. The popularity of the Marathon
utilized.
spin-off benefits are recognized and

P ublic Relations

.

realized by
One of the largest benefits

amount of positive
the School has been the substantial
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public relations the program has fostered.

The Marathon has

helped to establish a reputation of innovation, creativity,
flexibility, and relevance for the School of Education.

Educators from the Commonwealth and from across the nation
learn of the School, its program, and its procedures through

their relationship with the Marathon.

Local, state, and

national media have reported on the Marathon to the point

that it has become a symbol of the School.
Although some characterize the Marathon as basically
a public relations, attention-getting device, this accusation
is not founded in fact.

Rather, the program was and is

designed to meet sound educational objectives.

The public

relations benefits have been the result rather than the
objective of a successful program.

True, the School seeks

publicity and public relations benefits from the program but

not at the expense of the basic intent of the Marathon ^i.e.,
rapid, responsible educational change within the established

system).

The benefits of the Marathon, excluding public

relations and publicity, would without doubt warrant

continuation of the program.

uhe

Publicity on the Marathon,

Marathon
however, does facilitate the realization of the basic
its
objective and has for that reason been utilized to

maximum.

Checking Out Instructors

.

Students benefit from the Marathon

to "check out" inby taking advantage of the opportunity
than to gamble by
structors in a short experience rather
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registering for a lengthy course without knowing of the
instructor's philosophy, area of interest,
ation.

or.

mode of oper-

To be sure, a one or two hour experience is not

always indicative of the quality and relevance of a more
lengthy course, but the short experience does provide meaningful if only partial data on which to base that decision.

This selection procedure also works in reverse.

Students

attend Marathon events presented by faculty members with no
intention of joining that faculty member in a regularly
scheduled course and end up doing so because of the interest

generated in the short experience.

Another similar Marathon benefit has to do with the
selection of new faculty members.

Students at the School are

involved in the selection of certain new staff members and

cooperate with the administration in taking the opportunity
of
of the Marathon to invite candidates to the University

Massachusetts Campus to make presentations.

The presentations

opinion as to
can be attended by anyone wishing to voice an
the appropriate staff selection.

Petitioning for Admittance

.

The Marathon is also being

potential School of
utilized as a mechanism through which
to graduate
Education students can petition for admittance

available positions
The ratio between applicants and
to do something more
usually makes it necessary for students
if they wish to be admitted.
than submit a written application
arrangements for and participate
Prospective students can make
programs.
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in interviews with selection committees during Marathon week,

they can choose to make a presentation as a means of demon-

strating their skills and abilities, or, if they are in doubt
as to whether the School can meet their needs, they may

sample the resources of the School before making a final
decision.

Marathon week is a great opportunity to sample

the personnel, the programs, and the mode of operation of the

School of Education.

Again, it provides data on which

personal educational decisions can be based.

Enriching Course Offerings

.

Several centers and programs

within the School of Education enrich their regular offerings
by contributing a substantial number of events to the Marathon
program.

Some do so in an outlined, organized, comprehensive

fashion while others are represented only by individuals
or groups who choose to participate and do so with no attempt
to coordinate the events into specific groupings.

An example

Program.
of the former is the National Alternative Schools
in
NASP enriched their regular offerings by scheduling

Spring Marathon.
excess of forty Marathon events at the 1973
their offerings by proThe Integrated Day Program added to
presentations, and
viding four days of intensive workshops,
and the Center for
discussions. The Center for Aesthetics

similar manner.
International Education cooperated in a
Administration is an example of
The Center for Leadership and
without organizing at the
a center being well represented
members from CLA were
center level. Students and faculty
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responsible for numerous well attended sessions that were
scheduled at the discretion of individuals with the cooper-

ation of the Marathon Office.

Regular program enrichment

is a recognized spin-off benefit of the Marathon and a

benefit that is being increasingly utilized.
Trial Balloon Arena

.

The Marathon is recognized as a legiti-

mate educational program but it has not initiated customary

quality control standards.

These two factors make it possi-

ble for presenters to utilize the Marathon as a "trial
Ideas or plans need not be complete, accepted,

balloon" arena.

or proven before they can be shared or tried out at the

Marathon.

The audience is also aware of their right to give

feedback as to the appropriateness and feasibility of trial
The learning experience

balloons and they react accordingly.

which arises from the give and take exchanges concerning
innovation is two-way.

Both presenters and participants can

learn from the experience while presenters gather data which
may help them to decide if the idea or plan has merit, needs
to be changed, or should be dropped.

Catch-up Device

.

A final and more general spin-off benefit

a
of the Marathon is its potential utilization as

device.

catch-ap

Although still too slow, education is changing at a

more rapid pace than ever before.

Keeping up with new educa-

become increasingly
tional programs, practices, and jargon has
the Marathon provideo
difficult. A yearly week-long visit to
parents the excellent
students, educators, consultants, and
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opportunity of a quick, enjoyable medium through which one

can learn of the latest in educational thought and practice.
It is difficult to distinguish at which point a

spin-off benefit becomes a program objective.
soon as the benefit is recognized.

It may be as

However they are cate-

gorized, be it objective, subobjective, enabling objective, or

spin-off benefit, it is obvious that when they are being

substantially realized, the existence and continuation of
the Marathon program is justified.

Marathon as an Innovation

When viewed as one complete program, the Marathon
definitely an innovation in higher education.

is

It provides for

a unique mode of instruction and is innovative in that respect

alone.

However, a closer analysis provides insight as to a

overall
number of smaller innovative components within the

Marathon program.

Although they are closely related and

be viewed
somewhat dependent upon each other, they can well

as innovations in and of themselves.

Flexibility
School of Education has
The Umiversity of Massachusetts
alternatives in educational
pledged itself to seek viable
educational practice. The
programs, and alternatives in
flexible curriculum
Marathon program, coupled with the
date of xhe School's search
project, is the best example to
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for alternative modes of instruction at the university level
of education.

The Marathon is a visible example of how time

can be manipulated to meet student and faculty needs rather
than to have traditional, prearranged, inflexible structures

determine what can and what cannot be attempted and/or
accomplished.
The Marathon is best known for its attempt to

legitimize learning experiences of short duration.

More than

fifty percent of the events scheduled at the 1973 Spring

Marathon were one hour or less in duration.
alternatives do exist and are utilized.

However, other

Presenters have

scheduled single sessions lasting up to twelve hours;

presentations have been offered sequentially with a segment

being offered each day; and programs have been scheduled to
take up to eight hours per day for the entire five days.

The

Marathon is designed to make the time element fit the program
being offered rather than to have the program fit the time
element.

Marathon
It is interesting to note that although the
utilization,
provides for multiple alternatives as to time

traditional one hour
most presenters continue to choose the
One can only speculate as to why presenters
time block.

continue to make this choice.

One reason could well be that

offered would be most
the educational experience being
time block
presented in the traditional one hour

effectively

educators have been so
Another strong possibility is that
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conditioned to think in sixty minute terms that they

automatically plan experiences to fit that time block
irregardless of other factors.

University Credit

Another innovation at the School of Education, the
Flexible Curriculum, has made it possible for credit to be
granted to students for educational experiences of short

duration as is often the case with the Marathon.

Basically,

the Flexible Curriculum project makes provision for and

encourages modularization of the School's curriculum.

During

Marathon week, students desiring credit receive five modules
(or mods) of credit for each hour they attend.

One hundred

modules of credit equal one university credit.

To gain one

full university credit, a participant must attend Marathon

events totaling twenty hours; to gain two university credits
a participant must attend forty hours.

If a participant

attends less than twenty hours of Marathon events and wishes
at the
to receive credit, he may do so by "banking" them
to
School of Education and adding to them later in order
3

credit."
reach the goal of 100 modules and one university
totaling fifteen
a student attended Marathon events
(e.g., If

modules of credit.
hours he would have earned seventy-five

Curriculum; A
^Philip R. Christensen, "The Flexible Education
Higher
0
Practical Experiment in Restructuring
July, 1972; P* 2C.
fiassachusetts,
(dissertation, University of
X

LX -L JLI

\

r\
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After the Marathon, he may register for and complete another
short educational experience for which he earns twenty-five

modules of credit.

He would then have a total of 100 modules

on record at the School of Education and would be allowed to

register for and receive one university credit.)

Before

the Flexible Curriculum was introduced at the School of

Education, the only students who were able to receive credit
for their Marathon experiences were those enrolled in the

"Secondary Schools in American Society" course during the

1968-1969 school year.
Both Dr. Philip Christensen, Flexible Curriculum

Director, and Dean Dwight Allen view the Marathon as a

tremendous showcase for the Flexible Curriculum project.

It

provides the project with a real situation through which the

feasibility of the concept of modularization can be demonstrated.

Dean Allen and Dr. Christensen also agree that the

Marathon has been affected very little by the granting of
modular credit.

Although it is a meaningful addition, there

has been no noticeable change in the attendance of or the

enthusiasm for the Marathon which could be directly related
.

to the granting of modular credit.

4

experience
The legitimizing of the short educational
is even more innovative

when one adds the fact that university

MA. .April
^Interviews with Dwight W. Allen, Amherst,
MA.
Amherst,
and May 1973, and with Philip R. Christensen,
May 1, 1973*
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credit is also available to those not in a program at the

School but who wish to transfer credit to other programs,

attain sufficient hours to advance on a salary schedule, or
whatever.

Marathon participants need not have matriculated

through the University of Massachusetts before their arrival
at the Marathon in order to receive credit.

Both in-state and

out-of-state participants can register for university credit,
attend Marathon events, pay appropriate fees, and receive

credit without leaving the School of Education.

The total

time taken for this sequence, excluding the attendance of

Marathon events, is usually less than fifteen minutes.
Registration for university credit v/hich has long been known
as a lengthy and tedious experience has been shortened and

simplified through the combined efforts of the Flexible

Curriculum Office, the Office of Continuing Education, and
the Marathon Office.

Cancellation of Regularly Scheduled Classes
Most regularly scheduled classes are cancelled
and faculty members
during Marathon week so that both students
The Marathon Office, with
may take advantage of the program.

requests that classes be
the approval of Dean Dwight Allen,
honor that request. Tne
cancelled and most faculty members
classes is significant
cancellation of regularly scheduled
demonstration of the School’s
the fact that it is a visible
abilities of both students and
trust in the decision-making

m
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faculty.

Members of the School community are free to use the

time of Marathon week any way they desire and are trusted to

make the correct personal choice.

The choice may be to

participate fully in the Marathon both as a participant and
as a presenter;

it may be to spend the week reading, pre-

paring for an examination, or writing a paper; it may be to

visit a sick mother in Buffalo; or it could be any combination of the aforementioned choices.

Records indicate that,

to varying degrees, most choose to take advantage of the

unique opportunities of the Marathon.

Commitment to Community

Few schools of education demonstrate a commitment to
the larger educational community.

Rather, their only concerns

are with their students and the perpetuation of their organ-

ization.

Seldom does one find a representative of a school

of education working with elementary or secondary school

students, teachers, or administrators.

When they are found in

public schools or in outside educational institutions of any
type, it is usually at the expense of that organization rather

than at the expense of the school of education.

The lack of

commitment demonstrated by the institutions of higher education is a limiting factor for educational institutions short
on resources and in need of in-service education.

ihis situ-

and
ation is further aggravated by the pressures elementary

rapidly
secondary schools are being subjected to in our
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changing society.

Educational critics and parents are

demanding more relevant programs and more efficient organizations.

The University of Massachusetts School of Education

is attempting to make and honor a commitment to the larger

educational community through the innovative Marathon program
as well as through a number of other on-campus and off-campus

cooperative projects and programs.
The School's commitment to the larger educational

community is demonstrated by the fact that all interested
individuals and organizations are asked to submit their name
and become part of the Marathon mailing list.

Approximately

to
10,000 copies of the Marathon announcement, invitations

distributed
attend, and preliminary schedules are printed and
to addresses
and over fifty percent of this total are mailed

outside the University.

Anyone has the option to make a

presentation, attend as a participant, or both.

Teachers,

Western Massaadministrators, students, and parents from the
the United States are
chusetts area as well as from across
provided by the School of
taking advantage of this service
Considering the
Education in ever increasing numbers.
be more than the public in
broader educational community to
area is innovative in and of itself
the immediate geographical
other than the University of
Few if any schools of education
offer attendance and/or a
Massachusetts School of Education
States who believes that he
podium to anyone in the United
share concerning education.
has something to learn or to
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The Marathon has also fostered communication between

departments within the University of Massachusetts.

More than

thirty presentations were made at the 1973 Spring Marathon by

administrators and faculty members from university departments outside of the School of Education.
Quality Control
One of the more frequently questioned innovative

aspects of the Marathon concerns the lack of quality control.
The School of Education openly and frankly abrogates any

responsibility to control who is eligible to make presentations or to control the content, organization or mode of any

Marathon event.

Anyone may petition for and receive a place

on the program, may discuss any topic, and may do it in the

manner in which he chooses.

The conscious decision not to

impose controls on presenters or programs could possibly

detract from an otherwise successful and respected program
No

were it not for other innovative aspects of the Marathon.
one is forced to attend any particular event.

The choice of

what to attend each hour during most of the program is made
from a listing of ten to twenty events that occur simultaneously.

If a participant dislikes an event, thinks that an

the stance
event is being presented poorly, or disagrees with

with his feet"
taken by the presenter, he may choose to "vote

and leave that event for another.

He may also choose to

concern.
remain in the event and confront the issue of

It is
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again interesting to note how frequently one hears statements such as, "I just sat through a two hour program that
was really poor" at the Marathon.

Again, one can only

speculate as to why some participants remain at an event

which was not meeting their needs when "voting with your
feet" is considered legitimate at any time during the

Marathon.

It could be that there was nothing else of interest

scheduled for that same time, it could be that an opportunity
to leave did not present itself, but it is even more likely

that previous educational experience had conditioned the

participant to sit and listen for the entire period even
though his needs were not being met and he would have preferred being someplace else.

An inadequate or tasteless presentation at the
Marathon could also prove embarrassing to the School of

Education were it not for the basic intent and structure
the program.

o:

Participants and presenters alike know that

make
the program is an open forum and that people choose to

presentations rather than to be chosen to present.

Inade-

to
quate or tasteless presentations are therefore credited
to the School
those responsible for the actual event and not

of Education or to the Marathon.

This type of response is

true of excellent programs as well.

The individuals respon-

sible for the event receive the credit.
may have
While most of the negative aspects that
any responsibility
generated from the decision to abrogate
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for quality control have been eliminated by other unique

aspects of the Marathon, there remain several advantages of
that same decision.

The Marathon program operates on a

very limited budget which does not allow that the customary

honorariums be paid to presenters.

The program is therefore

dependent upon presenters who are motivated to give of their
time and expertise.

It is obviously more difficult to control

a presenter when he is not being paid for his efforts and it
is doubtful that unpaid volunteers would present themselves

in such large numbers if they were forced to adhere to a

stringent set of rules and regulations.

Any control would be

made more difficult by the fact that many presenters come from

outside the Amherst area.

Resources or mechanisms necessary

to establish quality control over visiting presenters are not

available.

Quality control is not only unnecessary but

infeasibile as well.
The lack of control also assures a podium to individof their
uals and groups irregardless of the acceptance

beliefs.

Minority viewpoints can be presented.

Status, or

right to present
lack thereof, does not influence one's
anxious or willing to
although it may influence the number
have taken advantage of
listen. As a result, many students
expertise and opinions and the
the opportunity to share their
instrument of faculty
podium has ceased to be solely the

members or prestigious guests.
national meetings or
Few presenters at regional or
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conferences are practitioners.

Most tend to be philosophers,

theorists, authors and/or administrators.

Practitioners

usually do not have the status to be invited to present.
The author of a program will usually be available to explain
the rationale for a program's adoption and utilization but
the teacher who has experienced teaching that same program
is not made available to counsel with other teachers.

The

resultant cry is, "Yeah, that sound great but how do you do
it?"

The open structure of the Marathon, made possible by

the omission of quality control, allows for both the theorist

and the practitioner.

Teachers can learn from other teachers,

theoreticians from other theoreticians, and both groups can

learn from each other.

Diversity as to the level of presen-

of the
tations offered is encouraged and essential because
Presentations
diverse needs and desires of the participants.

one titled "The
offered at the 1972 Fall Marathon included
offered by a
Philosophical Ramifications of John Dewey",
"The Care and Maintenance
college teacher, and another titled
a college student.
of Your Ten-Speed Bike", offered by

Both

events drew equally large crowds.
calls for an open
The policy now in existence which
control are fine examples of
forum and the lack of quality
The program
of the Marathon.
the organic nature of the growth
but the evident resultant
was not designed that way originally
analysis have led to official
benefits following a closer
that
School has made a judgment
policy and practice. The
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quality control would be detrimental to the program.

Marathon Atmosphere
The Marathon is an enjoyable experience for most

presenters and participants.

The atmosphere is relaxed, in-

formal, yet task oriented, and the motivational level of

participants is unusually high.

The unusual has come to be

expected as attested to by the balloon flight taken by the

Dean of the School of Education, the appearance of a rock
band, and a presentation on beer brewing, all part of the

1973 Spring Marathon.

Rooms and halls are filled to capacity

with enthusiastic educators eagerly seeking ways to improve
their profession.
The tremendous growth of the Marathon has had an

effect on the atmosphere that pervades the School of Education

during Marathon week.

As the program became larger and as the

program was opened to more and more outside visitors, the

Marathon became more organized and more sophisticated.

Mara-

space
thon growth coupled with the lack of adequate physical

program, have
at the School and the institutionalizing of the

and a little less
made the Marathon a little more predictable

spontaneous.

Marathon programs which were once planned,

of less than one
advertised and implemented in a time period
long to plan and
month now take two or three times that

implement.

However, benefits realized as a result of the

of the
growth, the organization, and the institutionalization
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Marathon far outweigh the loss of a small amount of spontaneity and flexibility.^
First Time Participant

Participants who are attending the Marathon for their

first time usually arrive with nebulous expectations.

The

program is innovative and unique, and therefore very difficult
to accurately describe.

When the Marathon is described, words

like "happening", "carnival", and "experience" are usually
used.

That the Marathon seems to defy description and that

it is unique in higher education are factors which block or

blur the process of building expectations prior to arrival at
the School of Education.

When one does arrive at the Marathon,

he observes a number of activities, behaviors, and objects

which convey the Marathon atmosphere.

Some that may help him

organize his expectations include
--A large maroon and white banner (5' x 30') is hung

across the front of the building proclaiming that
"the MARATHON is on".

--Participants are greeted with a simple, fast, optional
and free registration procedure at which time they

^It should be cautioned that the loss of spontaneity
held in
and flexibility is relative to the first Marathons
school
ordinary
an
of
expect
1968, and not to what one would
by
sponsored
programs
of education. When compared to usual
to
have
would
institutions of higher learning, the Marathon
be rated as very spontaneous and very flexible.
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also receive the Final Marathon Schedule and the

latest addendum sheet.

— Food

is served in the hallways by students and

student organizations.

Participants may choose from

traditional foods or from a table serving a totally
organic meal.

—The

hallways are filled with people and sometimes

barely passable.

There is continual movement from

one classroom to another.

Hallway conversations

range from the very light to the philosophical.

Tables are set up in the hallways and individuals
and organizations are selling anything from baked

goods to teaching materials to ideas.

— Very

little space remains on hallway walls.

Most

of the space is taken up with signs and posters of
all types and sizes advertising Marathon events.

A

few are notes left for friends or pleas for a place
to "crash" for the night.

— Participants

and presenters are of all ages, all

—races, come from all parts of the country, and
range from elementary school students to college

presidents.

Dress ranges from some men and women in relatively
formal attire to those v/ith patched blue jeans,

sloppy shirts, and no shoes.

—Television

monitors in the hallways play popular
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music and continually announce the latest schedule

additions, corrections, and cancellations.

—First

time participants are having difficulty

selecting which event to attend and are somewhat

frustrated by the overchoice.

Experienced partici-

pants are helping them to make choices and directing

them to the rooms they are searching for.

— Marathon

events are crowded and sometimes filled to

the point that they are closed.

Participants are

sitting on chairs, on the floor, on tables, or

standing in the doorways listening and trying to
watch.

—Some

participants feel free to leave an event or

join an event at any time and there is near constant

movement in and out of sessions.

Few presenters

are disturbed by the movement and some openly alert

participants of their right to "vote with their
feet".

— Participants

are unusually task oriented.

Many are

taking extensive notes, many are interacting with
the presenters, and most rush from one event to

the next so as not to miss anything.

Individual participant schedules are frequently
conversations
changed as new data gathered in hallway
schedule and
necessitates further evaluation of the
events.
the merits of numerous simultaneous
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—Exciting

Marathon events are scheduled in buildings

surrounding the School but few choose to attend.
The walk may be too much for participants, they may

not know their way around, or they may choose not
to leave the School of Education building because

they do not want to leave the exciting, enthusiastic

atmosphere.

— Temporary

frustration arises as some events run past

their allotted time and infringe on the next event,

when a few events are cancelled at the last minute,
and when rooms are filled to capacity before all

interested participants are accommodated.

—At

the end of the day tired participants must make

the decision as to their attendance at the exciting

evening sessions.

Most will be too tired or too

saturated to attend, but those who do will find from
500 to 700 participants who made the same choice.

— The

Marathon day frequently ends with participants

perusing the Marathon schedule and making tentative
decisions as to what to attend the following day.
Atmosphere by Design
motivating
The relaxed, informal, enjoyable, and

atmosphere of the Marathon is by design.
happen by chance.

It does not simply

be
That the mode of learning need not

is a basic premise on
painful, boring, or completely serious
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which the Marathon is designed, planned, and implemented.

Learning that must be painful is painful because it tampers

with or contradicts beliefs or values that are prized and
cherished.

That is not to say that the mode of learning

(i.e., the manner in which knowledge is acquired) need be the

inflicter of pain.

The Marathon is therefore designed to

insure enjoyable modes of learning.

Ingredients which make

the program enjoyable include 1) alternative experiences from

which each participant chooses experiences which best fit his
individual needs and desires,

2)

a program designed with some-

thing for everyone, from the light to the sophisticated, from
the practical to the philosophical, from the novice to the

experienced, and from the conservative to the liberal,

3)

a

number of complimentary auxiliary services which free participants to concentrate on the program (e.g., child-care center,

food service, easy availability of university credit), and
4)

the intentional scheduling of unusual activities (e.g., the

balloon flight, the rock band).
A basic reason for the freedom granted Marathon

planners to design a relaxed, informal, and enjoyable program
representative
is that the atmosphere the Marathon creates is
exists at the
to a large degree of the atmosphere that usually

University of Massachusetts School of Education.

To sponsor a

program with traditional characteristics would be contraPlanners,
dictory to the School's normal mode of operation.
therefore, are not only freed to design such a program but
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in essence are charged with the responsibility of planning

and implementing a representative program.
The relaxed, informal, and enjoyable atmosphere is

further enhanced and solidified by the thousands of participants who attend the Marathon.

Participants perceive the

program as exciting, fun, and meaningful.

Their abundant

feedback, usually of a very positive nature, in turn motivates
the Marathon staff and the presenters to provide experiences

congruent with high participant expectations.

High partici-

pant expectations are met by quality presentations, which in

turn generate even higher expectations met by even higher

quality presentations.

An upward spiral of program acceptance

and improvement has been created.

In sum,

experienced Marathon

participants come to the Marathon with high, realistic expectations that are usually met.

Their expectations include an

informal, relaxed atmosphere conducive to pleasant learning
modes.

The inexperienced come with few expectations but

quickly form those inherent in the basic design of the Marathon
program.

Results of the Marathon Atmosphere
favorThe Marathon atmosphere facilitates a number of

able results.

One major result is that presenters request the

expecting
opportunity to conduct events without seeking or
Rather,
honorarium.
financial reimbursement in the form of an
their commitment to
they give of their services because of

8?

their beliefs, the availability of a podium and an audience,
the opportunity to present at a nationally recognized program,

and/or because participating is known to be an enjoyable,
meaningful experience.

The fact that some presenters, who

normally demand and receive honorariums in excess of $100 per
day, request time and space at the Marathon knowing that even

their expenses will not be reimbursed,

is ample proof that the

experience of presenting at the Marathon is perceived as
enjoyable and rewarding.

The giving, sharing, and cooperating

behaviors are in no means limited to consultants and presenters.
School of Education students are eager to be of help with all
planning and implementation aspects of the Marathon.

Marathon

I

The

staff stated that they could not have presented the

successful, quality program they did without the substantial

help of friends.

Much remains the same in 1973

*

Doctoral

students not only make a number of Marathon presentations but
also help to plan, coordinate, and implement the program

without the promise of financial reimbursement.
Another result of the Marathon atmosphere
encourages experimentation and risk-taking.

is that it

Participants and

presenters feel free to say things and do things that are

not usually accepted by formal groups.

Presenters can

experiment and participants can inquire without fear of
embarrassment, humiliation, or retaliation.

By removing the

have
penalties usually associated with failure, participants

or feelings
an opportunity to share information, ideas,
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without having first proven them accurate or acceptable.

The

atmosphere does not negate feedback but rather encourages

feedback to be given in an acceptable, helpful, nonthreatening manner.

Mistakes, cancellations, late changes or additions,
and confusion are accepted as part of the experience and not

concerns to be dwelt upon.

Participants and presenters come

to realize and expect that the size and complexity of the

program, if it is to remain flexible and spontaneous, will

generate a small but unavoidable amount of confusion and
human error.

The feelings that prevail are those of under-

standing rather than hostility.

Very few participants or

presenters are unable to cope with the Marathon experience.
The overwhelming majority finds the program to be an out-

standing and innovative alternative to traditional educational
experiences.
It should be cautioned that although the Marathon is

somewhat representative of the School of Education in an
exaggerated form, it is not the School in microcosm.

The

Marathon is representative of the School inasmuch as the
School allows for 1) student involvement in its operation,
flexible, modular basis,
2) courses to be scheduled on a
3)

experimentation and
student design of degree programs, 4)

risk-taking, and
ever,

5)

a relaxed and informal atmosphere.

as it fails to
it is not the School in microcosm

respects.
represent the School in two important

The

How-
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professional depth of individuals and programs that make up
the School cannot be represented in the abbreviated experiences

that characterize the Marathon, and the strong personal and

professional relationships that germinate and grow from

frequent interaction cannot be duplicated in a five day time
period.

These two aspects, not evident at the Marathon,

provide the cohesion vitally necessary to help insure comprehensive, quality programs.

This is particularly true of a

system that encourages creativity, diversity, and flexibility
as does the University of Massachusetts School of Education.

Less than a microcosm and less than a total representation,
the Marathon may be better described as a symbol of the goals,

the atmosphere, and the motivational level that characterizes
the School of Education.

Marathon Resources and Their Utilization
The 1973 Spring Marathon was a sixty-five hour program, offering in excess of 600 events, which drew approx-

imately 8000 to 9000 participants.

It is understandable that

expenditure of a
a program of this size would necessitate the

substantial amount of resources.

When viewed in total, the

substantial. Most
costs of presenting the Marathon are quite
Marathon week but the
classes at the School are cancelled for
Regular salaries
expenses of operating the School continue.
staff go on as usual as
of the faculty, administration, and
and servicing the school
do the overhead costs of maintaining
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buildings.

However, when viewed as a separate program, the

Marathon is relatively inexpensive.

A substantial part of

the resources that make the program possible are accrued at

little or no expense to the School.
This section will concern itself with the resources

expended by the School of Education only as they relate

directly to the Marathon and will not concern itself with

ongoing costs of the School.
Human Resources
The primary responsibility for planning, promoting,

and implementing the Marathon program is given to two doctoral
students, a Marathon Director and an Assistant Director.

receives a graduate assistantship in the amount of

Each

>p3^00 per

twenty
school year and is contracted to allocate an average of

hours per week toward their assistantship duties.

In actuality,

that the
the nature of the Marathon program necessitates
per
and Assistant Director work up to forty hours

Director

twenty hours per
week during peak work periods and less than

week during slack periods.

Time spent on Marathon duties by

between twenty and thirty
each graduate assistant averages
part-time
The Marathon staff also includes a
on a flexible basis and
secretary. The secretary is available
of weekly employment.
averages from ten to fifteen hours

hours per week.

are as follows!
Responsibilities of the Marathon staff
Marathon
negotiate, and implement the

—To

plan,
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budget.

Although the amount of the total budget is

closely controlled by the Dean of Administrative
Affairs, the Marathon staff is allowed substantial

decision-making discretion as to expenditures within
that total.

— To

keep the mailing list current by adding names and

addresses of those requesting inclusion and by deleting the few who wish to discontinue receiving

Marathon materials.

— To

design, print, and distribute Marathon program

announcements.

Ten thousand copies are distributed

to those on the permanent Marathon mailing list,

members of the School of Education community, recent
graduates of the School, all faculty and staff members
of the University, and the Five-College Area

colleges.

The announcement also includes an invita-

tion to present an event at the Marathon along with
a form to be completed should the receiver choose
to do so.

—To

seek and acquire sufficient classroom space in

which the

6 00 plus

events may be scheduled.

To generate and schedule Marathon events.

Events

and
must be scheduled to meet the limitations

coordinated
desires of the presenter and must also be
of the program.
with the time and space limitations

— To

preliminary
design, print, and distribute
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Marathon schedules.

Preliminary schedules are dis-

tributed to the same people and in the same manner
as the initial Marathon announcement.

The prelim-

inary schedule includes approximately one-half of
the events that will be listed on the final schedule

and is designed to make potential participants aware
of the nature and content of the program.

--To advertise the Marathon by encouraging news coverage, by submitting articles to newsletter editors,

and by arranging for advertisements in periodicals.

— To

help insure acceptance of the program by organ-

izing support services (e.g., child-care center)
and by planning and scheduling unique events (e.g.,

balloon flight)

— To

coordinate the utilization of media equipment

between presenters with media requests and the
School of Education Media Center.

—To

prepare and print a final schedule to be made

available to Marathon participants upon their
arrival at the School of Education.

The final

schedule includes all events submitted prior to
title,
one week before the program and lists the

description o±
day, time, place, course number, and
each event.

Six to seven thousand copies of the

participant
final schedule are required to meet
needs.
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—To

implement the program.

Although the final

schedule makes the Marathon operation nearly selfsufficient, participant registration, late schedule

additions and changes, participant and presenter
concerns and questions, necessitate the continual

availability of Marathon staff members.
The listing of responsibilities makes it evident

that the activities of the Marathon staff are time-consuming
and comprehensive.^

As stated previously, all aspects of

program planning, coordination, and implementation are the

responsibility of two graduate assistants and one part-time
secretary.

The graduate assistants are also full-time

students working toward doctoral degrees.

Two innovative

dimensions of the School of Education make it possible for
doctoral students to, in effect, do two jobs at once.

Graduate students at the University of Massachusetts
School of Education have a choice as to whether or not they
desire an assistantship.

If they desire an assistantship and

range of assistantone is available, students then have a wide

ships from which to choose.

It is possible and quite probable

guidance of his
that a doctoral candidate will, with the
complement and
committee, select an assistantship that will
Educational
study.
become part of his proposed course of

of
^Chapter IV includes a detailed discussion
activities and responsibilities.
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experiences other than those gained as a student in a class-

room are considered to be legitimate educational alternatives
by the School and can be an integral part of a doctoral program.

The Marathon provides doctoral students with numerous

learning experiences in the areas of administration, organization, and public relations.

Staff members must know or

learn ho w to affect a bureaucracy, how to administer a large
program, how to coordinate numerous resources and activities,
and how to package and sell a program to the public.

Success-

fully planning and implementing the Marathon program is, therefore, considered a valuable learning experience and it clearly

demonstrates the abilities and achievement of the small Marathon staff.

Because doctoral students select assistantships

that complement or become part of their program of study,
they are frequently also able to gather the knowledge, experience, and data which can be used in meeting their dissertation

requirement.
The flexible curriculum of the School is a second

innovation that facilitates being able to be a full-time
student while coordinating the Marathon.

Without arbitrary

regulations to
beginning and ending dates or class duration
scheduled to
hinder scheduling, courses at the School are
makes it possible
begin and end throughout the semester. This
courses at
for members of the Marathon staff to schedule
necessitate maximum
times when Marathon activities do not
short, concenconcentration, time, or energy. Numerous
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trated experiences can be scheduled rather than to register

for and attend a course that meets two or three hours per

week for the entire semester.
Needs of the School and its Marathon program and

needs of doctoral candidates are combined to provide a
"win-win" situation.

The School wins because they receive

the staff resources necessary to administer and coordinate
a significant part of their entire program for a total

salary allocation of $6800.

The doctoral student wins

because he is paid while working in a program that provides
a sound educational experience and one that is also an

integral part of his degree requirements.
It should be cautioned that near total responsibility

for the Marathon entrusted to a doctoral student could lead
to a deterioration of the program should that doctoral

student be incapable of meeting the challenge of directing
the program.

Placing the responsibility with two rather than

one student along with adequate supervision help to eliminate

this possibility.

However, caution and care in selecting the

Marathon staff is a most important safeguard.
Marathon Budget
As stated previously, the total dollar amount of ohe

Dean
Marathon budget is negotiated with and controlled by the
Education.
of Administrative Affairs at the School of

After

the use of the
the total dollar amount of the budget is set,
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budget, to a large degree, is left to the discretion of the

Marathon Director.

The Director must contract for a number

of services that are unavoidable but is free, within Univer-

sity guidelines, to manipulate and prioritize the budget as
he sees fit.

The total budget, excluding the two graduate ass is

tantships but including the secretarial salary, for the 1972

Fall and the 1973 Spring Marathons was $6666.

To simplify

the reporting of budget expenditures and to provide more

constant figures, an average of the costs of the two Marathons is presented as the cost of presenting one Marathon.
excluding
The total expenditures to the nearest dollar, again
Director, of
the assistantships of the Director and Assistant
on page
the 1973 Spring Marathon are presented in Table 3*1
97.
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TABLE 3.1
1973 SPRING MARATHON EXPENDITURES

Printing.

$1782

Secretarial Assistance

313

Postage

268

Presenters Expenses......

190

Film Rental

180

Advertising

66

Staff Mileage and Expenses

6l

Computer Services

28

Office Supplies

26

Miscellaneous
Total

*H9

$3333

When the Marathon budget is related to the size and
success of the program, it is evident that the program is

produced at a relatively small additional expense (i.e.

addition to ongoing costs) to the School of Education.

in

The

is the
basic reason for this low cost, as stated previously,

services
fact that a large number of people volunteer their
remuneration.
to the Marathon without seeking or receiving
that many of
Another factor, although not as critical, is

Office are performed by
the services required by the Marathon
and therefore
organizations that are part of the University
fee.
supply their services at a nominal

Small job

in point.
and computer services are two cases

printj.r. 0

The costs for

doubled if the Marathon
these services would be more than
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Office were dependent upon commercial organizations for

similar services.

Searching for efficient "cost-effective" alternatives
by the Marathon Office also aids in reducing and controlling

expenditures.

(e.g., Fourth class mail, costing 1.70 per

piece of mail, is utilized to lower the potentially high

postal cost.

Fourth class mail necessitates earlier mailing

dates in order to insure timely delivery, but it produces a

tremendous savings when the alternative of first class mail
is considered.

Expensive searching resulted in the contract-

ing of large scale printing services for the 1973 Spring

Marathon with an organization that submitted bids more than
fifty percent lower than the two organizations initially contacted.

The saving proved to be substantial as the lower

printing rates still made up fifty-three percent of the total
budget.

Three relatively small Marathon expenses are not
are
included in the budget expenditures listed above as they

than
absorbed by the total School operating budget rather

charged specifically to the Marathon.

These expenses include

duplicating center,
the printing of small jobs at the School
secretarial pool,
day-to-day office supplies secured from the
7
and telephone costs.

the form of a
^Further explanation of the budget in
included
breakdown of each individual category is
Appendix A.

m
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A study of the Marathon expenditures makes

it obvious

that continuation of the Marathon program is feasible even

under the most stringent financial conditions imaginable at
the School of Education.

The Marathon should, therefore,

continue unless a conscious decision by the School, based
solely on the merits of the program, is made to discontinue
it.

It is most improbable that a decision to discontinue

the program could be predicated by financial concerns.

Marathon Facilities
The problem of the lack of adequate space in which
to house the Marathon becomes more acute as the size of the

program continues to grow.

Ten classrooms plus the Mark's

Meadow Auditorium are the only rooms available to the Marathon on a full-time basis and six of those classrooms are
much smaller than regular size classrooms.

Part of the

Marathon atmosphere is generated by the large crowd and
reached
crowded spaces, but a point of diminishing return is
events
when participants are unable to attend a number of

accommodate a large
because they are filled and unable to

portion of those desiring attendance.

The point of dimin-

Spring Marathon
ishing return was probably met at the 1973
popular time periods,
when, on frequent occasions during
events were filled and
more than one-half of all scheduled

closed.
this situation
Attempts have been made to alleviate
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but they have been only partially successful.

One of the

most successful attempts to secure additional- space has

been the cooperative scheduling done between resident dormitory managers and the Marathon Office.

The lounges and

recreation rooms in the dormitories surrounding the School
have been made available to the Marathon on a limited basis

for events that are of interest to Marathon participants as

well as dormitory residents.

The nature of the rooms

(i.e., large, carpeted, open areas) has also made it possible
to better meet unique presenter requests.

Securing classrooms in surrounding University classroom buildings is made difficult by their already heavy

regular class schedules.

The times they are available are

not the times they are needed.

Most presenters request

times between 9«00 A.M. and 5«00 P.M.

knowing that in

addition to the convenience of their own personal schedule,

Marathon attendance is largest during those hours.

Few

classrooms are available before 5:00 P.M. and those that are,
are only available for short periods of time.

A similar

problem prevents the total utilization of the Mark's Meadow

School (i.e., the University Laboratory School) facilities.
The Mark's Meadow gymnasium and cafeteria are not made

available until students have been dismissed at

200

regular classrooms are not available at any time.

P.M. and

The problem

of particiis further aggravated by the large percentage

because of any
pants who do not wish to leave the School
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number of reasons, but particularly because they do not

want to leave the Marathon atmosphere and the crowd.

Events

which are scheduled in adjacent buildings attract significantly smaller crowds and the cause of this phenomenon cannot
be traced to the quality of the Marathon events in question.

Up to twenty events were scheduled simultaneously

during the peak hours of the 1973 Spring Marathon and an

approximate daily average of 1500 participants were in
attendance during those hours.

Many participants do not

attend events every hour but even when that fact is considered, it is obvious that classroom space for the program
is at a premium.

The School of Education would seem to have

two choices when dealing with the space problem.

Either

additional and adequate space must be acquired or the size
and growth of the program will have to be limited.

The

alternative to accepting and acting upon neither of the two
choices could well be a dissatisfied clientele which would
negate the realization of many Marathon goals and objectives.

Human resources necessary to present the Marathon
program are available, eager, and competent; financial
but
resources, although small, are adequate and available;
are inphysical resources in the form of classroom space
its successadequate if the Marathon program is to continue

ful growth.
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Presenters and Events
A wide variety of different types of people made

presentations at the 1973 Spring Marathon for a wide variety
of reasons.

Because presenters come to the Marathon from a

cross-section of the educational public, a program of equal
diversity is nearly insured.

V/hat

motivated presenters to

give of their time and effort is a difficult question to

answer as motivation to volunteer to present at a program
can come from numerous sources.

Some School of Education

faculty members and students no doubt present out of a sense
of obligation to the School and the Marathon.

Their numbers

are probably small, however, as little pressure other than a

written request in the form of a form letter was exerted
from the Marathon Office and no written communication

suggesting participation was disseminated by Dean Dwight

Allen's office.

Rather than the result of outside pressure,

volunteers probably presented to satisfy personal needs.
Some possible motivators might include

j

The opportunity to share knowledge, ideas, experience, or feelings that may be helpful to others.

--The desire to "sell" an idea or product.

The Marathon has become well known and respected
program is
and having been a presenter at the
papers
impressive when included in professional

and records.
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— That

a Marathon presentation "looks good" on

annual reports.

— The

chance to experiment with a new idea or

program.

—Ego
— The

satisfaction.

opportunity to present an event that does not

fit into a traditional format.

—A

desire to become acquainted with and knowl-

edgeable about the School of Education.

— The

possibility of confronting the goals and/or

practices of the School.

— The

chance to influence students in the School

of Education to take classes from other University

departments represented by the presenter.

— The

opportunity to establish a reputation of

competence and achievement at the School of
Education.

— That

a crowd of people is available to those who

enjoy interacting and/or entertaining.

Generally speaking, one could say that some preto seek somesenters know of the Marathon and are motivated
the very existence
thing of interest to present because of

of the program.

Others begin with a motivation to present,

as their vehicle.
look for a podium, and select the Marathon
sexfish reasons
Some volunteer for personal and sometimes
to help "further a
while others are motivated to volunteer
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cause".

Whatever their motivation, presenters combine to

present a program that meets the needs of a diverse population.

The following section of this chapter attempts to

categorize a limited number of presenter and program
dimensions.

Presenters

Presenters came to the

1

973 Spring Marathon from

numerous educational positions, represented various sections
of the United States, and to a small degree represented

different parts of the world.
A total of 628 events were scheduled for the 1973

Spring Marathon.

Twenty-seven were cancelled at the request

of the various presenters leaving 601 Marathon events

which convened according to schedule.

The total of 601

Marathon events was made up of 452 different or unique
events with scheduled repeats accounting for the difference

between the two figures.

A total of 6l8 presenters con-

ducted the 452 different events.

This discrepancy in numbers

was generated by the fact that 105 of the 452 different
events were listed as having multiple presenters.

The

numbers become somewhat confusing as not all presenters
supplied the requested information necessary to categorize

them in total.

Those who presented inadequate or question-

of this
able information are not included in the statistics
l
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section in those categories for which insufficient data
were available.

Those included are statistically adequate,

however, as in no case do they include less than 80% of the

total population.
The following table (i.e., Table 3.2) categorizes
the number and percentage of presentations made by pre-

senters from various educational positions, occupations,
or educational status.

Five hundred thirty-two presenters

of the possible total of 6l8 supplied sufficient data to be

categorized.
TABLE 3.2

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF MARATHON EVENTS CONDUCTED
BY VARIOUS EDUCATIONAL CATEGORIES
Number

Category

Percentage
40%

214

Students
School of Education Faculty
Members and Administrators

68

Administrators of Public and
Private Elementary or Secondary
Schools

75

Elementary or Secondary
Teachers

37

Educational Consultants and
Business Representatives

54

Other Colleges or Universities

42

8%

Other University of Massachusetts Faculty Members or
Administrators

22

k%

Total

532

17%

14%

7%

10%

100
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In the preceding table, University of Massachusetts

School of Education graduate students were responsible for
nearly all events conducted by those categorized as "students".

Two events were conducted by junior high school

students and three were conducted by high school students.
The category of "other colleges and universities" includes

students, faculty members, and administrators representing
an institution of higher learning other than the University
of Massachusetts.

The results of the preceding data compilation con-

cerning the educational position or status of presenters
could be expected.

Obvious, logical, and explainable forces

were working to produce the mathematical results.

Doctoral students were responsible for more than
twice as many events (214) as the next highest category, the

School of Education faculty and administration (88).

These

statistics are logical inasmuch as 1) doctoral students out-

number faculty and administrators by an approximate ratio of
ten to one, giving students a much greater number of potential presenters, 2) students are excused from most regular

classes leaving them time and energy to devote to the Marapresent at
thon, 3) students are frequently encouraged to
and
the Marathon by the School faculty and administration,
students toward Marathon
4) numerous motivators work to drive
achievement,
presentations (e.g., an opportunity for visible
ideas or programs,
proof of individual competence, "selling"
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recognition, ego satisfaction.

Presentations by administrators of elementary and
secondary schools and special programs (75) doubled the

number of events presented by elementary and secondary
school teachers (3?)*

This statistic is also logical inas-

much as 1) it is customarily less difficult for an administrator to acquire leave time from his job to attend meetings,
conferences, or workshops,

2)

administrators usually have

had more "presenting" experience and therefore have fewer

reservations concerning the presentation of a program, and
3)

administrators hold positions that allow for the observa-

tion and evaluation of total programs and are therefore more
eauipped to make presentations than teachers who are knowledgeable and experienced only with the segment of the program
for which they are responsible.
It is difficult to generalize upon the degree of

participation of the three remaining educational position or
status categories as they defy simple comparison.

Education-

al consultants and business representatives (5*0 no doubt

which is
find the Marathon to be a good advertising medium,
educanot to say that they do not also present for other
representatives
tionally accepted reasons as well. College
of Massachufrom institutions other than the University

they are in
setts (42) probably participate l) because
a first-hand look
search of a podium, 2) because they desire
result of having
at an innovative school, or 3) as a
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established relationships with members of the University of

Massachusetts School of Education community.

University of

Massachusetts faculty and administrators who are not members
of the School of Education (22) participate in small but

growing numbers.

As the School of Education becomes more

recognized and more established, other University departments

appear to be more accepting of its programs and practices
which in turn has led to an increase in Marathon participation.

The following table (i.e., Table 3»3) groups the

1973 Spring Marathon presenters as to the geographical areas
they represent.

Of the 105 events presented by more than

one person, eighteen were presented by teams representing

more than one geographic area as categorized in the following table.

Each of the eighteen cases

is counted as repre-

senting more than one geographical area.

If an event were

presented by more than one person from the same geographic
area, they were counted as one representative only.

Nearly

all presenters supplied the Marathon Office with their

mailing addresses.

Hence, the number of geographic repre-

sentatives (466) is slightly larger than the number of

different Marathon events (452).
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TABLE 3.3

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF MARATHON PRESENTERS
REPRESENTING VARIOUS GEOGRAPHIC AREAS
Category

Number

Amherst, Massachusetts
Other Massachusetts Residents
States Other Than Massachusetts

International Addresses
Total

All

Percentage

272

5955

111

24%

79

1751

4

1%

466

101%

students enrolled at the University were con-

sidered Amherst, Massachusetts residents although most of

them have permanent addresses that would place them in
other categories.

However, placing them in relationship to

their permanent address would bias the result and intent
of the statistics.

Although

it is doubtful that any of the four

presenters with international addresses traveled to Amherst

from their native country solely for the purpose of attending
the Marathon, their event topics did add an international

flavor to the program.
The results of the compilation of data concerning
presenters could
the geographical area of representation of

also be logically expected.

Persons from the immediate

fifty-nine percent
Amherst, Massachusetts area accounted for
Most Amherst residents know
(272) of all Marathon events.
the program, most
of the Marathon, many are familiar with
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students and faculty of the School of Education put aside the

regular class schedule in order to have the time free to
participate, and travel expenses are not necessary as the

program is held at the University in the city in which they
reside.

It is also logical that the amount of proportionate

participation should drop as the distance from Amherst
increases.

Fewer potential presenters in more distant

geographical areas are av/are of the Marathon and those who
are aware must travel greater distances to attend and present

which of course is more expensive.

These forces inhibiting

participation are overcome in many instances, however, as
evidenced by the facts that twenty-four percent (111) of all
1973 Spring Marathon events were presented by people re-

siding in Massachusetts communities other than Amherst and

seventeen percent (79) events were presented by persons
residing outside of the state of Massachusetts.

Marathon

events were conducted by presenters from states representing
every United States border.

The states represented included

Texas,
California, Washington, D.C., Vermont, New Hampshire,

and Florida.

Representatives of the central United States

Outand Minnesots.
came to present from Michigan, Illinois,
Marathon program
of-state representation in the 1973 Spring
is nationally
provides additional proof that the Marathon

appeal.
known and that the program has national
presenters as
An attempt has been made to categorize

practitioners of the idea or
to whether or not they are
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practice that they were "selling" or discussing at the
Marathon.

This categorization proved quite difficult.

Very

stringent and possibly misleading guidelines were utilized
to group the presenters as practitioners or non-practitioners.

The title and description of the event as included on the

Marathon schedule had to be congruent with the educational
position or status of the presenter before the event was
categorized as being presented by a practitioner.

(e.g.,

Mr. Randall Kavet, who listed himself as an educational

consultant, presented an event titled "Behavior Modification
in the Open Classroom"

.

For Marathon records he was not

considered a practitioner of behavior modification although
he may use the behavior modification techniques frequently

with his family, friends, or associates.

To be considered a

practitioner, Mr. Kavet would have had to be a teacher in an

open classroom or would have had to present an event with a
title and description that had to do with consultation.

If

his event title had been "Helping Teachers to Implement

Behavior Modification Techniques", he would have been considered to be a practitioner.

)

When these guidelines were

not sufficient and when adequate knowledge of the occupation
presenters
and practice of the presenters were not available,

non-practitioner.
were arbitrarily placed in the category of
inaccurate because
If the figures in the following table are
them, it would out of
of the procedure utilized in reaching
that the number and percentage of practitioners

necessity mean
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would be greater than reported.

The result of this process

is tabulated in Table 3.4.

TABLE 3.4

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF MARATHON PRESENTERS WHO
ARE PRACTITIONERS OF THE IDEA OR PRACTICE
THEY REPRESENTED

Number

Practitioners

Non-practitioners

154

298

Percent

66%

3 4$

It is desirable to attract practitioners as well as

philosophers and theorists to present at the Marathon.

Par-

ticipants come to the Marathon needing both a base from

which to make decisions and a knowledge of how those decisions
can be implemented in the practical forms of structures,
techniques, behaviors and materials.

philosophy/theory

— practitioner

not a pure delineation.

Fortunately, the

categorization is usually

Even the very abstract philosopher

and theoretician usually presents or strongly implies

practical application and the most practical practitioner

usually presents or implies a theoretical or philosophical
basis for his practices.

The point to be made is that there

is need for both in a comprehensive in-service program.

The

Marathon appears to have reached an attractive balance
although improvement could possibly be realized from

attracting a slightly higher percentage of presenters who
are practitioners of their presentation topic.
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It is interesting to note that innovative ideas

initially discussed in basically philosophical or theoretical terms appear on later Marathon programs as practical

application events.
a case in point.

The concept of Alternative Schools is

A few years ago the concept was intro-

duced to Marathon participants in relatively abstract presentations.

The 1973 Spring Marathon program included more

than forty events concerning alternative schools, most of

which were on a very practical application level.
Program
The program is attended by a large number of people

who come to the Marathon with highly individualized needs,
desires, and expectations.

It is a Marathon objective, there-

fore, that a program be presented of such diversity as to

meet those needs, desires, and expectation.
The basic Marathon objective (discussed earlier in
this chapter) is to promote responsible educational change
and reform.

The program is advertised as a podium for

sharing innovative ideas and the innovative reputation of
the University of Massachusetts School of Education con-

tributes to that understanding.

It is therefore predictable

that, although the content of the program will be diverse,

innovamost events concern themselves with the new and the
tive, and few concern themselves with the traditional.

program content is best described as being diverse but

The
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diverse only within the realm of contemporary education.

Affective education, open education, alternative schools,

behavior modification, individualizing instruction, change
strategies, etc.

all contemporary educational topics, were

well represented on the Marathon program.

Diversity of the Marathon program is not limited to
the content but includes the mode of presentation as well.

Individuals are somewhat unique in what they perceive to be

their best learning style.

Some prefer to get physically

involved in an experiential activity while others would be
very threatened by such an activity and prefer the safety
of a more formal presentation.

Some relate best to media

oriented presentations while others prefer a closer relationMany segments of content areas

ship with the presenter.

can be presented in a variety of modes without sacrificing

learning objectives.

Both the diversity of the Marathon

presenters and the large numbers of events presented on

similar topics nearly insured the opportunity for participants of the 1973 Spring Marathon to learn what they desired
and in a manner that was acceptable.

For analytical purposes, the 1973 Spring Marathon
has been categorized both as to program content and presenta-

tion mode.

Stated in a more practical manner, the program

has been divided as to
2)

1

)

what was taught or presented and

how it was taught or presented.

Table 3.5 is a compilation of the more popular
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TABLE 3.5

MARATHON PROGRAM CATEGORIZED AS TO PROGRAM CONTENT
Content Area

Number of Presentations

Teacher Training/Higher Education

43

Social Concerns (e.g., drugs, racism,
sexism, population)

43

Alternative Schools

42

Personal Grov/th (e.g., awareness,
feelings, personal development)

38

Curriculum Areas (e.g,, reading, math,
English)

38

Kumanistic/Affective Education

30

Media/Media Utilization

23

International Education

22

Learning Theory

18

Aesthetics (e.g., drama, dance, art)

16

Classroom Management

16

Special Education

15

Integrated Day/Open Education

1^

Politics in Education

13

Change Strategies

12

Adult Education

9

Computers In Education

9

Community Involvement
Bilingual Education

?

Urban Education

?

Travel/Outdoor Education

3

Individualized Instruction

3
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Marathon program content areas listed in numerically descending order as to the frequency of the topic on the

Marathon program.
A few events fit quite naturally into two categories
in which case they are included in more than one content area.

Twenty events including those on topics such as beermaking,
saunas, hang gliding, bookbinding, and holograms did not fit

any category and are not included in the compilation table.

Many of the content areas concern themselves with

innovation as implied by their title (e.g., alternative
schools, humanistic education, open classrooms, change

strategies).

However, most of those with more traditional

titles (e.g., teacher training, curriculum, learning theory)
also concern themselves with innovative aspects within the

content area (e.g., teacher training events were on topics

which introduced, presented, or discussed new teacher
training strategies and programs).
Twelve or more events were offered at the 1973 Spring

Marathon in fifteen different content areas.

It would appear

diverse to
that the Marathon program not only is sufficiently
also suffimeet most of the needs of participants but it is

ciently comprehensive.

Participants were able to plan a full

were able to sched
schedule on one topic in some instances or
in other instances.
ule a "smorgasbord'’ of many content areas
Marathon seeking
Although many participants arrive at the

areas, few leave
events in one or possible two content
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without adding related events to their personal schedule
after learning what is available on the total schedule.
A close study of the complete Marathon schedule indicates
that the program offers something for nearly everyone

interested in education and innovation.

The diversity

and depth of the Marathon schedule is no doubt largely

responsible for the popularity of the program as demonstrated by the increasingly large numbers of people who

attend the Marathon.
As discussed earlier in this section, the Marathon

program seeks diversity as to mode of presentation as well
as diversity in content areas.

Table 3*6 is a categori-

zation and compilation of the presentation modes of events
at the 1973 Spring Marathon.

TABLE 3.6

MARATHON PROGRAM CATEGORIZED AS TO
MODE OF PRESENTATION
Mode of Presentation

Number

Percentage

Presentation/Lecture

314

58 1o

6%

Discussion

88

1

Media

69

13*

Experiential

68

12k

Total

539

100

°Jo

Events that clearly utilized more than one mode are
included in each appropriate category.

Hence, a total of
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539 events in the four categories of modes for the 452

different Marathon events.

It is also very probable that

events described in the final schedule as being totally of
one mode, in actuality, utilized more than one mode (e.g.,

many events listed as presentations included question and

answer or discussion periods as well).
The lecture mode of teaching is frequently identified

with traditional education and the experiential, involvement
mode of learning is usually identified with more innovative

educational programs.

It is somewhat surprising then, to

find that fifty-eight percent (314) of all Marathon events

were listed as presentations or lectures.

It may be of

interest to speculate as to what forces were responsible for
the large number of events presented in a traditional mode
at the 1973 Spring Marathon, a program perceived as being

innovative.

— The

events could have been basically informational.

One-way communication (i.e., the lecture) was

perceived as being the most efficient means of

transferring knowledge or information.
The innovative rhetoric of presenters could be

ahead of their practice.

They know what they

but are
-think should be changed in education

unable to implement those concepts.

—The

structure of the Marathon may necessitate

presentations or lectures.

Short blocks of time
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may not allow for more effective but more time-

consuming modes.

—Presenters may fear the loss of control should
they leave the security of the lecture.

When a

lecture is in progress, there is little opportu-

nity for verbal feedback, sidetracking, or disruption.

— Past

experiences and/or habit may have blocked

presenters from the thoughtful consideration of

alternative modes of teaching/learning.

Events advertised as being discussions (88), or
experiential (68) were very well attended.

In most cases

they were closed to additional participants for lack of space

before the beginning of the event.

This situation v/ould

indicate that participants desire the more innovative pre-

sentation modes of discussion and involvement.

One must

keep in mind, however, that the popularity of an event could
have been the result of other forces including the popularity
of the event topic, the reputation of the presenter, or the

very fact that fewer events utilizing innovative modes were
available.

In fairness,

it should be noted that many pre-

sentations and lectures were equally popular and drew large

numbers of participants, although not proportionately so.

Media presentations (69) were also very popular.
The eleven films scheduled by the School of Education Media

Center were each shown five different times and drew
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"sellout" crowds on each occasion.

Obviously the title,

description, and reputation of the films chosen by the

Media Center were largely responsible for their popularity.
It would seem that a larger percentage of events

utilizing the more innovative modes of involvement or
media should be scheduled at the Marathon.

Encouragement

to plan for more innovative modes from the Marathon Office

may help to bring about a better balanced response from

potential presenters.
A thorough study of the Marathon presenters and the

Marathon program reiterates the qualities that make up the
Marathon.

Diversity and alternatives are visible irregard-

less of how, or from what angle, the Marathon is viewed.

Presenters come from diverse professional positions, from
all areas of the United States and the program is made up of

topics that cover most of what is innovative in a variety of

learning modes.
Marathon Attendance
The Marathon is substantially advertised in the

Amherst area and in the state of Massachusetts.

The Marathon

New England states
mailing list blankets the remainder of the
A program that
and to a lesser degree, the entire country.
seniors is now a
began to meet the needs of 225 University
percent of all particistate and national event. Sixty-five
were from outside of
pants who registered at the Marathon
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the Amherst community with University of Massachusetts

students included in the Amherst count irregardless of their

permanent address.

Twenty-seven percent of all registered

were from states other than Massachusetts.

Twenty-one

participants attended from the countries of Canada and England.
Before the 1972 Fall Marathon, no Marathon regis-

tration had been conducted.

Attendance figures for previous

Marathons have been estimates or approximations.

Marathon

registration, although now conducted, remains optional to
participants.

The effect is that although most participants

now register, many do not and total attendance figures, to a
degree, remain estimations.

Figures making up the tables

in this section will include only those registered and no

estimations will be included.
Before turning to the objective and reliable statistics, however, a relatively accurate estimation of total

1973 Spring Marathon attendance will be attempted.

registration for Monday, April

9»

Official

the first day of the

Marathon, totaled 1258 participants.

Between 2i00 and 3»00

all
P.M. a fairly accurate count was made of participants in

Marathon events and those in School hallways or lounges.
Nineteen events were in progress at the time and the total
number of people attending those events was approximately
a total of
1700 with another 100 in hallways or lounges for

1800 participants.
81

Another count made between 7»00 and

of 700
00 P.M. on Monday came to a total in excess

.
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participants.

It is very probable that at least 200 evening

participants were not present for the afternoon count.

A

conservative estimate would be that 2000 different participants attended all or part of the Monday program.

Attendance

for the first three Marathon days remained constant.

Thurs-

day was larger than the first three days and Friday drew

approximately 1000 participants.

Repeaters from day to day

were counted each day they attended.

Total estimated 1973

Spring Marathon attendance is therefore fairly accurately
set at 9000 participants.

University of Massachusetts students probably made

up the bulk of the hundreds who did not take the time to
register.

Many who had already registered and secured a

Final Marathon Schedule shared it with their friends making
registrait unnecessary for their friends to approach the

tion table.

The total final schedule posted in the hallway

was also utilized heavily by students.

A higher percentage

(i.e., outof participants less familiar with the Marathon

table.
of-town guests) probably stopped at the registration

most regional
It is customary to be forced to register at

although a
or national meetings and it is conceivable,
not realize
registration fee is not charged, that most did
not being familiar
that registration was optional. Guests,
needed more directions
with the Marathon or the School, also
with whom to share a
and in many cases did not know a friend

schedule.

guests found
Whatever the reason, most out-of-town
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their way to the registration table, registered, and picked
up a final schedule.
It follows that if the statistics included in this

section are inaccurate, even though a large sample is
included, they are inaccurate because not all University of

Massachusetts students are included.

Although possibly

limited as to total accuracy, the statistics are meaningful

inasmuch as they accurately include in excess of sixty

percent of the total Marathon attendance.
Table 3.7 is a compilation of all 1973 Spring Mara-

thon registrations categorized as to geographic areas of
representation.
TABLE 3.7

MARATHON REGISTRATIONS CATEGORIZED AS TO
GEOGRAPHIC AREA OF REPRESENTATION
Number

Category
Amherst, Massachusetts

Other Massachusetts Residents
States Other Than Massachusetts

International Addresses
Total

Percentage

994

35?»

1050

37?

792

27?

21

.14

2857

100fo

one of
Demonstrating a commitment to the community,

realized and substantiated
the goals of the Marathon, was
all Marathon registrants were
by the fact that 72?. (2044) of
national appeal of
from the state of Massachusetts. The
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the program was demonstrated inasmuch as thirty states

were represented.

Connecticut (223), New York (217), and

Vermont (167) produced the largest numbers of out-of-state

Marathon registrations as could be expected because of their
near geographic proximity.

Most international participants

were representatives of Canada (18).
The three following tables present a categorization
as to educational position or status of each geographic

area of representation.

Table 3*8 divides Amherst regis-

trants into six categories.
TABLE 3.8

AMHERST REGISTRANTS CATEGORIZED AS TO
EDUCATIONAL POSITION OR STATUS
Number

Percentage

858

86%

College or University Faculty

44

4%

Elementary or Secondary School
Teachers

21

2%

Elementary, Secondary, or
Special Program Administrators

7

1%

High School or Junior High
Students

18

2%

Others (e.g., parents,
secretaries, reporters)

46

Jfk

994

100%

Category

College or University Students

Total

An overwhelming majority of Amherst participants
college students and that ratio would probably increase
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had a total registration been conducted.

This finding is

significant as it substantiates the fact that the Marathon
is more a pre-service program than it is an in-service

program.

Most activities or events on the Marathon schedule

are applicable to both pre-service and in-service.

The

difference between effective pre-service and in-service programs is often negligible or nonexistent.

However, presenters

for the 1973 Spring Marathon were not alerted to the make-up
of their potential audience and being alerted may have

allowed them to plan a program more suited to the experience
level of their clientele.

Programs, while not necessarily

changed in concept, could be changed as to content and

design in order to respect the background of Marathon participants.

The potential problem of offering in-service educa-

tion to an audience of pre-service participants is not as

great when one considers that many of the students are

graduate students who have had previous teaching and/or

administrative experience.
Table 3.9 divides Massachusetts registrants, other

than those from Amherst, into six categories as to educa-

tional position or status.

College or university students again account for the

bulk of Massachusetts participants although the percentage
is only one-half that of the Amherst registrants.

Elemen-

tary and secondary teachers show a significant

gain

17‘/°

part to
over Amherst registrants which was probably due in
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TABLE 3.9

MASSACHUSETTS REGISTRANTS (OTHER THAN AMHERST) CATEGORIZED
AS TO EDUCATIONAL POSITION OR STATUS
Category

Number

College or University Students

Percentage

452

College or University Faculty

30

4355

%

Elementary or Secondary School
Teachers

201

Elementary, Secondary, or
Special Program Administrators

74

7f»

132

13 /’

161

LSi

1050

100 /o

High School Students

19%

C

Other (e.g., teacher aide, school
committee member, consultant,
parent)

Total

the larger numbers of potential teacher participants.

That

132 high school students from Massachusetts but outside of

Amherst attended is a somewhat surprising statistic.

That

number was made up largely of students from alternative
schools.

Both teachers and students attended the Marathon

rather than to follow the traditional practice of hiring
substitute teachers when teachers attend in-service programs.
and
The "other" category was made up of mostly elementary

secondary educational specialists or support personnel.

Teacher aides (17), school counselors (12), school librarpsychologists (5)*
ians and media specialists (6), school
etc., were placed into this category.

Representatives of
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the Massachusetts Department of Education, representatives
of the Boston Mayor's Office, detention center personnel,

writers, lawyers, etc., all classified in the "other"
category, substantiate the wide appeal of the Marathon.

Participants, not thought of as educators in the narrow

definition of the word, take advantage of the opportunity
of the Marathon to meet their unique needs.
In total, the numbers of Massachusetts registrants

were more balanced as to educational position or status

than those from Amherst.

This trend was to be expected due

to the make-up of the potential audience.

Massachusetts

registrants, more than Amherst registrants, demonstrate the

diversity and scope of the appeal of the Marathon program.
Table 3.10 divides the Marathon registrants from

states other than Massachusetts into six categories as to

educational position or status.

Representatives from

thirty states make up the following statistics.
Percentages of categories for out-of-state particiof
pation groups are very similar to those for the state

Massachusetts excluding Amherst.

A slightly smaller per-

out-of-state
centage of college or university students from
(

larger percentage of high
35$) attended and a slightly
attended ( 17 $)* The relatively high and

school students

participants again
unexpected percentage of high school
but one group of
came mostly from alternative schools
private academy
twenty-five participants attended from a
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TABLE 3.10

OUT-OF-STATE REGISTRANTS CATEGORIZED AS TO
EDUCATIONAL POSITION OR STATUS
Number

Percentage

2?6

35%

42

5%

Elementary or Secondary School
Teachers

16?

21%

Elementary, Secondary, or
Special Program Administrators

60

Category
College or University Students
College or University Faculty

00

CTA

VQ

High School Students

132

17%

Other (e.g.. Board of Education
members, consultants, drug education counselors, school
psychologists

m

15%

792

101%

Total

and one group of approximately twenty came from a drug

rehabilitation center.
It is somewhat surprising that the largest percenuage
to be
of registrants in the out-of-state category continues

college students.

necessitated

,

With more extensive travel expenses

employed
it would seem logical to expect those

in higher
and those with travel budgets to be represented
university students
proportions. The fact that college or
elementary and
continue to outnumber those representing

may be caused
secondary school faculties and administrations
can leave their educationby 1) the ease with which students
•'carnival" atmosphere of the
al responsibilities, 2) the
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Marathon being more attractive to students than teachers or
administrators, and/or

3)

the relationships that exist

between University of Massachusetts students and out-of-state
students
It is gratifying to note that twenty-one percent of

out-of-state participants were elementary or secondary
teachers.

Too frequently teachers are not allowed to

attend, or rewarded for attending, regional or national

workshops, meetings, or conferences.

This finding may well

be the result of an increased desire on the part of teachers
to take part in the educational decision-making processes.

Table 3.11 is a composite of Tables 3*8, 3»9» and
3.10 plus all registrants with international addresses.

Table 3.11, therefore, divides all Marathon registrants as
to educational position or status.

It should be noted that

an estimated sixty to sixty-five percent of all participants
registered.

The remainder did not register and are not

included in the figures on Table 3.11.

Also, persons

registered only once rather than for each day of Marathon
attendance.

None of the statistics in Table J.ll appear to be
population is
startling when the total Marathon participant

categorized as to educational position or status.

The per-

factors of Marathon
centages were quite predictable when the
College
considered.
accessibility and Marathon appeal are
more than one-half
or university students, who comprised
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TABLE 3.11

TOTAL 1973 SPRING MARATHON REGISTRANTS CATEGORIZED
AS TO EDUCATIONAL POSITION OR STATUS

Category

Number

Percentage

1587

56/6

College or University Faculty

119

4%

Elementary or Secondary School
Teachers

396

14%

Elementary, Secondary, or
Special Program Administrators

146

%

High School or Junior High
Students

282

10%

Other

327

11 %

2857

100%

College or University Students

Total

(565$)

of all registrants 1) also make up a large percentage

of the population of Amherst and surrounding communities,
2)

they are more able to free themselves from other respon-

sibilities, and

3)

probably find the design and atmosphere

of the program more attractive than other groups.

representation of secondary school students

(10/s)

The

could be

considered a mild surprise but is somewhat understandable

when consideration

is given to the number of alternative

with
schools in New England that have a close relationship
a national prothe National Alternative Schools Program,

University of
gram with its base operation located on the

Massachusetts School of Education campus.

The remaining

that could have been
groups were represented in proportions
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expected by anyone familiar with regional or national
meetings or workshops.
The information in this section is an example of
the willingness and the intent of the School of Education in

general, and the Marathon program in particular, to mix

different publics.

Few,

if any,

educational programs are

designed to accommodate more than a select clientele.

Separate programs are usually designed for each level of
education (i.e., colleges, secondary schools, elementary
schools), for each educational position (i.e., administrators, teachers, students), for each curriculum area, for

large schools vs small schools, or for private vs public
schools.

With the obvious and frequently discussed need for

cooperation and collaboration between all educational
publics, it is reassuring that a program such as the Marathon
is perceived as offering educational opportunities and

communication channels to such diverse public.
Marathon Evaluation

Evaluating the effectiveness and success of the

Marathon is very difficult.

The basic objective of the

program is to facilitate educational change or reform.

The

actual success of the program, therefore, is realized only
and
when participants or presenters have acquired knowledge

that
experienced an attitudinal or behavioral change
this objective
results in educational change or reform. For
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to be measured, pre- and post-evaluations or observations

would have to be administered or arranged with each participant or with a statistically sound sample of all participants.

When consideration is given to the nature of the

Marathon, the difficulty of that task makes a desirable

evaluation improbable if not impossible.

Logistic problems,

the lack of human and monetary resources, and the difficulty

of measurement make a true Marathon evaluation infeasible.

Evaluations of the 1973 Spring Marathon, therefore, out of
necessity, measure Marathon objectives only by asking for

written or oral perceptions of participants.

Participants

were asked to react to questions that called for subjective

interpretations

8

The problem of evaluating the Marathon is further

aggravated by the fact that the completion and submission
of evaluation forms was optional to Marathon participants

and the overwhelming majority chose not to take part in the

An evaluation form was included as part of the

process.

final schedule, more than 1000 additional forms were dissemin
inated at the registration table, a plea to participate

daily addendum
the evaluation process was included on each

hallways included
sheet, and television monitors located in

included
A copy of the written evaluation form is
transcribed
twenty-one
in Appendix A of this document and
are included
participants
interviews with Marathon
8

m

Appendix B.
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a request that participants complete and return evaluation

forms.

The substantial effort by the Marathon staff to

encourage participants to take part in the evaluation

process resulted in only 213 written evaluations being
This number represents a

returned to the Marathon Office.

scant eight percent of all registrants and approximately
five percent of all Marathon participants.

Although it must be recognized that the following
all
evaluation statistics represent a small percentage of

subjecparticipants and that the results are perceptions or
still of value if
tive evaluations of participants, they are

interpreted within their limitations.

Evaluation forms were

cross-section of all partreturned by a fairly representative
although small when compared
tic ipants and 213 evaluations,
to a potential of more than 3000

,

do make up a significant

sample of all participants.
were returned
Fifty percent (106) of the evaluations
and fifty percent (107) were
by Massachusetts residents
thirteen states other than
returned by representatives of

Massachusetts
evaluations were from
Forty-five percent (116) of all
8 ?» (19) were from
(86) were from teachers,
and the
were from administrators,
parents or laymen. 7* (19)
miscellaneous position or status
remaining 8* (20) were from

students,

33f»

categories.

gory

(

260 )

position/status cateThe total number in the
total number of returned
is greater than the
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evaluations (213)

as a number of evaluators identified

themselves with more than one category.

Forty-one percent (69) of the evaluations on which
the information was available were representatives of

colleges or universities, 37 % (63) represented public ele-

mentary or secondary schools, and 21% (36) represented
private elementary or secondary schools.

Perceived Marathon Effectiveness
Three statements were made on the evaluation and

participants were asked to react to each of the three statements by circling the one number on a seven point scale which

most applied to their particular situation or the Marathon

program in general.

A number one ranking was an indication

that the participant strongly agreed with the statement,
and a number seven ranking was an indication that the

participant strongly disagreed with the statement.

Numbers

assigned
two through six of each scale were not specifically
be marked according
a descriptive word or phrase but were to

with the statement
to how strongly one agreed or disagreed
that the evaluator
(e.g., A ranking of four would indicate
A
in total.
neither agreed or disagreed with the statement
evaluator agreed
ranking of three would indicate that the

statement). The
slightly more than he disagreed with the
they were on the
three statements, worded and numbered as

evaluation form, are as follows*
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4.

I

feel that a substantial amount of learning has

taken place for me.
5.

I

think that the Marathon is a useful vehicle for

providing the knowledge, skills, and/or perceptions necessary to facilitate educational change.
6.

The informal atmosphere and structure of the

Marathon enhance the learning process.
Not all 213 evaluators completed their evaluations
in total and the total responses to each statement are there-

fore less than 21 3

.

Table 3.12 is a compilation of the

ranking of those evaluators who responded to each statement.
The median ranking of each statement is also included.
The results of the data compiled from written Mara-

thon evaluations make it obvious that those returning
evaluations perceived the Marathon as

facilitated their learning,

2)

about educational change, and

1

)

a vehicle which

a useful vehicle to bring
3)

providing an atmosphere

and structure conducive to learning.

Eight-four percent of

#4 more strongly
those evaluators responding to statement
more than they
agreed than disagreed and only 9% disagreed
more strongly agreed
agreed; 8?% responding to statement #5
more than they agreed;
than disagreed and only 6% disagreed
agreed more than disagreed
88% responding to statement #6
It is evident that
agreed.
and only 6% disagreed more than

structure, content,
Marathon participants think that the

facilitates individual
and atmosphere of the Marathon
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TABLE 3.12

EVALUATOR REACTIONS TO THE THREE STATEMENTS MADE
ON THE MARATHON EVALUATION FORM
Statement #4

Rank
#1

(strongly
agree)

Statement #5

Statement

77

104

113

#2

48

50

39

#3

43

23

27

#4

15

14

13

#5

9

8

5

#6

5

3

4

#7 (strongly
disagree)

4

1

3

201

203

204

#2

#1

H

Total

Median
Ranking

learning which in turn facilitates educational change.

Although data are not available to substantiate whether or
not the Marathon is actually meeting its primary objective
of facilitating educational change or reform, it is perceived
as a vehicle with the capability of doing so by Marathon

participants
Participant Suggestions

Participants were also asked to respond to four
particiquestions concerning the Marathon and their Marathon
designed to gather
pation. The first three questions were

improvement of the
data on which decisions for change and
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program could be based.

In response to the question "What

did you like best about the Marathon?", 71 mentioned the

wide variety of events, 44 mentioned the exciting atmosphere, 23 mentioned the flexibility and informality, 12

mentioned the experiential sessions,

8

mentioned the films

and a number mentioned individual presenters.

Less frequent

responses included a variety of appreciated aspects including
the availability of university credit and that the program

was free.
To the question "What parts of the Marathon should

be eliminated?", 108 did not respond, 34 thought that

nothing should be eliminated, 19 were concerned with overcrowded classrooms, 21 thought the scheduling of the program
should be changed or improved, and

2

thought that the end of

the Marathon should be eliminated.

The question of "What additions should be made to
in favor
the Marathon?" again brought a large response (38)

and activioieo,
of more adequate space for Marathon events

certain content areas,
38 suggested additional events in

organizational suggestions to the
23 proposed procedural or
were necessary,
Marathon staff, 12 thought that no additions
and 82 did not respond to the question.
the particiResponses to the three questions confirm
discussed earlier in
pant responses to the three statements
and sometimes negative
this section. Although constructive
participants find the Maratnon
responses were received, most
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a unique, beneficial, and enjoyable experience that need

not be significantly changed to remain attractive.
In the final question of the Marathon evaluation,

participants were asked how many days they had attended
the program and how many different events they had attended

during Marathon week.

The results were that the average

(i.e., median) participant attended two of the five days

during which time he attended six to ten events.

Thirty-two

percent of all evaluators attended four or five days and

twenty-eight percent attended twenty or more events.
Degree of individual Marathon participation proved
to be nearly as diverse as the program itself.

Participation

ranged from one to five days and from one to forty events.
The fact that the Marathon is not sequential in nature

allows participants to attend when they wish and for as
long as they wish.

With the exception of a few activities,

without
each Marathon event is a program in and of itself

prerequisite.

This flexible aspect of the program was most

would not allow
helpful to those with responsibilities that
for full-time participation.
this chapter
The subobjectives discussed earlier in

discussed in detail in
and the enabling objectives to be
demonstrated by the Final
Chapter IV were met in total as
program content and
Marathon Schedule, the analysis of the
the Marathon audience,
volunteer presenters, the analysis of
of the 1973 Spring marathon
and the successful implementation
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Although the long range effect the Marathon has on participants has not been adequately measured, the program is

perceived as being successful by participants, by presenters,
by the School of Education community, and by the news media.

Summary
The Marathon, an innovative program in and of itself,
has a basic goal of facilitating innovation and change

throughout education.

Duplication of this innovation

should be a relatively simple task for an organization with
a desire to adopt or adapt the program to their unique

situation.
V/

hen viewed on the basis of resource utilization or

"input", the Marathon is simple in concept, simple in

design, and relatively easy to implement.

The basic Marathon

concept is that a podium should and can be made available
and accessible to anyone who wants to share information,

interested
feelings, thoughts, or ideas and that anyone
The
to participate.
in listening should and can be allowed
simple in design as it only serves to coordinate

program is

what presenters request.

After the dates of the Marathon

to insure that preweek have been selected, care is taken

and that they have
senters receive an acceptable time slot
conduct their event.
adequate classroom space in which to
attend.
Announcements are sent inviting anyone to

The pro-

inasmuch as after all
gram is relatively easy to implement
i
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resources have been coordinated (i.e.

t

presenters, rooms,

and time), the program nearly runs itself.

Presenters find

their assigned room and present their event to participants
who choose to attend.

The program is implemented with the

relatively small resource expenditure of a $3333 budget,
two doctoral assistants working twenty hours per week, and
a very cooperative School of Education community.

The Marathon, when viewed from the perspective of
its effect or "output", is large, exciting, and successful.

A one v/eek program made up of more than 600 individual events
is attended by an approximate daily average of 2000 partici-

pants.

Presenters and participants, although basically

representing Massachusetts and the Northeast, come from all
parts of the United States.

An exciting and enjoyable

"carnival" atmosphere has been created by informality,

alternatives, complimentary services, and the intentional

scheduling of the unusual.

The success of the program is

demonstrated by its growth, its acceptance, and by its
institutionalization.

Most participants perceive the Marathon

that will
as providing an exceptional learning experience

facilitating
lead to the realization of the Marathon goal of

educational change or reform.

CHAPTER

IV

GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES FOR REPRODUCING
THE MARATHON PROGRAM

The first three chapters of this document should

assist individuals or organizations to 1) decide whether they
desire to produce a program like or similar to the Marathon,
2)

determine if their organization is structured in such a

way as to make the production of the program feasible, and
3)

determine whether their organization possesses or has

access to the human, physical, and monetary resources necessary to produce a program like or similar to the Marathon.
If these three questions or concerns are all answered in the

affirmative, Chapter IV will be most helpful as it provides
those interested with step-by-step procedures for reproducing
the program.

Although the procedures and guidelines are

written specifically for the Marathon, the School of Educabe
tion, and the University of Massachusetts, they should

easily generalizable and adaptable to many situations.
This chapter divides the Marathon into twelve compothe procedures
nents in order to simplify the communication of
component is discussed
and activities of the program. Each

somewhat exclusive of the others.

However, in actuality,

dependent upon all
each component is related to and quite

other components.
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Component titles are followed by an explanation of
the scope of the component and an explanation of the need or

purpose of the component.

The second part of each section

lists the basic activities or enabling objectives that are
the responsibility of the Marathon staff, and the third and

final part of each component describes a method for accom-

plishing each activity/responsibility

.

The number of the

activity/responsibility corresponds with the number of the
more detailed explanation and description of the method used
to accomplish the activity/responsibility (e.g., To learn

how activity /responsibility # 2 is achieved, the reader should

locate explanation § 2 of the "method" section of that par-

ticular component,

)

Marathon Budget
The Marathon is an ongoing program of the School of

Education.

Therefore, expenditures can and should be

planned in advance of disbursements.

Planning, negotiating,

responsioility
and securing a Marathon budget make fiscal
financial repossible and provide assurance that adequate

sources are available for the program.

Activities/Responsibilities

1.

costs of
Compile itemized projections as to the
the program.
planning, promoting, and implementing

2.

with the
Submit and negotiate cost projections
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office responsible for budgeting and expenditures
(i.e., Office of the Assistant Dean of Admini-

strative Affairs).

Determine final budget

figures and areas of flexibility.

Secure and study regulations and policies for

3.

the disbursement of organization funds.
4.

Implement a procedure for monitoring budget/expenditure status.

Method

1.

The projected amount of financial resources

necessary to implement the Marathon is dependent upon the
type and scope of the planned program.

If the program is

to be similar to those of the past, few projections need be

inaccurate as reliable data are available on which fiscal

decisions can be made.

New thrusts, program changes or

order
program enlargement will necessitate data gathering in
to determine potential costs.

A detailed listing of the

is included in the
1973 Spring Marathon expenditures
of budget expendiappendix of this document. This listing
of those items that
tures will aid in the fiscal planning

program to program.
remain relatively constant from
be honored
Not all budget requests will or can
2.

by the administrative office.

A lack of adequate financing

It is
the planned program.
may necessitate deletions from
prioritize individual
suggested that the Marathon Director
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item requests as to importance or desirability in order to

facilitate budget negotiations,

Fiscal flexibility is

possible when the Marathon Director is aware of those budget
items that can be transferred from one category to another,
(e.g., Can money allocated for, but not spent on printing be

expended for presenter expenses?)
3.

The Office of the Dean of Administrative Affairs

will, upon request, alert the Marathon Office as to where

and how goods or services are to be purchased and the procedures for making those purchases.

A number of materials

and services are available at the School of Education or the

University and their utilization is desirable and in some
It is also necessary to secure bids on

cases mandatory.

certain items.

Some School and University policies are

complicated and in need of clarification to School personnel
who do not utilize them frequently.

It is most desirable for

the Marathon Director to establish and maintain open lines of

communication and an atmosphere of collaboration and cooperation between his office and the Office of the Dean of Administrative Affairs.
4.

Upon request, the Office of Administrative

Affairs will compile and tabulate all Marathon expenditures
up. to the date of the request.

A comparison between itemized

disbursements and budget allocations provides a quick checK
accurate and
to help insure 1) that disbursements have been

budget
valid, and 2) that disbursements will not exceed
i
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allocations

Mailing List and Mailing Procedures
The Marathon has become quite dependent upon efficient

and inexpensive mail services.

Through an extensive mailing,

people learn of the existence of the Marathon and are made
aware of the content and the dates of the program.

Approx-

imately 8800 announcements and preliminary schedules are
sent to potential Marathon presenters and participants

through either the University mail system, the Five-College

Area mail system, or the United States Postal Service.

Direct mailing remains the main means of advertising the
Marathon although newspapers and periodicals are being
utilized at an increasing rate.
The basic Marathon mailing list includes 3500 names.

Persons on the basic list receive Marathon materials through
the United States Postal Service via fourth-class mail.

In

addition, announcements and preliminary schedules are sent to
1)

1800 recent School of Education graduates from a list

acquired from the University Alumni Office and sent by

fourth-class mail,

2)

2100 University of Massachusetts

campus
faculty members, administrators, and specialists via
of the Fivemail, 3) 700 faculty members and administrators

Area mail
College Area colleges through the Five-College
to School of
services, and 4) ?00 copies are distributed

at the
Education members through mail services available
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School.

Two separate mailings are made in advance of each

Marathon program.

An initial announcement is mailed two to

three months before the program, and a Preliminary Marathon

Schedule is mailed about one month before the program.
procedure for both mailings is the same.

The

The two mailings

necessitate accomplishing the following activities twice for
each Marathon program.

Activities/Responsibilities

1

Keep the mailing list current by adding names of

.

persons requesting Marathon information and by

deleting those who request that their names be
removed.

Secure two computerized print-outs of all names

2.

and addresses on the basic mailing list from the

University Computing Center.
Secure address labels for recent School of

3.

Education graduates from the University Alumni
Office
4.

Place a "U.S. Postal Paid Permit" on each piece
of material to be mailed at bulk rate.

5

.

to allow
Plan for and send materials early enough

mail.
for the slower delivery of fourth-class
6.

account and
Have a check drawn on the Marathon
Office in
deliver same to the University Post

14 ?

advance of each mailing.
7*

Place gummed labels from computer print- outs on
the materials and deliver them to the University

Post Office in zip code order for mailing.
8.

Deliver materials to be mailed to University of
Massachusetts faculty, administrators, and
specialists to the University Post Office for

10.
9.

campus mailing.

Mail through Five-College Area mail services or
personally deliver materials to the member institutions of the Five-College Area.
Place Marathon materials in the mailboxes of

School of Education faculty and students.

Method

1.

Approximately 1700 names were added to the basic

Marathon mailing list during the 1972-1973 school year.

New

names were acquired when individuals corresponded with the

Marathon Office and requested Marathon information or when
persons simply asked to be put on the mailing list.

A name

and address form was also included on several Marathon

mailings or publications (i.e., initial announcement, preliminary and final schedules) requesting that they be completed and returned by anyone interested in receiving

Marathon materials on a regular basis.

The addresses are

onto
taken to the University Computing Center to be punched
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computer cards and the cards are easily added
to the basic
mailing list. A few people ask that their names

be deleted

from the mailing list.

Fewer than ten made this request

during 1972-1973 and their request was easily and
quickly
honored by pulling their computer card from the group
of

active addresses.

The mailing list, although basically

utilized by the Marathon Office, is also available to other

School of Education programs.
2.

The computerized address cards are kept in the

Marathon Office and delivered to the University Computing
Center when a print-out is desired.

The cards must be in

zip code order if the print-out is to be in zip code order.

Bulk mail (i.e., fourth-class) must be delivered to the
post office in zip code order before advantage can be taken
of the lov/er postal rates.

Each time new names are added to

the computer listing, their cards must either be placed in

order by hand or put in order by the use of sorting equipment
in the Computing Center.

It is advisable that the cards be

hand placed if the number of additions is less than 100.

Sorting the cards by machine is about a two hour process.
Any number of new cards that would necessitate more than
two hours to hand place should be taken to the University

Computing Center to be put in order.
Print-outs are usually available the day following
the delivery of the computer cards to the Computing Center,

although more time should be planned to insure their timely
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availability.

Two sets of gummed labels are made
at once to

accommodate the initial announcements and the
preliminary
schedules.

Because the mailing list can grow rapidly from

one program to the next, it is not advisable to have
more

than two sets of labels made each time.

Addresses received

after the print-out has been requested must be typed or

written for each mailing which is much more time-consuming
than an extra trip to the Computing Center.
3

.

Alumni mailing lists are available from the

Alumni Office but they must be requested well in advance.
Requests can be made for graduates from certain departments
or "schools" and for particular years of graduation.

A

description and the intent of the mailing must be communicated
to the Alumni Office before they will print and deliver the

mailing labels.

The announcements and preliminary schedules

for the 1973 Spring Marathon were sent to all School of

Education graduates from 1968 to the present.
4.

The United States Postal Service requires that

all pieces of fourth-class mail to be mailed in bulk contain
a "Postage Paid Permit" stamp in the upper right hand corner

of the address side of the material.

Communication with the

University Post Office to learn of specific regulations

is

suggested before planning and printing Marathon announcement

materials
5.

Fourth-class mail, although inexpensive, can be

relatively slow.

Most pieces are delivered to the addressee
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in two weeks from their mailing date, but some require up
to three weeks.

Therefore, to insure that potential partici-

pants receive information in time to make Marathon plans, it
is suggested that materials be delivered to the University

Post Office three wee ks prior to the last day that they could
serve their intended purposes in the hands of the addressee.
6.

Postage must be paid to the University Post Office

in advance of the bulk mailing of Marathon materials.

The

number of pieces to be mailed is multiplied by the fourthclass rate (i.e., 1.70 per piece in 1972-1973 to ascertain
the total cost of the mailing.

A memo is then written to

the School of Education Administrative Affairs Office

requesting that a check in that amount be drawn on the Marathon account and delivered to the University Post Office.
The process of writing and delivering the check for postage

payment normally takes approximately three days.

Initiating

the action one week in advance of the mailing will insure

that the mailing will be distributed when delivered.

A

minimum of 200 pieces is required before advantage cqn be

taken of the fourth-class bulk rate.
7.

If step two of this listing has been accomplished,

Comthe gummed address labels acquired from the University

puting Center will be printed in zip code order.

Care

maintained while
should be taken to insure that the order is
University Fost
placing the labels on the materials. The
organizing and
Office will supply trays which facilitate
l
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moving bulk mailings.

The process of placing the labels

on the materials is less time consuming
if more people are
involved and the time is usually short because
of printing
deadlines. Five or six people working two
hours are usually
able to place address labels on the 3500
pieces to be sent
to addresses on the basic mailing list and
the 1800
to be

sent to recent School of Education graduates.
8.

Postage is not required to send materials to

University of Massachusetts faculty members, administrators,
and specialists.

The materials are delivered to the Univer-

sity Post Office where they are addressed by machine and

mailed without charge.

A reservation made some two weeks

in advance is necessary to insure that the service will be

available on an acceptable date.
9.

Materials can be delivered to the mailrooms of

the member institutions of the Five-College Area, they can
be sent via the Five-College Area mail, or addresses may be

acquired from each institution and materials can be labeled
and sent through regular postal services.

The near proximity

of all member institutions makes it most feasible to deliver

them to the mailrooms of each institution.

The Five-College

Area includes Amherst College, Mount Holyoke College, Hampshire College, and Smith College in addition to the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.
10.

All School of Education faculty members and

administrators and many School of Education students have
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mailboxes at the School.

It is an easy task to place

Marathon materials in each mailbox.
be posted throughout the School.

Materials should also

Students desiring materials

who do not have mailboxes are quick to stop at the Marathon

Office to secure them.
t

Printing

Printing costs consume more than one-half of the

Marathon budget and an efficient printing process is essential to the planning and implementation of the program.

Printing must be of high quality as materials are sent to
all parts of the United States and in effect represent the

University of Massachusetts School of Education to many who
receive them.

At the same time, because of a tight time

schedule, large printing jobs must be produced quickly and

without delay.

The importance of printing quality materials,

the dependency on well-timed deliveries, and the expenditure

of a large portion of the Marathon budget makes it essential
to follow a thorough, well-designed plan of study and action.

The initial Marathon announcement

,

the Preliminary Marathon

Schedule, and the Final Marathon Schedule are the three
large printing jobs that accompany each Marathon program.

Many smaller printing orders are also required and those
services are efficiently provided oy the copying center at
the School of Education.

The size of the 1973 Spring Mara-

announcement
thon necessitated printing 10,000 copies of the
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and preliminary schedule and 6000 copies of the final

schedule.

Final Marathon Schedules are not mailed but are

distributed to participants on their arrival at the School
of Education.

Activities/Responsibilities
1

.

Decide upon the format and size of the printed

Marathon materials and the number of copies
that will be required.
2.

Secure bids from a minimum of three printing
companies and deliver the bids to the School of

Education Office of Administrative Affairs.

The

announcement that bids are being accepted should
be accompanied by an explanation of all time,

quality, and quantity requirements.
3.

Meet with the selected printer to discuss and
plan for specific contract details (e.g., Can

printing time and printing expenses be lowered
if all or part of the materials are presented
to the printer in "photo-ready" form?)
4.

Design Marathon materials and submit them to
the printer in advance of the predetermined

deadline.
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Method
1.

Prior to the 1973 Spring Marathon, the initial

Marathon announcement was printed in the form of a brochure
and mailed in size 10 envelopes (i.e., normal business size

envelopes).

The 1973 Spring Marathon staff decided instead

to utilize a nev/spaper format in order to

1

)

save time as

it was not necessary to stuff envelopes, 2) save money as the

total cost of envelopes and all enclosures was more than the

cost of an identical number of printed newspaper pages, and
3)

to acquire more printing space.

The newsprint page is

folded twice by the printer and space for an address label
is provided in an area congruent with postal requirements.

The preliminary schedule is also printed on a one-page

newsprint sheet and mailed without envelopes.

A thorough

explanation of the content of the announcement and preliminary
schedule is included later in this chapter.
2.

In order to help insure economical purchases,

law requires that large purchases be made only after three

bids are received.

Printing companies must be contacted and

Marathon printing needs communicated.

Before a printing

company can be awarded the contract, it must give assurance
1)

that they have the capability to provide the desired

service, 2) that the printing job can be done in the specified

time allotted, and

specified dates.

3)

that the printing can be done on

For example, a printing company that could
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not print the final schedule during the week prior to the

Marathon would necessitate difficult changes in the procedure utilized in scheduling Marathon events.
3.

It is suggested that the Marathon staff meet

with the printer who has been awarded the contract before
detailed planning of the format of the materials is initiated.
Printers are able to provide expertise that will aid in

planning and designing the materials and they will also be
able to make suggestions as to what form they would like the

original materials to be in when delivered to the printer.
If the original is photo-ready and need not be typeset,

both the cost and time of printing may be lowered.

It is

also possible to have parts photo-ready while other parts

need to be typeset.

Pictures or colored ink increases

printing costs but not significantly so.
4.

Detailed planning and production is possible

after becoming aware of all of the facilitating and inhibiting
factors concerning the printing of Marathon materials.

If

possible, originals should be delivered to the printer before
the last minute to help insure that the materials will be

delivered on schedule.

A professional and collaborative

working relationship between the printer and the Marathon
Office can lead to an atmosphere of cooperation that may
result in the printer delivering more than the minimum

requirements of the printing contract.
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Printed Marathon Announcements
The one newspaper- page Marathon announcement dis-

tributed to approximately 10,000 people serves a number of
purposes.

It alerts those already familiar with the Mara-

thon as to the dates of the program, it provides an explanation of the program to those not familiar with the Marathon,
it encourages people to attend, and it contains a form which
is completed and returned by those wishing to be presenters.

One side of the total newspaper-size page is also designed
to serve as a poster which can be displayed on bulletin

boards or walls to further advertise the Marathon should the

receiver of the material so desire.

The Marathon announce-

ment and the preliminary schedule are the basic means by

which the program is communicated to those who are not members
of the School of Education community.

The Marathon announce-

ment should be printed for mailing approximately ten weeks

prior to the beginning of the program.
Activities/Responsibilities

1

.

Determine the format and content of the Marathon
announcement.

2.

Write or secure the letters, forms, and infor-

mation to be included in the announcement.
3.

Plan an efficient and artistic layout of the
announcement.
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4.

Deliver the original materials to the printer
in an acceptable form and communicate any

special printing requests.
5.

Make arrangements for the delivery and mailing
of the finished announcements.

Method
1.

The 1973 Spring Marathon announcement was printed

on both sides of one large newspaper page (18" x 24").

One

side was in the form of a poster and contained pertinent

announcement information including Marathon dates, areas of
potential program content, and a basic statement concerning
the structure and intent of the program.

The reverse side

of the large page was divided into four areas, each about
the size of a regular sheet of paper

(8-|"

x 11").

One of

the four areas was again reserved for pertinent information

such as the name and dates of the program.

Space for an

address label was also part of that section which, when
folded, appeared on the outside of the brochure.

A second

section contained a letter from the Marathon staff.

The

letter provided a more detailed description of the Marathon
and encouraged people to take advantage of the opportunity
to make presentations of their choice.

A third section con-

tained a letter from Dwight Allen, Dean of the School of

Education.

This letter too was intended to increase Mara-

thon participation but it also communicated the relationship
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that exists between the goals of the School and
the Marathon
program. The final area of the announcement was
reserved

for a Marathon participation form to be completed
by those

planning to be a presenter at the program.

The form included

space for all the information necessary to schedule and

advertise the event. 1
2.

Because the letters, forms, and information

included in the Marathon announcement are so widely distributed, it is suggested that they be written with care as to

form and content.

It is advisable to have them composed by

someone outside of the Marathon staff if the writing skills
of the Marathon staff are in question.

The content of the

letters and forms of the 1973 announcement proved to be very

adequate and can provide future writers with effective
examples.
3.

attractive.

The announcement should be both practical and
If either ingredient is missing, the announce-

ment will not serve the intended purpose.

Again, it is

advisable to seek the assistance of someone skilled in design
if design skills are not part of the Marathon staff repertoire.
4.

Much of the announcement can be delivered to the

printer in photo-ready form.

The letter from the Marathon

staff, the letter from the Dean, and the participation form

^All forms and letters utilized for the 1973 Marathon
announcement are included in Appendix A of this document.
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are easily typed in advance, leaving only the poster side

and one-fourth of the divided side to be typeset.
5.

A specified time for the delivery of the finished

announcements is beneficial if the Marathon staff is to

recruit help with addressing the materials and insure a
timely mailing.

Marathon Advertising
A large part of advertising the Marathon is accom-

plished through the distribution of the Marathon announce-

ments and the preliminary schedule of Marathon events.
However, even though 10,000 copies of the materials are

distributed, many participants learn of the program through

other sources.

Newspapers and periodicals, radio and tele-

utilized to
vision, newsletters, and campus meetings were
Speaking or conhelp advertise the 1972-1973 programs.
School members
sulting trips by Dean Dwight Allen and other
the program is desprovide nationwide platforms from which
Marathon also receives
cribed and attendance encouraged. The
are planned and implewelcomed publicity when unusual events
newspapers, including the
mented (e.g., A number of area
flight of Dean Allen from
Boston Globe, covered the balloon
was planned to gain publicity
the School of Education which
Spring Marathon.)
for the opening of the 1973
the Marathon make it
The innovative qualities of
which
news items to the media
possible to •’sell" articles or
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in turn effects Marathon attendance.

The increased adver-

tising has resulted in broadening the geographic area from

which the Marathon draws participants.

Thirty states were

represented at the 1973 Spring program.
Activities/Responsibilities
1.

Meet with the editor of the Massachusetts Daily
Collegian to plan a series of articles prior to
the Marathon, to gain a commitment to include
the Preliminary Marathon Schedule in an issue to

be published the week prior to the program, and

plan for coverage of the program in progress.
2.

Plan for the purchase of advertisement space in
selected periodicals.

3.

V/

rite and submit a news article to the University

News Bureau for their distribution.
4.

Meet with School of Education center and program
groups to coordinate Marathon activities and to
encourage Marathon advertising.

5.

Write and submit announcements to be included in
"in-house" nev/sletters

Method

1.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian has been a

major source of advertising for the Marathon.

Without charge,

five marathon
the campus daily nev/spaper wrote and published

I6l

articles prior to the 1973 Spring program,
it ran the complete preliminary schedule the Friday
before the opening of
Marathon week, and it wrote and published
daily articles
during Marathon week. Two of the stories
were on

the front

page and most included pictures of Marathon
activities.

A meeting with the editor of the Massachusetts

Da ily Collegian to plan a comprehensive advertising
campaign
can lead to a great deal of advertising with little

additional

effort from the Marathon staff.

A precedent has been set for

the cooperative efforts between the Marathon and the
Massa-

chusetts Daily Collegian
2.

.

Advertising space in national, widely distributed,

and respected periodicals is very expensive and should be

chosen with care.

Questions of advertising policies and pro-

cedures addressed to the Advertising Editor of the selected

periodicals will bring a prompt reply including cost data on

which purchasing decisions can be made.
to minimize duplication.

Care should be taken

It is suggested that not more than

one periodical be selected which attracts teachers, only one
v/hich attracts administrators,

cation personnel, etc.

one which attracts higher edu-

Advertisements in periodicals with

distribution in specific geographic areas or with distribution
to a specific clientele are less expensive yet quite effective.

The 1973 Spring Marathon received a good response from its

advertisements in the Chronicle of Higher Education and the

Massachusetts Teacher.
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3*

University News Bureau, upon request and
with

the help of the Marathon staff, will release a news
article

introducing the Marathon.

The article is made available to

the news media through the wire services available to the

University News Bureau.

A sample of a Marathon

nev/s

release

is included in Appendix A.
4.

Members of the School community play an impor-

tant part in advertising and coordinating the Marathon.

Meetings with School center or program groups are helpful

for advertising, coordinating, and feedback.

Centers or

programs that selected a coordinator from their group to
encourage and schedule Marathon presentations were well

represented and efficiently scheduled on the program.
Groups can also be encouraged to include Marathon

information in their nev/sletters and to advertise the program
to their contacts outside of the School of Education.

Word

of mouth advertising is powerful and is to be encouraged

whenever possible.
5.

The School of Education newsletter, the "Beacon",

is readily available to the Marathon staff and is widely dis-

tributed throughout the School.

Announcements, reminders,

suggestions, etc., can be included from the Marathon Office
on-

a weekly basis.

Articles are written by the Marathon

staff and are published in the "Beacon" without editing.
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Space Acquisition

Space acquisition for the Marathon is made
difficult
by the lack of adequate classroom facilities at the
School of

Education.

Up to twenty events are conducted simultaneously

prime time hours during Marathon week and only nine

classrooms are available to the Marathon at the School on a
full-time basis.

The space problem is further aggravated

by an increasing number of presenters who request large, open,
and carpeted areas, not available at the School, in which to

conduct events of an experiential/involvement nature.
Space acquisition is therefore a primary concern of
the Marathon staff and is essential to the scheduling of

Marathon events.

Until Marathon space has been negotiated

and secured, little scheduling of Marathon events is possible
and confirmations to presenters must be delayed.

Activities/Responsibilities
1.

Reserve all available meeting room space available
at the School of Education for Marathon wee k.

2.

Reserve meeting space available at the Mark's

Meadow Laboratory School.
3.

Acquire meeting space in the residential dormitories near the School of Education (i.e., lounges
and recreation rooms).

4.

Seek and reserve classroom space in buildings
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surrounding the School of Education through the
central University scheduling office located in
the University administration building.

Method
1.

No one person or no one office is responsible for

scheduling the School of Education classrooms and meeting
space that can be used for Marathon activities.

The nine

potential meeting spaces were controlled by five different
people or organizations when the 1973 Spring program was

being planned.

This situation necessitated contacting and

negotiating with each individual or organization.

Although

most were very cooperative, the process was unduly timeconsuming.

Gaining an early commitment for space is suggested

so that other commitments are not made by persons not aware

of the dates of Marathon week.

Some organizations prefer

utilizing their space for their own scheduled Marathon events

which is not an inhibiting factor if the event is open to

Marathon participants, but communication on this point is
advised when the initial request for space is made.
2.

The Mark's Meadow Auditorium is made available to

the Marathon program on a full-time basis.

Other space in

the school, excluding events conducted by Mark's Meadow

teachers, is not available during regular school hours and

only the cafeteria and gymnasium are available after
2*30 P.M.
I

Scheduling the Marathon

v/eek to

coincide with
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Spring Vacation in the Amherst School
District could make
additional space available at the laboratory
school.

The

principal of the Mark's Meadow School has the
responsibility
of determining space utilization in the
Mark's Meadow
building.
3*

Residential dorm managers are responsible for

decisions concerning the utilization of dormitory lounges
and
recreation rooms by outside groups. Commitments are more
easily secured when assurance is given that events scheduled
in dormitory buildings will be of interest to their residents
as well as other Marathon participants.

Some residential

managers insist upon approving events before they are
scheduled and advertised.
but necessary.

The process is again time consuming

It is possible to meet the space needs of the

Marathon while offering programs of interest to dorm residents.

Events requiring large, open, and/or carpeted areas

are usually experiential in nature and appeal to college

students.

Early contact with dormitory managers is suggested

as many of the available meeting spaces are also utilized by

the University for classes and by dormitory managers who

schedule a variety of programs for their residents.
4.

Classroom space is utilized heavily throughout

the campus and rooms are usually scheduled throughout each

school day.

If space is available, for even short periods of

time, the scheduling office in the administration building
is aware of it and they should be contacted.

Rooms become
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more readily available at 4.00 P.M. or so and remain available

throughout the evening.

Events scheduled after 4i00 P.M.

usually do not present a scheduling problem.
By gathering all the known available meeting room

resources from the four aforementioned sources

,

it was

possible to schedule up to twenty events during certain

Marathon time periods.

Not all presenters at the

1

973 Spring

Marathon were given the time slot or the space they requested,
but most were understanding of the imposed limitations.

Only

one presenter is known to have decided not to participate

because he was dissatisfied with the meeting space and time
slot available to him.

Scheduling Miarathon Events
The process of scheduling the Marathon basically

includes the coordination of presenters, time, meeting rooms,
and events or programs.

Adequate resources must be acquired

and efficiently coordinated if the program is to be scheduled
in a manner that meets the needs of participants and pre-

senters.

Care must be taken to insure 1) that presenters

are scheduled for a time block that meets their personal

schedules, 2) that events be conducted in meeting space

adequate in size for the potential audience and that the
nature of the meeting space suit the desires of the presenters,
and 3) that events are balanced as to numbers and as to

content or topic.

The scheduling of events is a prerequisite
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to the preliminary and final schedules and
must be completed

before a final confirmation of events, dates,
times, and
meeting rooms can be communicated to presenters.
Activities/Responsibilities
1.

Produce and distribute participation forms to
be completed by persons interested in presenting

Marathon events.
2.

Secure meeting room space in which events will
be scheduled.

3.

Organize completed participation forms received
from presenters.

4.

Make a large matrix for each day of the program
to be utilized for scheduling events.

Each

matrix should have the times of the events on one

dimension and the available meeting room space
on the second dimension.
5.

Place events in meeting rooms and time blocks as

congruent as possible to the requests on returned

participation forms.
6.

Contact presenters to confirm each event topic
and title, the day and time of the scheduled
event, and the room in which the event is to be

conducted.
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1.

Method
A complete and well designed participation
form

will save unnecessary communication with presenters.

The form

should provide space for the title of the event, a short

description of the event, the name and title of the person(s)
conducting the event, the length of the event, how often
presenters wish to present each event, the dates and times the
presenters will be available to make the presentation, any
special resource requirements (e.g., audio-visual equipment),
and the address and phone number of the presenter so that
he can be contacted for confirmation of the scheduling of

his event.

The participation form is included as part of the

initial Marathon announcement but additional copies of the

form should be duplicated (about 500 copies) and disseminated
from the Marathon Office upon request as many people prefer

not to ruin the Marathon poster by clipping the form from the
announcement.

More than one-half of the participation forms

submitted for the 1973 Spring program were on forms that had
not been clipped from the Marathon announcement.
2

.

Securing meeting room space was discussed in

detail earlier in this chapter.

It is mentioned again at

this point to remind the reader that meeting room space

must be determined to a large degree before efficient and

permanent scheduling is possible.
3

.

A numbering system helps to organize completed
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and returned participation forms.

Because all Marathon

events are offered for credit, each must be assigned
a

course or "lex” number.

A block of numbers is assigned to

the Marathon program upon request from the office of the

Dean of Academic Affairs at the School of Education.

About

600 numbers (in numerical order if possible) should be

requested to insure the accommodation of all Marathon events.
The numbers acquired should be those which indicate both

graduate and undergraduate courses as either type of credit
is available to Marathon participants.

The participation

forms can then be numbered numerically as to course number
as they are received at the Marathon Office.

If handled in

this manner, only one numbering system is required.
4.

A large matrix for each Marathon day posted on

the walls of the Marathon Office provide a scheduling device

that is effective and easily understood.

The matrix should

have time frames on the left to right dimension and meeting

room numbers on the top to bottom dimension.

The rectangles

produced by the two dimensions should be large enough to

accommodate cards or labels which will be posted as events
are scheduled.

The cards or labels must accommodate the

event title and assigned course number, name of the presenter, and audio-visual equipment needs.

The cards or

labels should not be placed in a permanent nature as it is

frequently necessary to move them as unforeseen circumstances arise.

Meeting room space and time slots yet to be
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scheduled are quickly ascertained by searching for blank
spaces on the matrix.

Presenters who come to the Marathon

Office to submit an event can quickly determine what time and
space is available and are, therefore, usually more under-

standing of the scheduling limitations than those who mail
in their participation forms.
5.

Good judgment is necessary to efficiently and

effectively determine what event should be scheduled at a

certain time and where they should be held.

The scheduling

problem is reduced substantially when presenters allow for

flexibility in the scheduling of their events.

It would be

difficult if not impossible to write guidelines that would
meet all scheduling circumstances that are presented by the
Marathon.

The following are scheduling guidelines that

were utilized by the 1973 Spring Marathon staff written some-

what in order of importance.

They are not hard-and-fast

rules but instead are offered as a possible base from which

judgment decisions can be made.

—Always

attempt to give presenters the times and

the size and type of space they request.

Communi-

cation with presenters frequently results in more
flexibility if their initial request cannot be
honored in total.
--The nature of some events dictates specific space
and preference ahould be given to the scheduling
of those events (e.g., some events need a stage,
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some need tahles, some need open areas).

—The

title and description of an event will fre-

quently indicate the degree of interest that will
be shown by the Marathon audience.

Those with a

large potential audience should be allocated the

larger meeting spaces (e.g., An event titled "New

Model of School District", although a relevant
topic to some Marathon participants, would not be

expected to be as popular as an event titled
"Individualized Reading".)

--Presenters who are members of the School of Educa-

tion community are usually able to be more flexible

than those coming from a distance, and can therefore
more readily be asked to change or modify their
requests.

—The

name and reputation of a presenter may be

enough evidence to justify an allocation of a
large space in prime time.

— If

presenters give options as to when events can

be scheduled, they can be scheduled on Friday or

for a late afternoon or evening session as those
times are the least requested.

More desirable

time and space is then left for late-arriving

events that may be more difficult to schedule.
more than
If the same event is to be presented

can be
once by the same presenter, an attempt
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made to schedule the event once in prime time and

space and the remainder in less desirable time
slots (i.e., early morning, late afternoon and

evenings, or Friday).

—Scheduling

preference should be given to out-of-

town presenters if all other factors are equal as
they are usually more difficult to communicate with
and frequently do not totally understand the oper-

ation of the Marathon as well as School of Education members.

Meeting the requests of visitors

is also good for public relations.

—Audio-visual

equipment available to the Marathon

may be restrictive inasmuch as only so much is

available and media center regulations do not
allow for equipment to be taken from the School of

Education building.

For instance, care must be

taken to insure that five events requiring slide

projectors are not scheduled simultaneously if only
four slide projectors are available.

All events

that require audio-visual equipment must be scheduled
in the School of Education building unless pre-

senters supply their own equipment.
6.

Presenters must be contacted to confirm scheduled

events before they are placed on the final schedule.

A

and space
letter is mailed to each presenter as soon as time

have been reserved on the scheduling matrix.

The letter
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(see Appendix A) asks a quick reply of those not able
to

meet the proposed schedule.

If a negative reply is not

received, it is expected that the presenter will conduct
his event according to the arrangements.

Cancellations or

changes can be easily accommodated up to one week before
the program at which time the final schedule must be pre-

sented to the printer.

Cancellations, additions, or changes

requested after that time are communicated to Marathon
participants via television monitors in hallways and via a
daily schedule addendum sheet.

Preliminary Schedule
The primary purpose of the preliminary schedule is
to alert potential Marathon participants of the scope and

content of the program.

The schedule is printed on both

sides of one regular newspaper sheet as is the initial Mara-

thon announcement and is distributed about three weeks

before the Marathon.

The schedule includes the events sub-

mitted and scheduled up to the time it is delivered to the
printer.

Of the more than 600 events that appeared on the

Final 1973 Spring Schedule, 383 were included on the preliminary schedule.

It is hoped that from this substantial

listing receivers of the materials would be impressed to the
they
point that they would plan to attend the program, that

events
would be able to tentatively plan which particular
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they would like to attend, and that they would be in a

position to select specific days of attendance if they were
not able to attend on a full-time basis.
The preliminary schedule also provides one side of
the new spaper page to be utilized for Marathon news articles

concerning planned events, Marathon activities, and appropriate Marathon announcements.

Activities/Responsibilities
1.

Determine the date that the preliminary schedule
is to be distributed.

2.

Encourage presenters to submit participation
forms early enough to have their event(s)

included in the preliminary schedule.
3.

Gather or write relevant news items to be included on the address side of the preliminary
schedule

4.

Plan and design the printing layout for the newspaper side of the preliminary schedule.

5.

Compile the events received prior to the printer's
deadline for orderly inclusion in the preliminary schedule.

6.

Address, mail, and distribute printed preliminary

schedules
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1.

Method
The preliminary schedule should be mailed a

minimum of three weeks prior to the beginning of the Marathon program to insure timely delivery.

Printing the sched-

ule should take one week at the most, so the deadline for

accepting events to be included in the preliminary as well
as the final schedule must be a full four weeks prior to

the Marathon opening.

Distributing preliminary schedules

2. prior to the program would
four weeks
better compensate for

the lack of speed of some fourth-class mail and should be

considered if time limitations do not prove overly difficult.
However, the earlier the schedule must go to the printer,
the fewer events there will have been submitted in time for

inclusion.

Presenters, especially those from the School of
3.

Education community, have a tendency to put off completing
and returning participation forms.

They can be encouraged

to submit forms early enough for inclusion in the preliminary

schedule be including the deadline dates on the participation
form, by placing reminders in the "Beacon" and other School

newsletters, by form letters placed in School of Education
mailboxes, and by personal contact appeals.

Centers and

group
programs that select a Marathon coordinator for their
Office.
seem to need less encouragement from the Marathon

Many School of Education centers or programs
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welcome the opportunity to advertise their existence, their
goals and activities, and their contribution to the Marathon

program through the preliminary schedule.

Enough space was

available to include fifteen articles of from 100 to 300
words on the 1973 Spring Preliminary Schedule.

Most of the

articles were written by individuals or organizations at the
request of the Marathon Office and were included in the schedule with a minimum of editing.

Five of the articles were

written by the Marathon staff as they concerned topics such
as parking procedures, university credit granting procedures,
etc.

The newspaper side of the preliminary schedule offers

an opportunity to publicize special events and nationally

recognized presenters.

Pictures can be included in the

schedule at a small additional cost.
4.

Although the newspaper side of the preliminary

schedule is typeset by the printer, it remains helpful to
have all articles and announcements typed in columns and

placed in their respective positions on a worksheet prior to

their delivery to the printer.

This helps to insure that

the articles will be printed in the space determined by the

Marathon staff and it also helps to determine the quantity
of material that can be included.

It is advisable to take

are not
two or three extra short articles, whose inclusion
is deabsolutely necessary, when the preliminary schedule

livered to the printer.

The extra articles can be used to

result of the
fill space that may be available as the
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printer's ability to print material in less space than
is
required for articles typed on an office typewriter* A
note communicating the intent and limitations of the
pre-

liminary schedule should be included on the inside page

along with the listing of Marathon events.
5.

While the outside of the schedule is utilized

for articles, the inside is utilized for a listing of Mara-

thon events scheduled prior to the delivery of the schedule
to the printer.

The preliminary schedule is not complete

as approximately thirty to fifty percent of all events on
the final schedule are submitted after the preliminary

schedule has gone to the printer.

Event descriptions and

meeting areas, which are part of the final schedule, are
not included on the preliminary schedule as printing space
is not available.

The event title, the name(s) and title(s)

of the presenters, and the day and time of each event is

included.

The events are listed for each day in the order

in which they will be presented at the Marathon.

Each day

begins with the events that will be held from 8«00 to 9*00
A.M.; next, events are listed that begin at 8:00 A.M. and

run for more than one hour, followed by events that begin at

9*00 A.M. and so forth throughout the fourteen hour day.

Event lists as they are to appear on the preliminary
schedule can be compiled as they are submit oed rather than
to be typed in total after the deadline for inclusion on the

schedule has passed.

As events are received, a separate
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sheet is started for each time slot which includes the
infor-

mation that is to be part of the preliminary schedule (e.g.,
one sheet for Monday, 8:00-9*00 events, one sheet for 8:00-

10:00 events, one sheet for 9*00-10:00 events, etc.)

When

the deadline arrives, the separate sheets are put in order

for delivery to the printer.

Events cancelled after being

typed can be excluded by cutting them out with a papercutter
and taping the sheets back together in a quick process that

leaves the data in photo-ready condition.
sary to "fit

1
'

It is not neces-

the typed event information for preliminary

schedules on a newspaper sheet as the printer should be
able to do so by photographing and reducing the size of the

print to accommodate the size of the schedule.

If the event

listings are to be typeset by the printer, less care in

typing would be permissible.

Obviously, these decisions

should be discussed and decided upon
advanc e

v/ith the

printer in

2

6.

The process of mailing and distributing the pre-

liminary schedule is the same as that for the initial Marathon announcement.

Care should be taken to insure that

before the printed materials are received, labels have been
printed, a check for postage has been delivered to the

University Post Office, and that help is available to

2

See Appendix A for a sample of the preliminary
schedule in a photo-ready form.
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address the materials.

Time is of the essence as the print-

ing of the preliminary schedules has been put off until the

last minute in order to include the maximum number of events,

but the schedules must be in the hands of the addressee far
enough in advance of the program to serve their intended
purpose of encouraging Marathon attendance.
Final Schedule
The Final Marathon Schedule is designed to alert

participants as to what events are being offered, to provide
a brief description of each event so that data is available

on which attendance decisions can be made, and to provide

information pertinent to the operation of the program.
The final schedule, as does the preliminary schedule, pro-

vides space for news articles.

The size of the 1973 Spring

Marathon necessitated a schedule which was printed on both
sides of six newspaper pages (i.e., 18" x 24").

The final

schedule included the following information on each scheduled

Marathon event* title of event, name(s) and title(s) of presenters, day and time of the event, the number of times the
number,
event would be offered, meeting place, lex or course

description
modular credit value of each event, and a brief
of each event.

3

on the
^Samples of the typed information included
inare
form
final schedule for each event in photo-ready
cluded in Appendix A of this document.
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The final schedules are not mailed or distributed

outside of the School of Education except upon request.

Final schedules are given to participants upon their arrival
at the Marathon.

Approximately 6000 schedules were dis-

tributed to participants, presenters, and School of Education

members at the 1973 Spring program.
Activities/Responsibilities
1.

Schedule all events on the scheduling matrixes
as they are submitted to the Marathon Office.

2.

Determine the modular credit value of each
scheduled event.

3.

Type all information to be included on the final
schedule in photo-ready form as participation
forms are submitted to the Marathon Office.

4.

Gather or write news articles, announcements, and
instructions that will be included in the final
schedule.

5.

Design forms to be included in the final schedule.

6.

Plan the layout of the final schedule.

7.

Check typed event information prepared for the
final schedule against the scheduling matrixes.

Delete and add events as indicated.
8.

Deliver the original of the final schedule to
insure that
the printer far enough in advance to
to the
the printed schedules will be delivered
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School of Education in time for the beginning of
the Marathon.

Method
The process of placing events on the matrixes

1.

was explained earlier in this chapter.

It is mentioned

again at this point to remind the reader that placing events
.

on the scheduling matrixes is a prerequisite to typing the

event in preparation for the final schedule.
2.

Five modules of credit for each hour of Marathon

attendance are available to those who wish to receive university credit.

Events that run for one hour and thirty minutes

are valued at eight modules, two hour events are valued at

ten modules, etc.

One hundred modules equal one university

The number of modules of credit offered for each

credit.

event is included as part of the information in the final
schedule.
3

The process described and outlined in method

number five of the "Preliminary Schedule" section of this
prechapter is nearly identical to the process utilized for

photo-ready
paring the final schedule of Marathon events in

form for the printer.

The only difference is that more

are included in
events and more information on each event

the final schedule.

While the listing of events for the

was optional and
preliminary schedule in photo-ready form
printer, the length of
dependent upon the contract with the
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the listing of events for the final schedule necessitates a

photo-ready copy.

The deadline for returning participation

forms to be included in the final schedule is one week prior
to the beginning of the program and the typesetting of such a

large quantity of material would be both time consuming and
costly.

A one week printing period is realistic when the

bulk of the material is submitted to the printer in photoready form and meeting the deadline date of the opening
date of the Marathon is essential to the program.
If final schedule information is typed in lines of

seventy-five spaces or less, two columns will fit the 12"

dimension of a 12" x 18" page.
4.

Articles or items for inclusion in the final

schedule describing the procedures for auxilliary services
such as university credit, parking, placement services, and

an explanation of the design of the schedule are compiled
by the Marathon staff.

As in the case of the preliminary

schedule, School of Education centers, programs, or indi-

viduals can be encouraged to submit articles pertaining to

their activities in the Marathon program.

Articles or items

included in the preliminary schedule may be duplicated in
remain relevant.
the final schedule with minor editing if they
Final
Approximately three 12" x 18" pages of the 1973 Spring
and
Schedule were utilized for news articles, instructions,

explanations
5.

An evaluation form, a form on which participants
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could record the events they attended, a form to be completed by individuals wishing to become part of the Marathon

mailing list, and a map of the campus area surrounding the

School of Education were included in the 1973 Spring Final
Schedule.

Copies of the forms and map are included in

Appendix A of this document.
6.

The 1973 Spring Final Marathon Schedule was

printed on six 18" x 24" newspaper sheets which were printed
on both sides and folded to provide twenty-four 12" x 18"
pages.

The front cover included a colored picture, the name

and dates of the program, and the name of the sponsor of
the program.

The back cover was reserved for the form on

which participants could record their activities and two
forms for persons wishing to join the mailing list.

Pages

two, three, four, and one-half of page five were utilized

for an evaluation form, a map of the School area, news
articles, and instructions and procedures.

The schedule of

Monday's events began on the second half of page five with
the schedule of events running through page twenty-three.

All parts of the final schedule with the exception of the

listing of events (which includes the bulk of the total
printing) were typeset by the printer.

A layout similar to

side
that described earlier pertaining to the news article
the Marathon
of the preliminary schedule was produced by
the printer.
by the Marathon staff for delivery to

The

included in tne
listing of scheduled events need not be
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layout as they are photo-copied and placed in the space
provided for them (i.e., pages five through twenty-three)
by the printer.
7.

Care must be taken to insure that all events

submitted are scheduled on the matrix charts as they arrive
at the Marathon Office.

The information to be included in

the final schedule is then typed in photo-ready form from the

completed participation forms submitted by presenters.

V/

hen

events are cancelled, the card or label for that event is

removed from the matrix scheduling charts, keeping the

schedule of events accurate and up-to-date.

Before the typed

photo-ready schedule of events is taken to the printer, it
should be thoroughly checked against the scheduling matrix
charts.

Events that have not been typed or events that have

been changed are added on the proper sheets, and those that
have been cancelled or changed are cut out in a neat fashion

which allows the typed schedule to be reconstructed in photoready form.

An accurate final schedule is a prerequisite to

a smooth-running Marathon and care should be shown to insure

that inaccuracy is held to a minimum.
8.

One full week should be a sufficient amount of

time for the printer to complete the printing job if adequate

arrangements have been made in advance.

The necessary

printer
advance arrangements include verification that the
dates far enough in
is aware of the delivery and deadline

advance to plan for the job.

It is advisable to have

ohe
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printed final schedules delivered to the School of
Education
on the Friday afternoon before the Monday beginning of
the

Marathon, which in turn suggests delivery of the original
to
the printer no later than one week prior to that Friday

afternoon.
i

Audio-Visual Equipment and Materials
Presenters are given the opportunity to request and
utilize School of Education Media Center equipment.

Approx-

imately twenty percent of the presenters request the use of

equipment and the equipment is delivered and set up for the

presenter in the appropriate meeting room at the appropriate
time by the Media Center staff.

Although participation

forms ask that presenters who are able to supply their

ov/n

equipment do so, an average of twenty-five requests per day
were honored by the Media Center during the 1973 Spring
Marathon.

Cooperation and coordination between the Media

Center and the Marathon Office is essential as requests are
submitted to the Marathon Office but are satisfied by the

Media Center.
Films and prerecorded video-tapes are a popular part
of the Marathon program.

The 1973 Spring Marathon budget

included $180 for film rentals, and a growing number of pre-

recorded video-tapes are part of the Media Center's perma-

nent library.

Most of the films are ordered at the request

scheduled
of the Media Center staff, but again, they must be
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by the Marathon Office.

Video-tapes from the Media Center

library are also scheduled by the Marathon Office
but shown
by the Media Center staff.
The process of coordinates
activities, although essential to the smooth operation
of
the program, is not difficult as the Media Center
plays a

facilitative role in the operation of the Marathon.
Activities/Responsibilities

Meet with a Media Center representative to deter-

1.

mine the type and amount of equipment that will
be available to the Marathon program.

Plan the schedule of events in such a way as to

2.
5.

have sufficient equipment to meet all presenter
requests.

Provide the Media Center with a written list of

3.

the requested equipment in advance of the begin-

ning of the program.

Select film rental requests to be honored while

4.

considering budget limitations.
-

Schedule relevant prerecorded video-tapes available from the Media Center.

6.

Compile the information to be communicated to
participants via hallway television monitors
and submit the information to the Media Center
Office.
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1.

Method
The School of Education Media Center secures

additional equipment from the central University Media Center
for use during Marathon week.

The School Media Center staff

is experienced concerning the numbers and types of equipment

presenters
2. will request and they secure a sufficient supply
as to not hinder Marathon scheduling.

Learning of the

equipment to be available in advance of scheduling events
helps to avoid scheduling more pieces of equipment than are

available at any given time.

Events are scheduled on the matrix charts as
they are received by the Marathon Office.

The information

on the cards or labels placed on the charts includes the
the name(s) of the presenter(s)
event title,
3.

,

the lex or

course number, and any audio-visual equipment that has been
requested.

By placing the media requests on a certain

portion of each card or label, it is a quick process to

check how many pieces of the different types of equipment
are scheduled for any time block on the scheduling matrixes.

While scheduling the 1973 Spring Marathon, only two or three
events had to be scheduled at alternative times because of

audio-visual equipment limitations.
Marathon week is a busy time for the Media

Center staff.

preIn addition to providing equipment to

of regularly
senters, the Center also conducts a number
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scheduled Marathon events.

Delivery of the listing of

presenter equipment needs to the Center about one week prior
to the beginning of the program helps their staff to organize

their efforts.

Additional requests received during the week

prior to the program can be communicated as they arrive.
The work load of the Media Center staff during the 1972-1973

programs necessitated the hiring of additional part-time
help.

A college student, selected by the Media Center but

paid by Marathon funds ($75 per Marathon), was added to the

Media Center staff for Marathon week.
The list of equipment requests to be delivered to
the Media Center should includes the day and time the equip-

ment is needed, the meeting room to which it is to be delivered, the type of equipment requested, and the name of
the person requesting the equipment.

The type of equipment

requested should be communicated as specifically as necessary
for the Media Center staff to determine what equipment

should be delivered (e.g., Requesting an overhead projector

needs no further explanation; however, simply requesting a

video-tape machine leaves many questions unanswered.

Is the

equipment to be used for recording or only playback?

Is it

to be

1"

or 2 " equipment?

Is it to be old or new format?)

Appendix A includes a sample of the listing of requested
equipment which is submitted to the Media center.
4

.

subMore film rental requests will usually be

limitations.
mitted than can be honored due to budget
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Although subjective judgment must prevail when
deciding
upon which requests to honor, it is suggested
that

Media

Center requests be given priority.

The Media Center staff

is in an excellent position to select and acquire
quality

films and they get excellent mileage from the film
rental

monies allocated to them.

As mentioned earlier, films are

a very popular part of the Marathon program and the
$180

expended for film rental could well be increased to reflect

their popularity.
5.

A listing of prerecorded video-tapes may be

acquired from the Media Center.

Those that are relevant to

Marathon objectives and activities can be scheduled with
more flexibility than is possible for most events.

They can

be utilized in any time slot and can be repeated as often as

necessary to accommodate Marathon participants.

Prerecorded

video-tapes from the Media Center should be scheduled relatively late in the scheduling period so that less flexible
events may be given scheduling priority.

Of course, video-

tapes should be scheduled early enough to be included in the
final schedule.
6.

Television monitors are placed in the hallways

throughout the School by the Media Center staff.

Announce-

ments and event changes, additions, and cancellations are

broadcast throughout the day.

The information to be broad-

cast is typed with a primary print typewriter on a six-inch
roll of paper by the Marathon staff.

The information is
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then delivered to the Media Center where it is placed on
a

rotating drum in front of a television camera.

Changes and

additions can be made on the roller throughout the day as
needed.

The television monitors also provide background

music which adds to the Marathon atmosphere.

Movies or

prerecorded video-tapes can be broadcast in this manner if
desired.

Auxiliary Marathon Activities and Services
A number of auxiliary Marathon services and activities,

not part of the basic Marathon program, help to make the

program more attractive and complete.

Most auxiliary

services are provided by people or organizations other than
the Marathon Office but the coordination of the services

are the responsibility of the Marathon staff.

Persons who

are to provide the services are usually contacted by the

Marathon staff and after arrangements for the service has
been made, the service is advertised by the Marathon Office
in both the preliminary and final schedule.

Auxiliary ser-

vices made available to the 1973 Spring Marathon participants included: making university credit available to

visitors as well as University of Massachusetts students,

providing for additional parking space, having food services
available at the School of Education, providing a child-care
placecenter for participants with children, and providing a

prospective
ment service for School of Education students and
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employers.
The 1973 Spring program also featured a social

evening in the form of a potluck supper and talent show the

Sunday evening before the opening of the Marathon for the
faculty and students of the School of Education, a balloon

flight from the School to publicize the beginning of the
program, and a rock band concert of Friday afternoon to

close the program.

Activities/Responsibilities

Alert the Flexible Curriculum Office at the

1.

School of Education of the scheduled Marathon
events so that they can make arrangements for

granting credit to University of Massachusetts
students.

Meet with representatives of the

Office of Continuing Education to plan procedures

for granting university credit to visitors.
2.

Make arrangements to utilize the church parking
lot located adjacent to the northern boundary
of the School of Education plot.

3

.

Contact individuals or organizations who may be
interested in providing food services to Mara-

thon participants and make arrangements to have

sufficient services available.
4.

Make arrangements to provide child-care services
children.
to Marathon participants with small
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5.

Make arrangements with the School of Education

Placement Office to provide placement services
at the Marathon.
6.

Plan, advertise, and coordinate a social evening

for School of Education faculty and students.
7

.

If possible, plan, advertise, and produce an

unexpected and unique event or happening which
will add to the excitement of the Marathon
program.

Method
1.

An efficient system for granting university

credit to University of Massachusetts students has been

designed and was in operation for the 1973 Spring Marathon.

Completed participation forms are delivered by the Marathon
Office to the Flexible Curriculum Office at the School of

Education.

The information necessary to record credit is

taken from each form and placed on a roster

v/hich is cir-

culated by the presenter at each Marathon event.

Partici-

pants wishing to recieve credit sign the roster which is

then returned to the Flexible Curriculum Office by the

presenter at the conclusion of each event so that credit
can be recorded.

Those participants wishing to receive

Univeruniversity credit, but who are not registered at the

manner but must
sity, sign the credit rosters in a similar
located in the
also stop at the Continuing Education table
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School of Education during Marathon week to make additional
arrangements.

The Continuing Education Office will be respon-

sible for the process of registration etc., but the procedures

for receiving credit should be advertised in the preliminary
and final schedule for the edification of prospective users.

Hallway space near the Marathon registration table should
be reserved for a Continuing Education information and

registration table.
2.

Parking space at the University is usually in

short supply and the added crowds of the Marathon cause mere

congestion than usual in the School of Education parking
lots.

A telephone call to the minister of the First Immanuel

Lutheran Church, located near and to the north of the School,
secured the utilization of the Church's rather large parking
lot during the 1973 Spring Marathon week.

University parking

procedures plus a notification of the availability of parking
space at the Campus Center parking lot were included in both
the Preliminary and Final Marathon Schedules.
3.

The Marathon provides an opportunity for energetic

groups or individuals to make a relatively large amount of

money by selling food and drinks at the School during Marathon week.

Most participants prefer not to leave the School

throughfor lunch and also utilize food services during breaks

out the day.

An average of more than $50° worth of food was

sold at the School each day of the Marathon.

If a marathon

or individual
staff member is not aware of an organization
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interested in providing food services, an announcement
in
the "Beacon" or the Massachusetts Daily Collegian will

attract a number of applicants.

Hallway space must be

reserved for this service or, weather permitting, a food
stand could be set up outside of the building.
4.

The Marathon staff does not have sufficient

human resources to plan and operate a child-care center.
However, child-care services should be made available to
participants.

For the 1973 Spring program, the Marathon

Office contracted with a School of Education doctoral student
to provide the services.

This arrangement proved to be

effective and satisfactory to both parties of the contract.
The cost to the Marathon Office in contracting for the

services

v/as

$200.

The doctoral student who received the

contract made efficient use of volunteer help and utilized
a number of donated or rented materials.

The child-care

center was located in the study room of Thatcher House, a
dormitory located near the School.

An average of from

twelve to fifteen children were cared for each day.

All

planning for the child-care center was done outside of the

Marathon Office but the services were advertised in the Preliminary and Final Marathon Schedules.

Again, if a member of

the Marathon staff is not aware of an individual or organ-

ization interested in providing the service, the opportunity
should be advertised.
5.

School of Education students seeking employment
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are provided an opportunity to submit vita sheets and any

other relevant information for the perusal of prospective
employers.

Arrangements for meetings and interviews are

coordinated when an interest is demonstrated.

The service

is advertised in the preliminary and final schedules but is

organized and administered by the Placement Office at the

School of Education.

Space for the service during Marathon

week is reserved by the Marathon Office.
6.

The social evening for School of Education members

before the beginning of the program is optional.

It can

either be contracted for or planned and produced by the

Marathon staff.

For the 1973 Spring event, the Marathon

Office supplied the drinks and eating utensils to those who
attended.

The potluck supper and amateur show were held in

the Mark's Meadow Cafeteria and were attended by about 120

people

v/ho

seemed to enjoy themselves and were very cornpli-

mentary to the Marathon staff.

^

More people would probably

attend the social gathering if it were repeated prior to
future Marathons.

instructions as to how to plan and produce an
to commuunexpected or unique event are probably impossible
by the Marathon
nicate in any detail. A brainstorming session

available may be a
staff and any other creative people

excitement-generating idea.
technique which would produce an
II set an excising
The balloon flight described in Chapter

Spring program.
tone and atmosphere for the 1973

The rock
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band concert did not produce results that were
as acceptable.
Less than 100 participants took part in the
event.
The lack

of popularity of the concert may have been
due to the fact
that the event was scheduled late in the
afternoon
of the

last day of an exhausting one week experience.

Marathon participants and some members of the
local
media have come to expect a newsworthy happening at
each
Marathon.

Implementing Marathon Week
The Marathon staff does a great deal of planning

prior to the opening of the Marathon program.

If the plan-

ning and organizing have been done effectively and completely, the program will nearly run by itself.

That the

Marathon nearly runs by itself is a result of the following
arrangements* presenters begin their sessions without an

introduction from a Marathon staff member, presenters make
their own travel and lodging arrangements, requested audiovidual equipment is delivered by the Media Center staff, and

credit rosters are the responsibility of the Flexible Curri-

culum Office.

Consequently, the Marathon staff is available

to work on the few responsibilities that must, by their very

nature, be met during Marathon week and are relatively free
to cope with problems that arise because of unforeseen

actions or circumstances.
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Activities/Responsibilities
1

.

Order and distribute any equipment or materials
requested from the University Physical Plant.

2.

Plan and implement a registration procedure for

Marathon participants.
3.

Man the Marathon registration and information
table throughout the week.

4.

Hang the large Marathon banner on the front of
the School of Education building.

5.

Type and reproduce the daily schedule addendum.

6.

Check that all auxiliary services are operating
according to plan.
Method

1.

Additional chairs to accommodate the Marathon

crowd are needed at the School of Education.

If participants

will be walking on the Mark's Meadow Gymnasium floor with
their shoes on, tarpaulines must be placed on the wooden
floor.

Eoth the folding chairs and the tarpaulines are

available from the University Physical Plant upon request.
and equipment
The Physical Plant staff will deliver materials

and equipment
to the School of Education but the materials

desired location by
must be distributed and placed in their
The 150 folding chairs and tarpaulines
the Marathon staff.
for the 1973 Spring
to cover a 100' x 60' floor requested
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Marathon proved to be a sufficient quantity to meet Marathon
needs.

Requests should be made to the Physical Plant at

least one month before the requested delivery of the equipment.

The equipment can be delivered the Friday afternoon

prior to the beginning of the Marathon and can be picked up
the Monday morning following the program.

These delivery

and pickup dates allow a weekend to place the equipment in
the desired location and a weekend to collect and organize

them for their return.
Participants did not register at the Marathon

2.

prior to the 1972-1973 programs.

At that time, a registra-

tion procedure was introduced to gather data which could be
utilized when planning for future programs.

The data

collected was written by participants on small slips of paper

which included space for their name, their address, and their
educational position or status.

Final schedules were dis-

tributed to participants upon registration.

A complete copy

of the schedule was also posted on a bulletin board in the
A written registration would not be necessary if

hallway.

data on which to base future program decisions were not
desired or if a relatively accurate count of participants
is not desired.
3.

Participants not familiar with the Marathon or

have a number
the University of Massachusetts Amherst Campus

of questions to ask of the Marathon staff.

Because the

participants
Marathon is not sequential in nature, first-time
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arrive every day and hour of Marathon week.

For these

reasons, it is suggested that a member of the Marathon staff
be available at the registration and information table at

all times when the program is in progress.

The table is

also a convenient place for presenters to find should they
have questions or find that problems have arisen with their

part of the program.

In effect, the Marathon Office moves

to the registration and information table for Marathon

week with someone remaining in the office to asnwer the
telephone
The Marathon program has a large banner (5' x 40')

4.

stating that "the MARATHON is on".

The banner is hung on

the front of the School of Education building on permanent

hooks which have been placed there specifically for this
purpose.

Placing the banner in position requires two or

three people, a ladder, and a good supply of cord.

The

banner is displayed on the morning of the opening of the program and is left in place throughout the week.

Care should

be taken to insure that the banner has been secured so as

not to be caught and torn by strong or gusty winds.
5.

The Marathon accommodated late program additions,

changes, and cancellations through a daily addendum sheet.

The information is compiled and typed by the Marathon staff
the
at about 4i00 P.M. each afternoon and is delivered to
so that
School of Education Printing Center for duplication

following morning.
it will be available to participants the
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The information is typed on a 17" x 22" sheet
which is then
reduced to one-half its original size by the
Printing Center.
The addendum sheet can also be printed on both
sides, which
in effect, allows four pages of regular type to
be reproduced

on one

8-g-

x 11" sheet of paper.

addendum sheet is also typed on a

The information on the
6"

roll in primary type to

be delivered to the Media Center for broadcast on hallway

television monitors.
6.

Auxiliary Marathon services help the program to

run smoothly and are a great source of public relations.

Frequently the Marathon staff can be of assistance to those
responsible for the services should they be faced with unforeseen problems.

A quick check to determine if everything is

functioning properly can also provide an opportunity for
requests to be made of the Marathon staff.

Persons and organ-

izations responsible for auxiliary services to the 1972-1973

Marathons were very competent and self-sufficient and consequently they played a large part in the total success of
the program.

Marathon Activity Timeline
The following section is designed to compile the

important dates or deadlines that have been suggested throughout this chapter and place them on a timeline which will

facilitate the planning of future Marathons.

Although each

component of the program has been discussed to the relative
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exclusion of other components, in actuality, many of
the
enabling objectives must be in the process of being
met

simultaneously.

The dates for Marathon activities that

follow should be viewed as suggestions, guidelines, or
a
basis from which decisions can be made rather than as
inf lexible dates and deadlines.

The dates are, however,

accurate as to what planning and activities took place in the

Marathon Office in preparation of the 1973 Spring Marathon.
To simplify the timeline and to make it more usable
to future Marathon planning, actual dates of the calendar

will not be used.

Instead, dates will be identified by

the number of days prior to the day the program is scheduled
to begin.

Kow far in advance of that date an activity is to

take place is determined by how far the number is from zero,
the number which designates the Monday of Marathon week.

Minus numbers designate dates after the program has begun
(e.g.,

If an activity is to take place one week prior to the

opening date of the program, it will be listed under the date
designated by the number seven.)

This section begins with

a calendar to facilitate the utilization of the simplified

numbering system and will continue with a listing of the
more important objectives to be accomplished on or by

particular dates.
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MARATHON ACTIVITY CALENDAR
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday F riday Saturday
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SUGGESTED DATES FOR MEETING THE MORE IMPORTANT
MARATHON ENABLING OBJECTIVES

Enabling Object;ive or Activity

Date
91

„

.

Meet with the Dean of Administrative Affairs to
finalize the Marathon budget.

90

Select and hire secretarial help as indicated by
the Marathon budget.

89

Begin the planning of the initial Marathon announcement

.

Contact selected periodicals to request infor-

mation in preparation of an advertising campaign.

Contact printers and ask them to submit bids on
the printing of the initial Marathon announce-

ment, the preliminary schedule, and the final

schedule.

Request address labels for recent School of Education graduates from the University Alumni Office.

Purchase advertising space in selected periodicals

and/or newsletters.

Deliver new addresses to be included on the mailing
list to the University Computing Center to be
key punched.

Deliver the mailing list computer cards to the
University Computing Center and have two sets of
address labels printed.

Deliver the original of the initial Marathon
announcement to the printer.
Have a check to pay the postage on the initial

Marathon announcements to be sent via fourthclass mail delivered to the University Post Office.

Contact persons or organizations in order to determine what meeting room space can be made available
to the Marathon program.

Delivery date of the initial Marathon announcements
to the School of Education by the printer.

Place address labels on the initial Marathon

announcements

Mail initial Marathon announcements that are to be
sent via fourth-class mail.

Deliver initial Marathon announcements to the
University Post Office to be mailed via campus
mail to University administrators, faculty, and

specialists

Distribute initial Marathon announcements at the
School of Education.

Deliver initial Marathon announcements to the
Five-College Area colleges.

Begin scheduling events on the scheduling matrixes
as participation forms are submitted.

Write a memo to School of Education center and
program directors requesting articles for
inclusion in the preliminary schedule.
V/

rite a news release announcing the Marathon and

deliver it to the University News Bureau.
'

Meet with a representative of the Continuing
Education Office to plan credit granting procedures for participants who are not University
students.
Plant for
Make a written request to the Physical
Marathon
materials or equipment to be used during

week.
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31

Deliver preliminary schedule originals to the
printer.

have a check to pay the postage on the preliminary
schedules to be sent via fourth-class mail delivered to the University Post Office.
26

Delivery date of the preliminary schedules to the
School of Education by the printer.

25

Place address labels on the preliminary schedules.

24

Mail preliminary schedules that are to be sent via

fourth-class mail.
21

Deliver preliminary schedules to the University
Post Office to be mailed via campus mail to

University administrators, faculty, and specialists.

Distribute preliminary schedules at the School of
Education.
20

Deliver preliminary schedules to the Five-College
Area colleges.

19

Design forms that are to be included in the final
schedule.

Deliver the participation forms to the Flexible
Curriculum Office so that they can print credit
rosters for Marathon events.

Design and print Marathon registration forms if
they are to be utilized.
10

Check the typed final schedule against the scheduling
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matrixes.

Deliver the final schedule originals to the
printer.

Deliver the lists of requested audio-visual equip-

5

ment to the Media Center.
4

A good date to have the preliminary schedule

included in the Massachusetts Daily Collegian
3

.

Delivery date of the final schedules to the School
of Education by the printer.

Type the addendum to the final schedule and have
it printed.

(This is also done daily throughout

the program.
2

Distribute equipment and/or materials that have
been delivered by the Physical Plant.

0

Hang the Marathon banner on the front of the School
of Education building.

Man the Marathon registration and information
table.

(This responsibility must be met daily

throughout the program.
-5

Gather the Physical Plant equipment that was
borrowed and put it in a form to be returned.

-7

Write thank you letters to presenters and anyone
who was facilitative in the operation of the
program.
staff
Three very important activities of the Marathon

20 ?

have not been listed on the preceding calendar as
they are

ongoing activities that cannot be met in one day or
by one
single intensive effort.

The important ongoing activities

include 1) the scheduling of events on the scheduling

matrixes as participation forms are submitted,

2)

the typing

in photo-ready form of the information to be included in the

preliminary and final schedules from the completed partici-

pation forms, and

3)

the sending of confirmation letters to

presenters after their event(s) has been scheduled.
It should also be cautioned that only the more impor-

tant enabling objectives or activities have been included in
the preceding list.

Minor activities not listed are neces-

sarily part of the daily routine of the Marathon staff.
Summary

Coordination abilities and skills are essential to a
staff responsible for the production of the Marathon.

Each

component is relatively simple and easy to accomplish in and
of itself, but many activities must be handled simultaneously.

By efficiently organizing the operations of the Marathon Office,
it is possible to insure that nothing is overlooked and that

objectives are met in such a way as to make the planning and

implementation of the program smooth and successful.

Knowing

what has to be accomplished and when it must be accomplished
is a prerequisite to the efficient organization of marathon

operations.
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A smooth-running and successful Marathon
program is

largely dependent upon the services which are -provided
by

individuals and organizations who are not under the direct
control of the Marathon Office.

These individuals can

behave in a facilitative or inhibiting manner.

To a degree,

their behavior is determined by the relationship which has

been established between them and the Marathon Office.

It

is suggested that efforts be made by the Marathon staff to

insure that facilitative relationships exist.

Being aware of

and responding to the problems or concerns of support service

personnel will help to establish the cooperative, facilitative

relationships that are desired.

CHAPTER

V

SUGGESTIONS AND SUMMARY

At this point, the reader should be acquainted with
a type of organization and a type of individual that encourages

and rewards innovative programs such as the Marathon (Chap-

ter II), the reader should be aware of the component parts
of the Marathon and their relationship to each other and
to the larger organization (i.e., the University of Massachu-

setts School of Education) (Chapter III), and he should be

familiar with the procedures necessary for planning and
implementing the program (Chapter IV).

In short,

the reader

should be in a position to decide if the adoption of the

program could meet objectives of his organization, if the

reproduction of the program would be feasible considering
the structure of the organization, and if his organization

possesses the resources to reproduce the program.

Chapter V

begins with a few suggestions as to how the Marathon program
at the School of Education might be broadened or improved,

and concludes with a brief summary in the form of additional

rationale favoring the adoption of the program by other

organizations
Suggestions
The basic concept of the Marathon (i.e., providing a
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pl3-"tform

"to

anyone desiring communica"tion on "topics of educa-

tional concern and advertising the event to prospective

program participants), would seem difficult to change without

destroying the basic concept of the program in total.

For

this reason, the following recommendations and/or suggestions
do not tamper with that concept, but instead, are operational,

structural, or enlarging in nature.

Physical Facilities
The need for more and more adequate meeting space

for Marathon events

v/as

obvious to anyone who participated

in the 1973 Spring Marathon.

It is to be expected that the

size of the program and the number of Marathon participants

will continue its steady growth and the physical facilities
have already proven themselves to be inadequate.

Approx-

imately twenty meeting areas with seating capacities ranging

from 20 to 200 should be available to the Marathon program
on a full-time basis during Marathon week or at least during

peak time slots if crowds the size of those attending the
1973 Soring program are to be accommodated.

It would also

be advantageous to have all of the meeting rooms located in
one or possibly two buildings rather than in numerous
headlocations as events scheduled outside of the Marathon

participants.
quarters building seem to be less attractive to
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Coordination With Local School Districts
A more organized attempt should be made to
coordinate

the Marathon with the in-service programs of area school

districts.

Choosing the dates of the Marathon before school

calendars are set and notifying area districts of Marathon

opportunities should increase Marathon participation from
the elementary and secondary schools of western Massachu-

setts in particular.

The bulk of those who will be respon-

sible for the educational experiences of students in 1980

are already employed by school systems now.

If the Marathon

objective of facilitating educational change and reform is
to be realized, the program must affect those already in

professional positions as well as those who are planning
educational careers.
Schedule Flexibility

Many of the potential flexible aspects of the Mara-

thon format are not being utilized.

Most Marathon events

are scheduled for one hour and are a complete program in

and of themselves, many are scheduled for two hours, and
few are scheduled for longer periods of time.

a

Potential

presenters should be informed of and encouraged to take

advantage of the many other scheduling alternatives which

might include

1

1)

sequential sessions which would build

from one day to the next,

2)

daylong or weeklong events
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which could be utilized to provide in-depth
coverage of one
basic topic, 3) open-ended sessions in which
the direction

and the degree of participation could be
negotiated between

presenters and participants, and 4) sessions by
School of
Education faculty members designed to introduce a
course
that may be offered later in the school year depending
upon
its Marathon reception.

Feedback to Presenters

Although Marathon presenters receive some verbal
feedback on their event from participants in the form of
oral comments and some nonverbal feedback in the form of

participant attendance, there remains a need for a more
organized system of feedback for those desiring it.

Many

presenters are experimenting at the Marathon and feedback

would help them to meet their objectives.

It may be possible

to produce a general feedback form which could be utilized

at the discretion of the presenter, or presenters could be

encouraged to design their own feedback system.

Selling the Marathon Concept
To help facilitate the horizontal growth of the Mara-

thon, consideration should be given to the possibility of

conducting a series of Marathon events on how to plan, sell,
and produce your own Marathon.

The event would be popular

with many of those not familiar with the School of education.
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The Marathon Office would be available
for a first-hand
in-depth view of how the program is organized
and coordinated.
Events of this nature should help to insure
that the Marathon
program is adopted by other organizations
that wish to meet
objectives which could be realized through the
Marathon
program format.

University-Wide Marathon
The Marathon program may be recognized, legitimized,

and institutionalized to the point that a successful Univer-

sity -v/ide Marathon would be possible.

The time in January,

between the end of the Fall Semester and the beginning of the

Spring Semester, would be an appropriate block of time for
the large event as it would not necessitate the cancellation

of regularly scheduled classes.

A University -wide Marathon

might be best organized as a number of separate school or

department Marathons happening simultaneously rather than to
try to coordinate all aspects of the program from one office.

Advertising and mailings could be coordinated by one office
with the scheduling of events and the coordination of other
resources being the responsibility of each school or department.

To lessen the risk of failure, the program may have

to be initiated on a relatively small scale in the beginning

and be allowed to grow organically as was the case with the

program at the School of Education.

One possibility could

be that one or two departments that are enthusiastic about
l
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the idea could join the program the first year
with others

joining the following year(s) if the smaller venture
proved
to be successful and popular.
Forcing departments

to become

part of the Marathon program against their wishes
could lead
"to

inhibiting behaviors which would in turn almost insure

the failure of the program.

Needless to say, the production

of a University Marathon would be at the risk of damaging an

already successful program, but the benefits that might be
derived from such a venture might well prove worthy of that
risk.

Weekly Marathon

Another somewhat less risky suggestion might be to
plan a one day Marathon each week within the School of Edu-

cation in addition to the one week events that are advertised nation-wide.

The effective utilization of the many

resources brought to the School of Education by graduate
students is never more visible than at the Marathon.

It

would be most advantageous to both students and faculty to

utilize these resources more frequently and in a more organized manner.

For sake of argument, suppose no faculty member

would teach courses on Wednesday of each week.

Instead,

graduate students or whoever desired to present programs

would be allowed to schedule them with ease,

xhese programs

would make up the education program at the School each Wednesday.

Advertising the offerings would be relatively simple as
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the program would last only one day instead of the normal

five and only University students would have to be notified
of the offerings.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian may be

a good vehicle for advertising such a program.

School of

Education faculty members could utilize their day free of
course responsibilities to plan, to meet with advisees, to

attend Marathon events, to make consulting trips, or to do

whatever they chose.
suggestion would be

Two other obvious advantages of this
1

)

the opportunity it would provide for

graduate students to learn from a wealth of relatively untapped resources, and 2) the opportunity it would provide for

doctoral students to share or experiment with previously
gained or newly found knowledge, skills, or perceptions.
Summary
The Marathon is a large, popular, and innovative

in-service and pre-service program that was born as a result
of

1

)

a system and organization that encouraged educational

change, creativity, and risk-taking, and 2) creative teachers,

administrators, and students willing to explore the unknown.
The growth of the Marathon from a one day event, attracting
to a
only participants from the Amherst, Massachusetts area,

nationally recognized one week program drawing participants
from across the country has been organic in nature.

New

enlarged, or
dimensions were added, tested, and incorporated,
result has been a
eliminated as the situation dictated. The
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program dedicated to the facilitation of
responsible educational change and reform.
The success of the program
is
proven by its popularity and perceived, if not
proven,

effectiveness.

Participants view the Marathon as a program

that provides an atmosphere highly conducive to
learning and
one that presents relevant information and
experiences
that

help to facilitate educational change.
The fact that the Marathon is very successful should

lead to the adoption of the program by organizations with

goals similar to those of the University of Massachusetts

School of Education.

As stated in Chapter

I,

three factors

or fears could be responsible for the limited horizontal

growth of the program.
1)

The Marathon could be perceived as

being very complex in design and implementation,

too expensive to produce, and

3)

2)

being

being too time consuming to

produce

When the size, scope, and benefits of the Marathon
are given adequate consideration, the cost of producing the

program is amazingly small.

A budget of $3333 plus a cost of

$3400 in graduate assistantships were the total costs in
producing the 1973 Spring Marathon, a program that drew more
than 8000 participants from 30 states and two foreign countries.

True, ongoing costs of operating the School of Educa-

tion continued during Marathon week, but that would be true
and expected of most educational organizations that implement

supplementary programs.

The Marathon can be considered an
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inexpensive approacn

"to

providing massive pre-service and

in-service opportunities to students, teachers, administrators, and laymen.

Procedures for planning and implementing the program
require efficient administrative and coordinative skills and
abilities, but although the activities and responsibilities
of the Marathon Director are numerous, they are not complex

or difficult.

In effect, the job of Marathon Director

simply requires 1) that he schedule presenters who volunteer

their services, 2) that he inform potential participants of
the educational opportunity, and

3)

that he coordinate the

support services that make the program more attractive
(e.g., credit granting services, food services, etc.)

Know-

ing what activities and responsibilities are crucial to the

program and knowing when and how they can be more effectively
achieved, make the production of the program a relatively

simple task.

This document should provide the necessary in-

formation to learn of those activities and responsibilities
and should also provide information as to how and when

objectives can be met.

Though a thorough study of the Marathon substantiates
is
the claim that it is not an expensive program and that it

relatively simple to plan and implement, the study has also
and
made it quite obvious that administering, coordinating,

implementing the program is quite time consuming.

An esti-

implementing the
mate of the man-hours spend in planning and
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1973 Spring Marathon would be about 800 when the hours of

both graduate assistants, the part-time secretary, and volunteer office help are totaled.

ship of the writer (i.e.

,

Because the graduate assist—

Marathon Director) was also part

of his doctoral program of study, and because the position

of Marathon Director was enjoyable and exciting, the time

spent on the program seemed much less than it was in actuality.

Lest the fact that 800 hours were needed to produce

the program (i.e., to perform the activities and meet the

responsibilities outlined in Chapter IV) frighten those considering its adoption, it should be noted that a program of
the size and scope of the Marathon would not have to be pro-

duced in order to retain the concept of the program.

Similar

programs of shorter duration, programs designed to attract

fewer presenters and participants, and programs encompassing

smaller geographic areas could be coordinated with less
effort without changing the basic characteristics of the

Marathon (e.g., One single high school could produce a
Marathon program for only its students, parents, and community
members.

}~

When both the success of the Marathon and the ease
wibh which it can be implemented are considered, there seems
little justification for interested organizations not taking
to meet
advantage of the program by adopting or adapting it

their own unique objectives.

APPENDIX

A
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1973 SPRING MARATHON BUDGET /EXPENDITURES

Printing
Initial Marathon Announcement
Preliminary Schedule
Final Schedule
Special Printing*

$1781.95
$

232.50
300.70
1003.75
245.00

Secretarial Assistance

313.30

Postage
Initial Marathon Announcement
Preliminary Schedule
Regular First-Class Mail
Special Mailing*

268.27
60.95
80.67
20.40
106.25

Presentor Expenses

189.69

Film Rental

180.28

Advertising...

66.12

Staff Mileage and Expenses

60.70

Computer Services
Card Punching
Address Labels

27.70
9.80
17.90

25.87

Office Supplies

Miscellaneous
Supplementary Services
Entertainment (Rock Band,
Puppet Show, etc.)
Additional Media Center Staff
Total

419.22

169.23
174.99
75.00

$3333.10

the Marathon
*A mailing list including 12,500 nemes was acquired by
clip out
address
an
included
Office. Marathon information which
to be placed
wished
form to be completed and returned if that person
This process
each.
to
on the permanent Marathon mailing list was sent
permanent
the
resulted in approximately 1000 names being added to
Marathon mailing list.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST

MEMORANDUM
from
To

Jerry. Tomas ^
Marathon Coordinators
C en ter .and Program Directors

.?]?uck..

date

January 15, 1973

subject... Coordination. of Marathon. Event. Of f e.f ingg
.

.

.

.

Last semester we asked that all centers and programs select
a member of
their group to generate Marathon offerings and to coordinate
the
scheduling of those events. About half of the centers and
programs
arranged for this link between School of Education members and
the
Marathon office, and it resulted in a program of quality, quantity,
and diversity.
We offered a 60-hour program containing 500 events*
and a total of 750 hours of experiences. We expect the
Spring *73
Marathon to be even larger. Evaluations of our Fall Marathon were
very positive and we have nearly doubled our mailing list due to the
growing interest of educators from the Amherst area and from across
the
country.
About 1,000 new people have asked to receive Marathon information since our Spring *72 offering.

We would again request that you select someone from your group to
1) serve as a communications link between your group and the Marathon
office, 2) help us to generate Marathon offerings, and 3) to coordinate
the scheduling of your events.
If you should want more information or
would like either Jerry Tomas or Chuck Schwahn to meet with your group,
please call us at 5-1585 or stop at Room 227 (we have moved) and we
will be happy to work with you.
The Marathon is a fine opportunity to acquaint educators with the goals,
activities, membership, and expertise of your center or program. We
hope that School of Education faculty and students use this opportunity
and again help us to offer a program in which we can take pride.

Please have your representative contact us as soon as possible so that
we can furnish them with appropriate materials.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation.

fie

<i'/

f

uiAet&/
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Dear Colleague,
The 1972 Fall Marathon was a huge success.
We were able to offer a diverse
program as well as one of quality and Quantity.
Six thousand participants
were able to choose from a listing of five
hundred events. Our Spring
Marathon wrU be offered during the week of April
9-13, 1973 and we hope
that with your support and cooperation we will
be able to continue the
steady growth of the Marathon program.

A short description is no doubt necessary for those
not familiar with the
Marathon program. Briefly, during Marathon Week,
the School of Education
excuses nearly all of its classes and sponsors a
variety of events in the
form of workshops, lectures, seminars, films,
projects or whatever. The
Marathon is designed to provide a platform for discussing
and exchanging
new, pertinent and innovative educational ideas of
your choice.
Eight to
twenty different experiences are usually scheduled at any
one time with
the program beginning in the morning and running into the
late evening
(8 am to 10 pm)
Past Marathons have brought presentors and participants
from all over the United States as well as from foreign countries to
the
University of Massachusetts campus. The Marathon has grown from a one
day 10 hour schedule to a full week 60 hour schedule containing 750 hours
of events.
.

We would again like to extend an invitation to you as an educator to
conduct an event of your choosing at the Spring Marathon. Response to the
Fall Marathon request was tremendous and we hope that you will have the
desire and the time to participate again this Spring. The Marathon has
proven to be a worthwhile experience for both presentors and participants.
We welcome you to come and share an idea, concept, perception or skill with
participants interested in you and in your topic.
If you can be with us for a day or more as a presentor, please complete the
attached form and return it to us as soon as possible. We mail out a
preliminary schedule about three weeks prior to the Marathon and would
therefore like to have you return the form as soon as you can. If they are
in our office by March 7, you can be assured that they will be included.
Events received after March 7 but prior to March 30 will be announced in our
final schedule. We will also have mechanisms available to schedule events
at the last minute should it be necessary.
We will contact you to confirm
all arrangements as soon as we can.

For more information, please call (413)545-1585 or stop at Room 227,
School of Education.

Sincerely

*huck

Schwahn and/err^ Tomas, Coordinators

r
uiAet/A

y/ru vert//y
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THIS LETTER WAS INCLUDED AS PART OF
THE
INITIAL MARATHON ANNOUNCEMENT

Dear Colleague:

would like to extend to you a sincere invitation
to attend the School of
U
t
S
Ani ual Mara thon.
This spring, Marathon Week will begin
Q^‘
}
a pril 9th at
the University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Campus.
I

^

^

For more than four years our School has been
committed to the reform of
education in the 20th century world. We believe
that the process of learning
is the natural right of and an exciting
gift to every man, woman, and child
n he face of this planet.
It is the job of the institution of education
to facilitate and extend this right, and to a large
extent our social health
depends on the quality of that job. Unfortunately,
education has failed to
keep pace with a rapidly evolving humanity. The
result is not only that
individuals are being deprived of an important element of
life, but that our
society is festering with a number of illnesses which could
be cured with the
help of a dynamic and progressive educational system.

The School of Education at the University of Massachusetts is a diverse
community of students, faculty, and staff united only by a common commitment
to improving education.
It is impossible to ascribe to such a varied group
any particular objectives.
But it would be fair to say that the work of our
institution to date has been characterized by two general thrusts. First,
we have demonstrated a commitment to change. Second, we have exemplified*
the strategy of change through the testing of alternatives.
Our Marathon is simultaneously a symbol of these goals and a way of meeting
them.
It drains together people and ideas from all over the world and
assembles them in one location. The result is an intensive educational
smorgasboard of theory and practice, ideas and examples. By simply wandering
through our halls you can put yourself in touch with a myriad of educational
alternatives
All of this costs you nothing; it is our service to the broadest educational
community. We look forward to seeing you as a participant in Marathon Week,
and perhaps even hearing your additions to the realm of educational reform.
Sincerely,

Dwight W. Allen
Dean

DWA:nk
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fHOOL OF EDUCATION

September 20, 1972

Dear Graduate Student,
The Fall MARATHON is scheduled to be held November 13-17. We would
like you to be part of it, both as a presentor and as a participant.
Let me give you a quick explanation of our program. During Marathon
week, the School of Education excuses all classes and sponsors a
variety of events in the form of workshops, lectures, seminars, films,
projects, or whatever. The Marathon is designed to provide a platform
for discussing new and pertinent educational ideas of your choice.
Five to twelve different experiences are usually scheduled at any one
time, with the program beginning early in the morning and continuing
into the late evening. We are projecting in excess of 400 hours of
different events to be on our schedule from which participants may
pick and choose those which are relevant to them.

There is a tremendous amount of talent and expertise among graduate
students of which we would like to take full advantage. You may wish
to have a part in the program as an individual, or you may wish to
provide an activity or presentation as a group.
Let me hear from you. You may fill out and return the attached form,
call Chuck Schwahn or Jerry Tomas at 545-1585, or stop at Room 222 B,
School of Education. Time is short, so please contact us as soon as
possible. We would like to include your part of the program in our
preliminary schedule.

You will enjoy the experience.

Chuck Schwahn
Jerry Tomas
Coordinators

jpg

&

Stfm/e /U
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JHOOL OF EDUCATION

September 20, 1972

Dear Faculty Member,
The School of Education is in the process of scheduling events to take
place at the Fall MARATHON, November 13-17. We would like to extend
an invitation to you to join us in providing a program of the highest
quality to educators of the area and the country.

The Marathon has served as a platform for expressing new and pertinent
ideas on subjects relating to education, and will continue as such.
We project having in excess of 400 hours of different activities scheduled for the week from which the participants may choose those which
are relevant to them.
It is our hope that the large, talented, and diverse faculty of UMass
will provide a sound base on which to build a program worthy of being
sponsored by our institution.

If you can commit some time to this endeavor, please fill out the
attached form and return it as soon as possible. We would like to
publish a preliminary schedule, and time is short.

Thank you for giving the Marathon your consideration.
forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely

Chuck Schwahn &
Jerry Tomas
Coordinators

JP8

We will look

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST
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MEMORANDUM
FROM C h.^ ck Schw ahn and Jerry Tomas
.

TO

date

Feb.

16, 1973

Graduate Students

subject

s.Pf ing

Waratbon

(April 9-13)

The success (especially as it relates to the number
and aualitv of offerings) of
the Fall Marathon was due in large part to the
School of Education Graduate
Students.
The purpose of this correspondence is to ask you
once again to give
of your time and expertise.
We expect an even larger number of participants
at the Spring Marathon and would therefore like
to offer a program listing a
minimus of 600 events. More than 1000 people have asked
to be placed on our
mailing list since the Fall Marathon and all indications
point towards more
interest than ever before.

While you participation at the Marathon as a presentor is both a
service to
the School of Education and a service to the community, it
is also of benefit
to you.
Not only does it provide an opportunity to show and share your
concerns but it also provides you with visabilitv and recognition.
The
number and quality of the human resources in the pool of graduate students
at
the School of Education never ceases to amaze us.
Please take some time to think about what you would like to do with us, fill
out the attached participation form, and turn it in to room 227 before March 7
if you can.
Your event will then be included in the preliminary schedule which
is distributed to nearly 8000 interested people.
If you need additional
information, please stop at room 227 for give us a call.
(545-1585)

Thank you in advance for your cooperation.

22 ?

PARTICIPATION FORM
Spring Marathon - April 9-13
School of Education, University of Massachusetts

Please return to Chuck Schwahn, Room 227, School of Education, UMass by
March 7, 1973 for inclusion in the preliminary schedule or by March 30 for
listing in the final Marathon schedule. Events received after March 30 will
be listed in a supplementary schedule.

TITLE OF PRESENTATION:
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EVENT (as you would like it to appear in the final
schedule)

NAME AND TITLE OF PERSON (S) MAKING THE PRESENTATION:

LENGTH OF TIME NEEDED FOR THE EVENT:

1 hr.

2

hrs.

hrs.

HOW MANY TIMES DO YOU WISH TO MAKE THE PRESENTATION:
Mon.

SCHEDULE ON THE FOLLOWING DAY:

BETWEEN THE HOURS OF:

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

8

am - 12 noon

12 noon - 4 pm

4

pm -

7

7

pm

Fri.

pm - 10 pm

DESCRIPTION OF AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT NEEDED (If you have access to your own
please use it)
:

NAME:

PHONE:

ADDRESS:
.

(Where you can be reached to confirm scheduling):

! More participation forms are available at the Marathon Office, Room 227,
School of Education, UMass. Phone: (413) 545-1585.
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NEWS RELEASE
SUBJECT:

Education Marathon, School of Education, University of Massachusetts

The School of Education, University of Massachusetts announces that plans
are

well under way for another Educational Marathon.

The dates for the Fall Marathon

have been set for November 13-17.
The Marathon is a prominent part of the total effort towards relevant and

innovative programs at the School of Education.

Briefly, the Marathon provides

platform for exchanging and discussing new, pertinent, and innovative ideas in

a

the field of education.

Regular classes are suspended in the School of Education

and are replaced by a variety of events that run from 8 A.M. to 10 P.M. daily.

Five to twelve events are scheduled for each time period and participants are
jrged to attend those relevant to their wants and needs.

Attendance at the Marathon is free of charge and students from the University
of Mass,
of

may receive academic credit in the form of "modules" for attending events

their choice.

Past Marathons have brought presentors and participants from

icross the United States as well as from many foreign countries.

Projections for

iJovember 13-17 are to have approximately 400 hours of events scheduled for more

:han 5000 participants.

Events will be in the form of workshops, seminars, lectures,

;roup discussions, simulations, film festivals, etc.
•e

A preliminary schedule will

available on October 25.
The School of Education is committed to community service and the Marathon is

me important expression

of that commitment.

For more specific and detailed information, vou are urged to contact Chuck Schwahn,
larathon Coordinator, School of Education, University of Massachusetts, Phone:
.45-1585.

I

(413)

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Dear

>

Thank you for accepting our invitation to be part of the Spring Marathon
Because of our many volunteers, we have been able to plan a program
program.
that is wide in scope and high in quality. Approximately 500 hours of events
will be scheduled.
Your event (s) will appear in our final schedule as follows. The final
schedule will include a brief description of your event in addition to the
title, time and location.
EVENT TITLE

DATE

TIME

LOCATION

attendance for
May we ask one more favor? It will be necessary to record the
credit.
modular
those participants attending your event who wish to receive
This chore may be accomplished as follows:
(1)

(2)

(3)

the window of
On your arrival at the School of Education, stop at
Room 121 and pick up a blank roster.
to receive
Sometime during your event have each participant wishing
particihave
to
time
own
your
(Pick
credit sign the class roster.
to
order
in
possible
as
accurate
pants sign the form, but be as
event.)
your
assure that all signees have indeed attended
of the School
Return the completed form to the window of Room 121
of Education at the conclusion of your session.

happy to provide assistance.
Should you need help with this task we will be

Marathon office look forward to meeting
We at the School of Education and the
find the Marathon to be as exci mg
and working with you. We hope that you
as we have.
Sincerely,

Chuck Schvjahn and
Marathon Coordina

oimno/t

'utSel/S'
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

April 25, 1973

Dear
We were extremely pleased with the MARATHON program, attendance,
evaluations, etc., and want to thank you and the other 499 people
who helped to make it all possible. We think that it was the best
ever and the feedback we have received has helped to substantiate
that claim.

When we tell those interested in the Marathon about our limited
budget, they are amazed that the program can be offered to so many
Needless to say, our first explanation attempt
for so little.
includes telling of all the volunteer help we receive from presentors
who come to us enthusiastic, competent and free of charge. You may
be interested to know that we were able to offer in excess of 600
events to approximately 2000 participants per day and although the
Friday attendance was down as one would expect, the first four days
and evenings of the week were especially well attended. We are
already in the process of locating more and better space for the
Fall ’73 Marathon.
will
This letter will also serve to introduce Sheila Inderlied who
She assisted this
direct Marathon activities next school year.
things for next
better
and
bigger
planning
already
Spring and is
is hoping for
and
system
our
with
familiar
Sheila is very
year.
your continued cooperation.

would take
Please excuse the form letter but 500 personal notes
you from
thank
sincere
more time than we have. Please accept a
staff.
Marathon
the
Dean Dwight Allen, the School of Education, and

Sincerely,

MONDAY, APRIL 9, 1973
PRELIMINARY SCHEDULE

3-4

p.m.

THE ROLE OF FUTURISM IN EDUCATION.
School of Education.

3-4

p.m.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION IN THE OPEN CLASSROOM 7
Educational Consultant.

3-4

p.m.

DEBATE: SHOULD YOUR DAUGHTER BE TAUGHT BY A
SCHOOL OF ED GRADUATE’
Video taped debate between Dwight Allen and Michael
Arbib, Chairman. Dept, of Computer and Information Sciences.

3-4

p.m.

DRUG EDUCATION: FULL CIRCLE. William J.Gastall, Doctoral
Candidate v Center for Humanistic Education, UMass.

3—4

p.m.

HOW TO FORM AH ALTERHATIVE SCHOOL.

3-4

p.m.

THE INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILD.
Human Potential Center, UMass.

231
Chris Dede, Asst. Professor

Randall N.Kavet,

The National Alternative School

Dr.

Pattabi Raman

3-4

p.m.

A VISUAL APPROACH

3-4

p.m.

TRAINING FOR A USEFUL LIFE. Harold M. Hutchings, Project
Coordinator & John Bellows, Vocational Counselor.

3

—

4 p.m.

TO LITERATURE FOR THE NON-READER.
tini, Eagle Hill School Teacher of Language.

TEACHING DIFFICULT CONCEPTS WITH FILM.
Professor, Media Center.

Ron Alber-

Reginald G. Darner ell, Assoc.
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MONDAY, APRIL 9, 1973
FINAL SCHEDULE
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Time

Room

1:00 - 2:00 p.m.
Lewis Rec Room
FOLK DANCING. Ralph Jones.
Elementary Balkan Folk Dancing. Lots of teaching.

Lex

6431(3)

Mods

5

1:00 - 2:00 p.m.

Graduate Research Center Rm #127
6523
FACILITATING PARENT-CHILD COMMUNICATION. Allison Rossett, Northeast
Regional Media Center for the Deaf.
Discussion, viewing and analysis of a parent-education program and the
open-ended materials designed as the basis for this program. The program
(written materials and visuals) is based on the needs of hearing parents
and their deaf children.

1:00 - 2:00 p.m.
Int’l Ed Meeting Rm (Montague)
6725
5
THE CIVIL RIGHTS OF STUDENTS: FREE SPEECH & FREE PRESS. David Schimmel,
Professor, UMASS.
A short workshop on issues such as Free Speech and Free Press of Public
School students using actual controversies that went to court.

1:00 - 2:00 p.m.
122
6647(2)
5
THE FLEXIBLE CURRICULUM.
Phil Christensen, Director, Modular Systems
Development Program.
An introduction to the rationale behind the flexible curriculum, and a
look at how modular credit has actually worked in practice.

128
1:00 - 2:00 p.m.
5
6683(2)
NEW DIRECTIONS IN ADULT EDUCATION: ADULT LEARNING CENTERS. Dr. Mark Rossman, Asst. Professor.
Discussion and presentation of a 26 min. film describing Adult Learning
Centers in Massachusetts.

1:00 - 2:00 p.m.
M.M. Room 149
6811(10)
5
OBSERVATION OF OPEN CLASSROOM. Dorthea Hudelson, Demonstration Teacher Kindergarten - grade 1 & 2.
Observation and discussion of an open classroom with staff members Marks Meadow observation corridor - room 149.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST
-

MEMORANDUM
ROM

Chuck Schwahn, Marathon Office

q

School of Education Media Center

UBJECT

Audio-visual equipment for Marathon events

DATE

234

April 2, 1973

— Thursday,

April 12

TIME

PLACE

EQUIPMENT

8-9 am
8— 11am

21A1
128
21A1
21
21C
Aud.
21A2
21C
21B1
122
21B2
21C
128
21C

3400 Sony 1/2" playback and monitor
record player
slide projector, screen
slide projector, screen
screen
16mm projector
Sony 1" VTR, monitor
2 slide projectors, 2 super-eight proj
16mm projector, screen
overhead, screen
colored video cassette, monitor
2 slide projectors, 2 super-eight proj.
16mm projector, overhead, screen
2 slide projectors, 2 super-eight proj.,
screen
slide projector, screen
2 slide projectors, cassette audio tape
player, screen
screen
reel-to-reel tape recorder, screen
16mm projector, screen
16mm projector, slide projector, overhead,
screen
16mm projector, screen
Sony 1/2" VTR playback, old format
overhead, screen
screen

9-10am
10- 11am
10-llam
ll-12noon
12-lpm

12-2pm
l-2pm

l-3pm
3-4pm
5- 7 pm

7-8pm
7—8 30pm
7-9pm
:

7-10pm
8-9 :30pm
8— 10pm

128
226
21
122

21A1
128
Aud.
122
226
21C

Equipment requests received between now and Thursday, April 12 will be
delivered to the Media Center as they arrive at the Marathon Office.

Thank you.

MARATHON
LATEST ADDITIONS AND CHANCES-

-TUESDAY, APRIL 10, 1973

DAILY ADDENDUM SHEET

TUESDAY ADDITIONS
Lex#

6830

,

currSw

Carpenter ^consultant ^on
concerns and presenting alternative
Lex#

6829

’
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"d '^ 1 "* gl “ b>1 survIv
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Of education work togetder to coordinate
.„d .cconpi,.;

Lex#

6820(5)

„
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TUESDAY CHANGES
Lex#

6449

STRATEGIES FOR EDUCATIONAL CHANGE, Dean Dwight
Allen, will be one hour(12-l p.m.)
rather
than 12-2 as previously scheduled.

TUESDAY CANCELLATIONS
Lex#

6772

AESTHETICS CENTER OPEN HOUSE, Grad. Research
Center, Rm
Will be held on Wednesday only
Graduate Research

127
Center, Rm. 127; 1-6:30.

Lex#

6559(2)

HOW TO CHANGE THE SCHOOLS FROM INSIDE: TEACHERS
AS CHANGE AGENTS.
presentations have been cancelled.

9-11 a.m.

doth

WEDNESDAY ADDITIONS
Lex#

6840

2-3 p.m.

International Ed Meeting Room, Montague House.
ZPG: A POPULATION GAME
Students
SUrVlVal Cl3SS
A ^dent-designed board game to Produce
some f
of the principles of zero population growth.

TT

Lex#

6837

-

™

A1
DE L0PM T 0P A BILINGUAL PROGRAM FOR
SPANISH-SPEAKING ELEMENTARY
school” CHILDREN.
CHTr'nREN
SCHOOL
Jim Leonard, Principal, Washington Community
School in Lvnn, MA.
The administrative problems encountered in the
development of an
1

'

"

^

initial TBE program..

“

™

Lex#

6821(2)

p,m *
A1
E SASSI PRE p VIDEO CLINIC.
®7?
Robert Russell, Director, Video
Clinic, SASSI Prep. Springfield, MA.
Brief evaluation of one alternate school's development
of the use of video as a major learning activity.
Emphasis on systems vs. cost.
Also offered 4/13/73: 11-12 noon. Auditorium.

Lex#

6835

rad Res> Center Tower
P ra
202
FRANKLIN ROUSE ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL, North
nZ?,
: ; u?
Philadelphia.
A small storefront school for Junior and senior high school
students who
have had problems cooing in their regular schools. The school
is predominately Black
with several Puerto Picans. The 50 students and 14 staff
members are funded by the
Philadelphia Board of Education. A slide/tape presentation.
‘

-

’

-

Lex#

6828

9-10 a.m.
Hamlin House Lounge. CREATIVE DRAMA WORKSHOP. Kate Austin, teacher of
Creative Drama in Quincy, MA. Public Schools. Exploration of mime, movement
and
improvisation.

Lex#

6802

4:30 - 6:00 p.m.
Grad. Res. Center, Rm. 301.
Listen to ME for a change! Judy
Bessette, Community Relations/ Education, Spectrum House, and Barbara Boisseau, Health
Coordinator, Ayer, MA. Public Schools. Open discussion with eight teenagers four of
them now living in a drug treatment program ar.d four of them in a public high school
on how school has affected their behavior.

—

Lex#

6820(5)

2-4 p.m. daily.
Lewis House music room, main floor.
ADULTS PRESENT THEIR VIEWS FROM PERSONAL EXPERIENCE.
additions above.

Lex#

6836

3:30 - 4 p.m.
Grad. Res. Center, Tower Rm. 202.
SLIDE SHOW ON COMMUNITY IDENTITY AND
LIFE STYLES. Jon Barkin, Aesthetics Center. Produced for the Boston University
Comprehensive drug addiction program.

Lex#

6842

3:30 - 5p.m.
Meet in 121 Lounge (just inside front door of School of Ed). Jed
Williamson, Outward Bound Course Director and Teacher Educator, Univ. of New Hampshire.
Some "up and over the wall" type of challenges.
Do them and explore their uses in
personal discovery and team building.

Lex#

6429(2)

6-7 P.m.
Rm. 122.
UNIVERSITY INVOLVEMENT IN THE COMMUNITY. Bill Burke. Check
Monday 4-5 in your schedule for description.
Also offered: 4/12/73; 7-8 Montague Attic, instead of 4-5 as previously scheduled for
Thursday.
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VOICES FROM PRISON— CHILDREN AND
See description in Tuesday

1973 SPRING MARATHON EVALUATION
1.

City

State
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2.

Occupation and/or position (Please circle
those which apply)
Student

Teacher

Public School
3.

Administrator

Private School

Layman

Parent

Other

College or University

How did you learn about the existence of the
Marathon? (Please circle
those which apply)

Mailings

News Media

Word of Mouth

Other

^

eel that a substantial amount of learning has
taken place for me
(Please circle one number)

Strongly Agree

1234567

Strongly Disagree

8.

I think that the Marathon is a useful
vehicle for providing the
knowledge, skills, and/or perceptions necessary to
facilitate
educational change.

9.

Strongly Agree

6.

The informal atmosphere and the structure of the Marathon
enhances
the learning process.

5.

Strongly Agree
7.

1234567

1234567

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Disagree

What did you like best about the Marathon?

What parts of the Marathon should be eliminated?

What additions should be made to the Marathon?

10. Approximately what financial expenses did you incur in order to attend

the Marathon?

Of my total expenses,
$
than personal.
.

11.

I

attended

was paid by sources other

days and
(number)

12.

$

Additional Comments:

events.
(number)
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marathon evaluative interviews
The twenty-one interviews
included in this section of the

appendix were conducted by Mr. Tom
Pequin during the 1973 Spring
Marathon. The interviews have been
edited slightly to make them
more "readable" but the interviews
have not been changed in substance.
Thoughts or opinions as written in
this section accurately communicate
those available on the audio tapes
which are part of the Marathon

Office files.
Care was taken to insure that persons
from various educational

positions or status and persons from
various geographic areas would
be interviewed.

Mr. Paquin selected those to be
interviewed in a

random fashion after position/status and
geographic areas were
considered but did not follow a systematic
process for making the

random selections.
The interviews were quite structured.

Mr. Paquin basically

asked each interviewee to respond to the
following questions.
1.

What was your motivation for attending the Marathon?

2.

After looking at the schedule of events and attending
events,
are your expectations being met?

3.

Do you think that the Marathon is an effective change or
intervention strategy?

4.

In your opinion, does the design of the Marathon facilitate
or inhibit your learning?

5.

Are you finding the content of the events relevant to your
needs or desires?

6.

Are there parts of the Marathon that you would like changed?
Deleted? Added?

7.

Are you impressed with the Marathon to the point that you
would encourage your friends or colleagues to attend?

8.

How did you learn of the Marathon?

TRANSCRIBED INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED AT THE 1973
SPRING MARATHON
Interview #1
Carol Archie
51 Louise Court
New Britain, ct

Position or status

:

High School Math Teacher

WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?
I have a friend who has seen some of the
instructors here,
who has heard about them, who teaches at the junior high
level and she is very much in to the humanistic approach
to
education and being at a secondary level, I feel a big lack
of humanistic education.
it is much colder and I think there
has got to be a whole change at the secondary level, especial^
math.
Math makes it hard to implement the humanistic
aspect.
I did a couple of values clarification type things
on a rainy day the day before a vacation.
_

HAVE YOU HAD SOME TRAINING IN VALUES CLARIFICATION?

—

No really just from my friend who has had it and kind of
passed it on.
I was here for Sid Simon last night.
it was
very good--both his and Jack Canfield's sessions were good.
All of this information on Marathon events came from my
roommate who has had more exposure to it.

AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING EVENTS,
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?
I wish I could stay here longer.
It is really good.
This is
my first direct exposure to this program.
I am really enjoying it.
I'm finding it difficult for myself to rethink my
own position as a math teacher and to get away from just
teaching the cognitive math skills.
I realize these other
things I should be responsive to self-awareness, self-image,
etc., they should be one of my goals.
I guess this is where
I feel my frustration in teaching.
I can’t operationalize
those fuzzy concepts.
It's kind of hard in a set high school
curriculum where you've got to supposedly finish twelve chapters by the end of the year, and you are two chapters behind
the kids just don't get it. Where is the time left to ask
them "Hey, who are you?" and "Where are you going?" in a math
I've had a
class.
It's really kind of hard and frustrating.
for
preparation
secondary academic background with very little
the other aspects of teaching in secondary. This is why I am
really reaching out right now, whereever I can get it and see
how I can mix the two.
I feel the need for both cognitive
and affective development, especially on the secondary level.

—

ARE YOU HERE ON RELEASED TIME FROM YOUR JOB?
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Yes, I applied for a professional day and
surprisingly
it
X will be back on the job tomorrow.

I

got

DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARATHON IS AN EFFECTIVE
CHANGE OR
INTERVENTION STRATEGY?

think it's great.
I think more colleges should do this.
e
eri
ence with teacher preparation programs
°f ?P
and I think this
is fantastic.
Just getting away from the
studies and getting down to more stress on the people that
you are going to be teaching is especially good.
I

IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE MARATHON FACILITATE
OR INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?
i think it s good.
Just the fact that everything is basically
held in this building helps me to get to a lot of places. I
think the time elements are pretty good.
I haven't had too
much conflict in being able to choose something. The things
I'm interested in seem to be pretty well spaced so that I can
get a taste of different aspects of the same thing.

ARE YOU FINDING THE CONTENT OF THE EVENTS RELEVANT TO YOUR
NEEDS OR DESIRES?
Yes, very much.

ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED?
DELETED? ADDED?
I really haven't given it any thought.
I haven't been to
enough things yet. Maybe if I were to be here the whole
week, but right now I don't see any.
I'm enjoying going to
each separate session. There weren't too many offerings in
math.
I am also teaching computers at the high school level.
This is my first year and I was hoping that there would be
more on computers. There is one event today but I don't
think it has anything to do with what I'm doing.

DID YOU GET A PRELIMINARY SCHEDULE?
Yes, and we picked the day we thought would have the most
offerings we were interested in.

ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?
I think that adminiYes, I wish they were all here today.
strators especially should get more involved in this type of

thing
HOW DID YOU LEARN ABOUT THE MARATHON?

24l
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I heard about it from my friend who was
here for the Fall
Marathon.
I think she heard about it from an
instructor
Central Connecticut who was in the education department. at

Interview #2
Phil DeTurk
Shepherd Knapp School
Boylston, Ma.

Position or status: Headmaster

WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?
I always attend Marathons.
I don't preplan my visits to the
Marathon and I react kind of serendipidously to things that
are presented. Meeting people that I haven’t seen for a long
time before is one of the real pluses of the Marathon.

THEN YOU SEE THE MARATHON AS A SOCIAL EVENT MORE THAN AN
EDUCATIONAL EVENT?
Well, not more than, but equally important. This is true for
not only people from this institution, but for people from
wide geographical areas.

AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING EVENTS,
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?
I expect there to be some very good things and some very
bad things and my expectations are always met. I think the
general caliber of events has been picking up with each
Marathon.
I think the quality has improved.
Maybe it is
my selection process that has improved more than the events,
I'm not sure.

Yes,

DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARATHON IS AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE OR
INTERVENTION STRATEGY?
It's only limitation being that it probably doesn't
have much of a lasting effect, but as a stimulant I think
it's very good.
I think it's a short, explosive event that
can have great meaning at the time but I doubt that there
One possible long-range
is much change back at the ranch.
change effect that it has is that I am aware of other
Marathons that have started. Not only in higher education,
I'm sure that
but in public and private schools as well.
that can be
something
is
here
presented
is
that
the format
elsewhere.
imitated very easily

Yes.

IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE MARATHON FACILITATE
OR INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?

Both.

I

think that's par for the course.

I

don’t think any

design can entirely facilitate learning. I think it probably
is a welcome change to most institutional environments that
tend to make learning less attractive and less productive.
ARE YOU FINDING THE CONTENT OF THE EVENTS RELEVANT TO YOUR
NEEDS OR DESIRES?

think that a particular strength of the Marathon is that
it can meet almost everyone's needs.
From the program this
year, I think there are a lot of events that are beneficial
I

to me

—very

useful.

ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED?
DELETED? ADDED?
I'd probably try to vary the time length somewhat although I
know of the restrictions there and I know that it is being
done somewhat too but I think it does seem to be a little to
patterned, hour by hour.
I don't think that this is the
fault of the administration as much as it is the fault of
the participants and presentors. There is something else,
although I don't know that much can be done about it. The
environment of the Marathon itself has always been sloppy
although I don't think it is as bad this year again. But it
has always been hot and stuffy and kind of messy.
Physically
messy.
I guess that's just the School of Education's syndrom.
Probably can't beat it.

ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?

have and there are some teachers coming from my school this
week throughout the week as a matter of fact. School is in
session and we have arranged substitutes so that they can come
up here and spend the day.
I

—

Interview #3
Charles E Schwenkner
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio
.

Position or status: Assistant Professor of Education and
Child Development
WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?
The main motivation came when Dwight Allen came and spoke
I
about three weeks ago at the University of Cincinnati.
across
come
had
and
time
that
found out about the Marathon at
some materials written by Terry Mollner a booklet on "How to
get through the University of Massachusetts on your own terms."
Also, there is a group of students at the University of Cincinnati who call themselves "The Alternative." I am very much

—

—

.
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interested in innovative education. They are
program trying to come up with models of their in an individual
own in terms of
deveioping courses, course sequences, —this
type
of thing and
so I was quite interested in coming here.

DID YOU COME ALONE?

ARE YOU ON LEAVE?

came by myself and I will be here all week.
I'm doing what
ar ? uite a few people here are talking about
gettinq
^
students to a place where they take the responsibility
their own learning. When some of my colleagues heard for
that
I was leaving for the week, there first
comment was, "What's
going to happen to your classes?" My retort was, "They will
keep going by themselves." I have confidence in the students
that they will continue on their interests whether I'm there
or not.
What I'm primarily interested in are courses as they
apply to higher education in particular and so I'm picking out
talks and workshops that are sort of aimed at higher education.
But not all together.
I am interested in processes themselves
like contracts.
One of the things that I am interested in is
where the teacher also contracts with the students
The
students don't like contracting with the teacher but I have
done that this quarter. Contracting or accountability works
both ways
I
1

—

c

.

.

AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING EVENTS,
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?
Definitely,

I

think it’s fantastic.

DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARATHON IS AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE OR
INTERVENTION STRATEGY?
see it as possibly effecting change.
I guess I can see it
in the sense of adding support to people who are innovating
and trying different alternatives in terms of learning and
facilitating learning with students. Quite often your
colleagues will give you support but it's nice to go someplace else and hear that in other places they are also doing
things that are innovative and share ideas this kind of thing.
I

—

IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE MARATHON FACILITATE OR

INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?
It doesn't affect me in any particular way because I need time
So by
in order to process what I've gone through anyway.
attending the events, making notes, referring back to the
final guidelines, things pop in and I sort of try to process
Global kind of conthem.
I don't try to be too specific.
been able to go
have
with.
I
cepts are what I've come away
to four or five sessions in a row and still feel that I have
gotten something out of each of them.

.

.
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ARE YOU FINDING THE CONTENT OF THE EVENTS RELEVANT TO YOUR
NEEDS OR DESIRES?
I'm finding that they are. The description of the event has
helped an awful lot in deciding what event I will attend.
The title alone is often misleading.
I have found that the
brief description has not been misleading.

ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED?
DELETED? ADDED?

Marathon is a good term rather than conference which has such
a negative connotation.
I think that in something of this
magnitude you run into technical problems running five
minutes over, not enough slide projectors, etc., but for
something like 700 units or modules that you have integrated,
you do a fantastic job. I find a minimum of even technical
disasters

—

ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?

Definitely.
I would definitely encourage others and not only
colleagues.
I would like to see students from other colleges
One of the students in "The
and universities also come along.
Alternative" program at home, when I showed her the program,
she would have liked to come, but it was only a week before
and she wasn’t able to.

Interview #4
Kathryn Basile
90 Colonial Village Apartments
Amherst Ma
,

Position or status: Senior, School of Education, University
of Massachusetts

WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?
I needed credit
I've been to it before.
just wanted to go.
I
attend.
to
too but primarily I came just because I wanted
events.
five
have been here two days and have attended about

I

AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING EVENTS,
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?
I left
Pretty good but I was disappointed about two things.
the
one
other
the
and
boring
one event early because it was
have
they
part,
most
instructor didn't show up. But for the
to
come
to
wanted
I missed quite a few that I
been good.
There are a few more that I am looking
fault.
own
through my
forward to.
_

—

.

DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARATHON IS AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE OR
INTERVENTION STRATEGY?

Definitely.
I like the whole idea.
Since it has gone from
one day to a week I think that it does an even better job.
The whole atmosphere and what it offers gives people a good
chance to get exposed to a number of different things and
they are all self -motivated
I think that's good.
.

IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE MARATHON FACILITATE
OR INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?
I think the whole setup facilitates learning except for the
rooms.
They are not large enough and that can kind of inhibit
when they get overcrowded. I think that maybe they should cut
it off at a certain point although when you start blocking
people out, that's not too nice.

ARE YOU FINDING THE CONTENT OF THE EVENTS RELEVANT TO YOUR
NEEDS OR DESIRES?
I didn't have any definite goals.
I read through the
schedule and anything that appeals to me, whether it's in
education or something outside of education, I go to it.

Yes.

ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED?
DELETED? ADDED?
First, like I said, I would like to see more rooms-- just
talking physical things. They have like 60-70 people in these
Other than that, different
little rooms.
It's ridiculous.
Marathons, I've noticed have a majority of different themes
like an emphasis on racism. This time there is an awful lot
on learning disabilities and the media people are doing a lot
I think for the most
and that interests me, so I like it.
I noticed this time that
part, it's pretty well-rounded.
there are less fun things, like cardboard carpentry and paper
mache.
I didn’t notice anything like that except book binding.
I
I didn't notice any theory games and stuff like that.
lecture
of
instead
too
nice
are
think that those fun things
and discussion things all the time.

ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?

Definitely.

Interview #5
Don Glickstein
20 Francine Road
Framingham, Ma

8

Position or statu.: Senior, School of Education, University
of Massachusetts
WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?
had two motivations. The first one primarily was that it's
great learning opportunity to get a whole mess of different
learning experiences. The secondary motivation was that I
am writing an article for a magazine, THE MASSACHUSETTS
TEACHER, which is the MTA magazine.
I think it is going
to be in the May issue if I get it in on time.
I

a

AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING EVENTS,
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?
Like all Marathons, there are some bummer events and
there are some great events and I have been to both bummers
and great events.
I think that one of the interesting things
about this Marathon is the sheer number of events there seem
to be more than ever before.

Yes.

—

DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARATHON IS AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE OR
INTERVENTION STRATEGY?
In this context, at the University of Massachusetts, I think
so.
In other contexts, I think it might be used as a "cop
out" like a 4-1-4 calendar where you have four months of
bilge and then you have one month of innovation. In this
context, at UMass, I think it's excellent.

—

IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE MARATHON FACILITATE
OR INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?

can't conceive of any other design for it so I can't say
anything bad about it. Two deficiencies I see— one is that
sometimes I can't attend all the events I want because I get
burned out or simply because they are scheduled at the same
The other thing is that of course I wish it were a
time.
university-wide thing with all departments participating.
I

ARE YOU FINDING THE CONTENT OF THE EVENTS RELEVANT TO YOUR
NEEDS OR DESIRES?
I had a preconceived notion of some events and
Definitely.
they helped me. I had a preconceived notion of some other
events and they didn't help me.

ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED?
DELETED? ADDED?
said before, it's not university-wide and I have a hell
the rest
of a conflict with other things that are happening on

Like

I

.

.

.
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of the campus, which means that I have to cut classes to come
here. An immediate change would be for the Chancellor to
declare that no tests will be given during Marathon week. I
haven’t had any tests but I suppose there are some kids who
got screwed because there are professors who are giving
tests this week. Theoretically, I'd like it to be universitywide and have all classes cancelled.

ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?
I always do.
As a matter of fact, when I tell the teachers
that I'm not going to attend their class, I give them a
Marathon schedule

Interview #6
Gene Counihan
850 North Washington Street
Rockville, Md

Position or status: Personnel Specialist, Department of Staff
Development
WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?
Simple.
One, I came up last spring, and although it wasn't
a totally lost experience, I had some expectations that were
I wanted to come back and see what
a year lingering.
happened when it really did happen. Beyond that, I work with
a department of staff development and in terms of my own professional development, I came here to perhaps pick up some
things related to the in-service training of teachers.

AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING EVENTS
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?
think in a more general and broader sense than I had
I found for instance, that on Monday,
originally expected.
I got over here about 10 a.m. and left at 10 p.m. and
realized that I hadn't eaten for twelve hours just going
from one activity to another.

Yes,

I

DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARATHON IS AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE OR
INTERVENTION STRATEGY?
For me personally it’s a change for me to get away from the
out
job, getting to sit back and dream blue sky, and to get
daily
on
a
of the four -wall kinds of things that I deal with
change
So for me, I think there will probably be some
basis.
here,
and some ideas resulting from the week that i spend
of
think the whole idea of bringing together a community goes
anything
where
free-for-all
educators in this kind of
encourages that

.
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IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE MARATHON FACILITATE
OR INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?
It facilitates it.
As a matter of fact, one of the things
that I have been doing here is to talk to people about
coordinating it.
I'm trying to figure out how we might
install a Marathon type of experience in a large school
system.
As a matter of fact, I have been considering the
possibility of closing all schools for a couple of days and
even if we just made it internal to the school system, which
includes an alternative school, having a share-a-thon.
I'm
thinking that a lot of things are going on in the classrooms
and I think it would also be stimulating for those people who
are doing things than nobody knows they are doing. They do
not ordinarily have a platform unless they are very aggressive
in seeking one
.

ARE YOU FINDING THE CONTENT OF THE EVENTS RELEVANT TO YOUR
NEEDS OR DESIRES?
Yes, ranging from listening to Dwight Allen talk, which can't
help but stir up a lot of thinking, to going to the whole
futurist thing which was a new experience for me.

ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED?
DELETED? ADDED?

Specifically, I was looking for some things that I could not
find.
Program evaluation strategies and that type of thing.
Evaluation is one of the problems I think we are having and
I am trying to come up with a way of evaluating in-service
training. Just scanning the program, I see very little
relating to that.

ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU WOULD
ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?
As a matter of fact, my being here was influenced by a
Yes.
UMass graduate.

Interview #7
George Meehan
176 Pine Street
Danvers, Ma.

Position or status: Assistant Elementary Principal
WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?

Originally I heard about it through the MTA magazine and was
interested in coming to hear new ideas in education. Later,
staff.
I was also invited, along with one of the members of the

.
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to come and talk to a class about our program. it is not
really unique but we are proud of what we have. We are
opening up and we are going to talk today about taking a
traditional school and how to begin to open up the school to
be more responsive to the individual needs of the children.
I have observed the Integrated Day program and have been to
see the training staff of the Alternative Schools project.

AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING EVENTS,
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?
We found that the one that we went to this morning was
interesting the questions and answers and the discussion.
Naturally we are more interested in the elementary school
than we are in the secondary school. During observation
they were talking specifically about the training of teachers
and how here at the University there is quite a variety of
training programs. There is a need for variety and I personally would like to see a move away from the traditional
type of training and go more to the alternative, open education, continuous learning type of programs so that teachers
would be better prepared to come into our school and also to
bring new ideas.
I think a student should not only come in
to learn, but also to bring in new ideas that they have gotten
in their courses to the classroom to help the teacher. That
is one way that the teacher can keep up to date with the new
ideas and thoughts in education.

—

DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARATHON IS AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE OR
INTERVENTION STRATEGY?
think so.
I'd like to see, when the University opens up
I
Boston, something like this at that end.
in
its branch
change
part
in
important
an
think the University could play
ideas
I

IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE MARATHON FACILITATE OR
INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?
I think every time people can get together and can hear ideas
or experiences of other people who are involved in the same
field, it's certainly going to help.

ARE YOU FINDING THE CONTENT OF THE EVENTS RELEVANT TO YOUR
NEEDS OR DESIRES?
only looked at today's events when I got the schedule. Just
looking at today's events, I picked our Alternative School and
Integrated Day things which are very relevant to me.
I

ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?
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Released time would be hard to get but the program is very
good.
In our system we used to have a teachers convention
day and people used to go into Boston and hear speakers. it
was dropped because it was essentially a waste of time.
Topics were found to not be that relevant. Something like
this in Boston would be a lot more worthwhile.
Interview #8
Daniel A. Rigg
Goldsboro, North Carolina

Position or status: High School Senior
WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?
I've been investigating several institutions who are
developing the potential of students interested in education
and last summer I became closely related with a doctoral
student here. He was an instructor of mine at a leadership
school in North Carolina and I have corresponded with him
through the mail several times. He suggested that I come
out here and investigate and he sent me much material on
the School of Education.
I investigated it and weighed
whether or not to come and I finally decided that I would.
He suggested that I come here specifically during Marathon
week.
I have been accepted as a student by the School of
Education.

AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING EVENTS,
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?
Yes sir, they are really being met. I feel though, that
lot of the things I would have liked to attend were concentrated at the beginning of the week.

a

DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARATHON IS AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE OR
INTERVENTION STRATEGY?
Yes,

I

think so.

HAVE YOU EVER COME INTO CONTACT WITH ANYTHING THAT RESEMBLES
THE MARATHON?
No, this is unique for me.

IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE MARATHON FACILITATE
OR INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?

With me, I feel like it kind
It depends on the individual.
very quickly but I think that
realization
of snaps you into a
into it.
you
get
it is easy to digest once

.
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ARE YOU FINDING THE CONTENT OF THE EVENTS RELEVANT TO
NEEDS OR DESIRES?

YOITR

Yes, very relevant.
I*ve attended the Alternative School
events. Human Potential events, and this type of thing.

ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED 7
DELETED? ADDED?

Some of the topics seem fairly shallow.
I
just title-wise they were. Maybe a deeper
would help, I'm not sure, but some of them
irrelevant. Maybe they are just filling a

didn't investigate,
description of each
seem more or less
time slot.

ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS TO ATTEND?

Yes

I would.
I'm kind of disappointed because I had talked
it up a little bit with the people back home and couldn't
get anyone to come here with me. A good suggestion would be
for the school to sponsor a group of students to come up here
for the week as an alternative learning experience.

Interview #9
Sister Imelda Propstein
Saint Joseph School
143 South Franklin Street
Holbrook, Ma.

Position or status: School Principal
WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?

A teacher sent me a brochure and I thought it looked interesting and exciting and I thought I would like to update myself
I've never
This is my first Marathon.
in modern education.
been to the School of Education before.

AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING EVENTS,
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?
was very much interested in the open classroom and the
It motivates you to
It's just fabulous.
observation hallway.
improve your own
to
can
you
want to go back and do as much as
schools
Yes.

I

DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARATHON IS AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE OR
INTERVENTION STRATEGY?
Definitely.
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IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE MARATHON FACILITATF
OR INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?

think it s a wonderful opportunity to go from one room to
the other if you think it will be more of what you expected
or wanted.
ARE YOU FINDING THE CONTENT OF THE EVENTS RELEVANT TO YOUR
NEEDS OR DESIRES?
Definitely. Especially when we are trying to move to
individualizing and hopefully into the open classroom.

ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED 7
DELETED? ADDED?

The only disappointment I've had is when some things I've
intended to go to have been cancelled and I only learned
about the cancellation when I arrived at the door. But
overall, I think it is well done a wonderful opportunity.

—

ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?
I certainly would.
have attended.

'

I

was wishing more of my teachers could

Interview #10
Sally Callahan
18 Old Colony Road
Arlington, Ma.

WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?
Because I*ve been here the past few years and mainly because
I need some practical ideas on what to do as a first year
teacher.
I*m sort of running out and I need some support.
My ideas are sort of pushed away because I'm out of this
environment. I did my practice teaching in Marks Meadow.

AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING EVENTS,
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?
went to "Why is it that it's always the Humanistic
Teacher who gets fired?" and it was interesting as I am having
the same problems he was talking about.

Yes.

I

DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARATHON IS AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE OR
INTERVENTION STRATEGY?
I

don't know because it attracts people who have changed or

.
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are going through change.
the support.

Maybe that is okay— it provides

IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE
MARATHON FACILITATE
OR INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?
It's very f acilitative

ARE YOU FINDING THE CONTENT OF THE EVENTS RELEVANT
TO YOUR
NEEDS OR DESIRES?
Yes.
i just came from a session on how to
individualize
with a basal text and it was really excellent. Everybody
has to use them anyway.

ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED 9
DELETED? ADDED?

Personally, with my needs at this point, I'd like more things
like I just came from practical things that teachers have
done or experimented with. More practical than theoretical
things
This is the first year that I've been teaching, and
the first that I've been out of school. When I went before,
I was more interested in the theoretical things but I didn't
really know what I needed. Now that I am out teaching, I
really need practical stuff.
.

ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?

Definitely, but it's not that easy to attend.
If it were
held during Spring vacation I would come for the whole week.
I tried for three days but could only get two.

Interview #11
Jim Keckler
920 Paulton Avenue
Sioux Falls, South Dakota

Position or status: Teacher, Junior High School
WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?
I

think it was to get some perspectives from a different
Probably the humanistic angle as much as anything.

angle.

AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING EVENTS,
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?
In fact, probably beyond my expectations.
Yes, they really are.
I've found that the thing that surprised me was the heavy

.

—

.

.
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attendance at these sessions. Also, the fact that there is
so much choice as to the event that you can attend.

DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARATHON IS AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE OR
INTERVENTION STRATEGY?
Yes,

I do.
In fact I think the whole concept of giving
people choices in what they do, the flexibility of it all,
in and of itself is a good change agent

IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE MARATHON FACILITATE
OR INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?
I think that it facilitates learning.
I think it probably
arouses a great number of interests in your mind that may or
may not be carried on from here. I think that after you
leave here, you could do just about anything you want to in
following through on your new ideas. But, I do think that
the design is certainly a stimulus to learning.

ARE YOU FINDING THE CONTENT OF THE EVENTS RELEVANT TO YOUR
NEEDS OR DESIRES?
It is to my needs.
I think that as to specific subject
matter it is probably not.
I think the whole thing, as far
as I'm concerned, is applying the humanistic and other
theories into what you are doing. As far as subject matter
is concerned, most people really don't need the extra work
in a subject area anyway.
I think they just need it in
delivery in getting the point across in process. I am
interested in not only the teacher-student relationship but
am also interested in the staff -administration relationship
the whole area of interpersonal relationships within the
school

—

—

ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED?
DELETED? ADDED?
I think that
I can't really say that there is anything.
like someone said, "your legs can do the voting for you."
I f you find yourself in a situation that you are not enjoying,
the program is so flexible that people can leave that event at
any time.
I don’t have any criticism at all.

No,

ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?

Certainly

.
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Interview #12
Chaveewan Nasakolnakorn
Khonkaen University
Thailand

Position or status: Faculty of Education,
Khondaen University
2
Thailand

*

WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE
MARATHON?
I am here in the United States to
study education at Ball
Ur lverS1
in Indiana.
I just got here last month and
J
they gave
me about two months to visit universities and
elementary schools around the East Coast. They
Boston and from Boston to Amherst. When I came sent me to
here they
said that they have a special program at the
School of
Education.

^

AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING
EVENTS
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?
I came here to see how to prepare a student to
be a teacher
how to prepare aspecial program for student teaching. This or
is my job in Thailand so I came here to see how the
University
of Massachusetts works on this program.
Then I saw this
program.
This very good for the student because they have
someplace to study just the top course, a place to learn
something new. it is all very interesting to me.

IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE MARATHON FACILITATE
OR INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?
I myself, maybe because of my english or my background, find
some very hard for me. Some courses are also very useful to
me

ARE YOU FINDING THE CONTENT OF THE EVENTS RELEVANT TO YOUR
NEEDS OR DESIRES?

Yes they are. The last hour I visited a woman showed and
talked about the open-school concept.
I didn't know about
this so I learned something.

ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED?
DELETED? ADDED?
I am happy with it but I don't know too much about it.
Yesterday I learned about nonformal education and today
about the open-school concept. This will be good for me
when I start a program like it in Thailand. It is useful
to me.

.
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ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?

think so.
It is very good for a student to come here for
just one week and learn and get ideas.
I

HOW DID YOU LEARN OF THE MARATHON?
I came here last week and Barbara Roberts told me that we
have a special program and that I should come. She told me
about it because I didn't know about it. This is the first
time that I knew of this, kind of program.

Interview #13
Theodore F Kock
97 Fesseden Street
Newton, Ma.
.

Position or status: Retired citizen
WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?
I've been interested in what was going on in the education
field.
I'd heard about Dean Allen and the Marathon and I
thought if I had an opportunity sometime, I might take it in.

AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING EVENTS,
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?
First with the good crowd
Yes.
I have been very impressed.
of people that seemed quite interested in what was going on,
and secondly, I think that there is a lot to be had here if
you paid attention to it.
IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE MARATHON FACILITATE
OR INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?
It gives you new objectives and new

think it enhances it.
ideas
I

ARE YOU FINDING THE CONTENT OF THE EVENTS RELEVANT TO YOUR
NEEDS OR DESIRES?
Yes, and stimulating too.

ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED?
DELETED? ADDED?
Frankly,

I

don't think

I

could comment on that.

.

.
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ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS TO ATTEND?
Yes,

I certainly would.
I'd encourage parents as well as
young people who are trying to improve on their knowledge.

Interview #14
Roy Nichols
50 Meadow Street
Amherst Ma
,

Position or status: Doctoral Candidate, School of Education,
University of Massachusetts

WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?
The Marathon tends to be a good place to meet people, to make
contacts as far as job opportunities are concerned, and for
getting to know people who are influential.

AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING EVENTS,
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?
Since my expectations were to meet people, I'm not sure how
much the actual schedule of events have to do with it
I
think that I did accomplish my objective.
I met the people
As far as the schedule of events goes, I
I wanted to meet.
do intend to see and take part in the events, to give some
and to look at some.
I'm very pleased with what is being
offered
.

DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARATHON IS AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE OR
INTERVENTION STRATEGY?
I think it can be the
I don't think it can effect change.
It can give somebody the kernel
catalyst for change though.
of an idea and they can go back to their school district and
possibly start a change.

IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE MARATHON FACILITATE
OR INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?

have to say that it facilitates my personal learning. There
are some problems with rooms. Alot of times some are packed
and some are not and many times it's difficult to find a
room.
I think the physical facility does more to destroy
the Marathon's effectiveness than anything else but I think
it is essentially an effective learning instrument.
I

ARE YOU FINDING THE CONTENT OF THE EVENTS RELEVANT TO YOUR
NEEDS OR DESIRES?

.

.

.
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Yes, and the reason for that is because I don't have to attend
any event unless it appeals to me. I don't have to sit through
something I don't want to listen to.

ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED?
DELETED? ADDED?

The only thing, and I don't know how to do that exactly, is
to have a fuller description of what is actually going to
happen so that you are more sure when you are making your
choices of whether an event is one you want to attend
ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?
Definitely.

Interview #15
Evanne Hudak
1 5 Edgeweed Avenue
Port Jefferson Station, New York

Position or status: Undergraduate College Student

WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?
I'm interested in seeing some alternative methods of education.
Originally I heard about it just because I heard that there
was some values clarification things going on that I was
interested in. Later on, I found out that there were also a
whole lot of other things going on, different approaches to
education, discussions on various aspects of a number of
things

DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARATHON IS AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE OR
INTERVENTION STRATEGY?
think it's effective in stimulating people to think about
different alternatives. It sort of gets their heads together
about what they are doing, what can be done, what methods
doing
there are. It opened me to alot of different ways of them
discussed
actually
We
things that were really good.
and dealt with them as topics to broaden understanding.
I

MARATHON FACILITATE
IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE
OR INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?
It provides the chance to interIt facilitated my learning.
things in a
act and to be exposed to a wide variety of

time

.

^
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are you finding the content of the events relevant
to your
NEEDS OR DESIRES?
In some ways.
I think that the limitation of. time prevents
me from really getting down to exactly what can be done
in
my situation. it sort of leaves it to the person to decide
which is kind of hard, but at least it brings you into some
situation where you can deal with it.

ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED'3
DELETED? ADDED?
It's kind of unrealistic to say that I’d like to go into
every one of these things in great depth. That would make
it not a Marathon any more.
It would make it a course.
I
think as a Marathon, as a week to just sort of be exposed to
all different kinds of things, it's successful. You can’t
expect it to do everything for you.

ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?

Definitely.

HOW DID YOU LEARN OF THE MARATHON?
I heard about it from someone who ran a values clarification
group.
He mentioned that there was going to be work done on
it here and that was all I knew.
I was thrilled when I got
here and found out how much more there was. I really had
little understanding of what it was all about previous to
my arrival

Interview #16
Carol Prokop
69 Dale Avenue
Ossining, New York

Position or status: Undergraduate College Student

WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?
Well, first of all, the first time I was exposed to it was in
I sort of tucked it away in my
a values clarification course.
that.
I didn't really think about
do
might
that
I
thinking
mind
into
a rut in student teaching.
getting
started
it again until I
things
I was doing and the
with
the
I was particularly unhappy
to find
wanted
so
I
school
way the kids were reacting to
somewas
there
that
something else. Also, I sort of felt
wasn't
was.
I
it
thing else but I didn’t know where or what
at my
upset
getting much reinforcement and so I was getting
cooperating teacher and the other student teachers.

—

.

.

.

.
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AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING EVENTS,
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?
don't know if i really formed or set any real expectations.
knew I would be exposed to a lot of things and I said
whatever I'm exposed to I'll be able to learn from. But I
got alot of other things that I really didn't expect to get.
I'm happy I came here.
I
I

DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARATHON IS AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE OR
INTERVENTION STRATEGY?
I guess that would just depend on how open the people are who
are exposing themselves to it.
At my school, my supervising
teachers who brought me here are really great, but my
cooperating teacher thought I should stay home, my
responsibility was there and I should correct contracts and
make up tests

IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE MARATHON FACILITATE
OR INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?
It’s just really fantastic.
I've learned alot of things about
myself.
I think I'm getting to know more about how I feel
about things and I'm accepting it more.
I'm learning about
the alternatives in education, that there are alot of people
who feel the same way I do, and that they have found ways to
put it into the classroom.

ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED?
DELETED? ADDED?

—

The thing I felt frustrated about is the time thing things
Four things
overlapping and not having time to get places.
happening that I wanted to go to at the same time. But, it's
good that you cram all that stuff in there it's really
worthwhile

—

ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?
Yes.
I've written postcards saying that I'm never coming
I feel like
back, you should be here, and that it's great.
The School of Education is a very comfortable
I grew alot.

place

Interview #17
Nicolas P. d'Ombrain
Box 55
Millers Falls, Ma

Position or status: Undergraduate, School of Education,
University of Massachusetts
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WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?
To gain more insight and awareness of the various philosophical
thoughts of education.

AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING EVENTS,
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?
Yes.

I think: it

is one of the best ones I've been to.

DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARATHON IS AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE OR

INTERVENTION STRATEGY?
It certainly can be.
I think it is for a lot of people and
it could be for a lot more.

IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE MARATHON FACILITATE
OR INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?
It facilitates learning.
For example, I didn't know anything
about ANISA and I went to a couple of sessions on that and now
I know a whole lot about ANISA.
From the perspective of nothing
to something is something.
I learned an awful lot about things
in small doses, at least to know that I want to learn more
about that and that facilitates my learning a great deal.

ARE YOU FINDING THE CONTENT OF THE EVENTS RELEVANT TO YOUR
NEEDS OR DESIRES.
Yes, definitely.

ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED?
DELETED? ADDED?
I'd like to see it grow, I'd like to see more offered, I’d
like to see more options available to people that is if more
than 700 events is conceivable. If for instance, you could
have a mini Marathon more often like a full day of Marathon
events scheduled once a week, once a month, or every third
week. Just so that people who may not be able to come to
this Marathon wouldn't be restricted because they couldn't
come for this week. You could have something structured
for all the vacations the other institutions might have.

—

—

ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?
Definitely.

..

.
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Interview #18
Nicki Kessler
363 Charlton Avenue
South Orange, New Jersey

Position or status: School Committee Member
WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?
To learn, to enlarge my scope, to see what was going on in
other parts of the country.

AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING EVENTS,
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?
Yes, they are being met.
This morning there were too many
things that I wanted to go to at one time. Right now, this
past hour, there were not that many things that were
intriguing. Dwight Allen's speech was a high point for me.
I'd never heard him before.
It was something I really wanted
to do

DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARATHON IS AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE OR
INTERVENTION STRATEGY?
We are close to Rutgers
was just discussing this.
It needs alot of internal
I was thinking of Rutgers.
stimulation and what something like this might do to their
It would also
whole department of education would be good.
be good for their whole student body and the community that
It is very
surrounds the school Newark and the suburbs
stimulating

Yes.
and

I

—

.

IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE MARATHON FACILITATE
OR INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?

Physically, I think it's a little inhibiting. The first room
It was uncomfortable
I was in was very small for the group.
Nobody minded not having chairs but when
and it was stuffy.
there was a pile of something about to fall over on your head,
I think the auditorium for the
it was a little difficult.
session I just came from was almost too large for that group.
I know you can't predict.

ARE YOU FINDING THE CONTENT OF THE EVENTS RELEVANT TO YOUR
NEEDS OR DESIRES?
have
It just so happened that two of the three events I
in
interested
attended were on alternative schools and I am

Yes.

that

.

.

.
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ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED 7
DELETED? ADDED?
I'm not that familiar with the program.
them an answer

I'd be glad to write

ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?

Absolutely. As I mentioned to you before, my daughter is
applying here.
I wish she had been informed because I think
for perspective teachers, this is a marvelous opportunity to
get a feel for things. There has been attentiveness and
interest in every session that I've been in. There were
not the side conversations and the distractions that you
usually find in a workshop. Everyone was a very interested
and dedicated kid

HOW DID YOU LEARN OF THE MARATHON?
Lee Peters, one of the products of this school, is our
curriculum coordinator.

Interview #19
Mike McCormick
134 Riverglade Apartments
Amherst, Ma.

Position or status: Graduate Student, School of Education,
University of Massachusetts
WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?
am primarily interested in learning about some parts of the
School of Education that I am not in contact with especially
the Human Relations Center and the Human Potential Center.
Their courses seem to be very crowded and hard to get into
I am in the Non-Center
unless you are in their Center
I

—

.

AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING EVENTS,
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?
Yes they have. Especially the Human Relations discussion that
I have been here off and on all week.
I went to.

DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARATHON IS AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE OR
INTERVENTION STRATEGY?
think it is but sometimes I get a bad feeling. Like
yesterday when we had a superintendent from Hadley Schools
He talked about how to find
who was a graduate from UMass
I

.
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a job in education and he sort of said that he disagrees
with
alot of things that are happening here in the School of
Education.
He said that the rest of the educational world
is a lot more conservative and therefore we are sort of
getting a very unrealistic picture and being ill-eguipped to
"with the world as it is.
Rather, we are being prepared
to deal with the world as we want it to be.

IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE MARATHON FACILITATE
OR INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?

Alot of times there are too many good things to do at once.
That’s a problem. I'd like to recommend that in the future,
the schedule show which things are offered once and which
are repeated.
Oh, I see that it's been done.
I didn't read
the directions
Maybe the other days that it is offered
could be put down also.
.

ARE YOU FINDING THE CONTENT OF THE EVENTS RELEVANT TO YOUR
NEEDS OR DESIRES?
Yes.
The Human Relations discussion on humanistic education
was especially relevant in my part-time work with adolescents.
The point was made that much of the humanistic education is
designed for white, middle-class adults, and the problem is
how do you transfer that to the kids either in a school or
in a social community.
I had a great deal of hassle about
why I couldn't bring some of the stuff from UMass over to
Easthampton to "turn the kids on." I had a feeling that it
wasn't very likely to succeed. On the basis of what I
learned from this session at the Marathon, I found out that
indeed it is not intended to work in that situation.

—

ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED?
DELETED? ADDED?
In one particular instance I felt very crowded. We were
learning about computers in the middle of the afternoon and
There were fifteen people in a very small
it was very warm.
corner of the building with no windows or anything. I would
say that it is more important to spread out all over the
University that to be cramped in the School of Education
although I understand that there is a need for that.

ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?

have recommended it to a couple of friends
he enjoyed it.
I

HOW DID YOU LEARN OF THE MARATHON?

.

One came and

.

.
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This is not my first semester here. I've followed
it durinq
the year that I’ve been here.
I was most impressed with it
en
first came because it was really good. Now some
y?}
of
J.
the things
are being repeated each year although I think
there are fewer repeats this year.
Interview #20
M. Hussein Ahdieh

2535 8th Avenue
New York, New York

Position or status: Assistant Director, Harlem Prep

WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE MARATHON?
I have a few.
One, I was supposed to give a couple of
presentations on Harlem Prep which I think went well.
It's
good to see that there was so much interest.
it's good to
come and see that we are not really quite alone in our
struggles.
Second, I needed a vacation and I usually use
this kind of a thing as an excuse to get out of the school
I feel quite guilty when I leave the school just to tell
people that I am going on a vacation. When there is a
conference, a Marathon, or something like this, I can go
back and can always refer to things that went well. Third,
I am a doctoral candidate here and I wanted to come.
It is
a combination of all of these.

AFTER LOOKING AT THE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND ATTENDING EVENTS,
ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS BEING MET?

Most of them but I wouldn't say all of them. I always think
of the Marathon as a market where you have all kinds of goodies
and people have a choice to take it, pay for it, or not.
DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARATHON IS AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE OR
INTERVENTION STRATEGY?
Yes, for some people who believe in the hit and run things it
might be good. But for somebody who really wants to get
involved and wants to know how to really put this thing into
action, you cannot do it in only one or two hours. You have
to go to the sight, visit the place to meet the people, and
get the real feeling out of the program. The Marathon does
give you some idea of where everything is and what it is all
about

IN YOUR OPINION, DOES THE DESIGN OF THE MARATHON FACILITATE
OR INHIBIT YOUR LEARNING?
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It facilitates.
But it would help to have a bigger place.
I
see this constant going in and out.
In my own session, I was
very crowded, you never really get a chance to say hello to
anybody. Everyone was running. Another thing, in my
presentation and in others, I noticed that there is not
enough room to seat the people.

ARE YOU FINDING THE CONTENT OF THE EVENTS RELEVANT TO YOUR
NEEDS OR DESIRES?
Yes, very much.

ARE THERE PARTS OF THE MARATHON THAT YOU WOULD LIKE CHANGED?
DELETED? ADDED?

wish that the student body and the people who participated
in this Marathon would have more to say about the next
Marathon through corresponding or something that would give
the feeling that they improve the program as they go along.
If
Perhaps through this interview and this sort of thing.
somebody asked me what I want to see in the next Marathon I
really don't know how to put it or where to put it. It would
be nice if presentors knew ahead of time who the other presenters would be so that they could plan to interact with
them. More information on the speakers would help to get to
know the presentors and get the feel for the person before
you go to listen to the lecture.
I

—

ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?

—
—

Definitely. And I'm seriously thinking of it at the school
that we work, since we don't have to follow any city or state
schedule, we can take off whenever we want to close the
I was thinking of letting the
school and take a week off
as
many as could come come to
teachers and the students
Marathon week. They could come here to learn what is
I'm particularly
happening in the whole field of education.
They
with.
working
concerned about the teachers that I'm
fast,
in
a
could use an opportunity like this to learn
condensed way so they can come back and perhaps use some
of their learning in their daily life that they are facing.
.

—

HOW DID YOU LEARN OF THE MARATHON?
the
I came up last year when you had
Accidentally, really.
to
came
and
student
graduate
I wanted to become a
Marathon.
I
commotion.
this
pick up some forms and then I saw all
to
didn't have a chance to stay for that one because I had
heard
I
time
get back for a business affair, but the next
That's what I
It's fun and it's different.
of it, I came.
like about it.

?

z

zl

Interview #21
Philip C. Deakin
408 Prince House
Amherst, Ma.

Position or status:
Graduate Student, School
of
Administration, University Business
of ^as^chusetts
WHAT was your motivation
for attending the
marathon?
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S

F
e mple the TV drum is a 9 ood wa of keeping
up to date
y
?5x, the
with
news.
I really enjoyed that video recording of
the
balloon flight.
I didn't see the flight and I really
enjoyed
watching the whole process. I'd like to see more video
highlights of the week on the TV monitors.
'

ARE YOU IMPRESSED WITH THE MARATHON TO THE POINT THAT
YOU
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEAGUES TO ATTEND?
Yes

I

can't wait for the next one.
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